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25.00 - 50.00
Lot of Vintage Ammo1

25.00 - 50.00
Vintage 300 WBY Brass & Bullets2

100.00 - 150.00
Lot of Vintage Savage Ammo: 250 & 3033

including full box of 401 Winchester 50.00 - 75.00
Vintage Ammo Lot4

25.00 - 50.00
Catlinite Pipe w/Repair5

100.00 - 150.00
USMC Bolo, Military Bayonet & Hat lot6

13 Wisconsin Arrowheads7

Lot of 20 Wisconsin Arrowheads8

Early Paleo Point9

both have some small damage
Russell & Remington Bronzes10

Advertising Cast Iron Ax11

Contemporary Large Beaded Pipe Bag12

26 Stone Arrowhead & Knives13

USN Knife & Mossberg Spy Glass14

Pair of Beaded Moccasins15

Metal Indian Spears16

10 Salesman Sample Carry-Lite Decoys17

Herters Calls & 4 Federal Duck Bands18

Advertising piece
Winchester Arms Dubuque IA19

Cardboard Budweiser Custer's Last Stand20

M1 Garand & M16 Bayonets Lot21

6 Individual Arrowheads22

Belt Buckles including a Hitler Youth Buckle
Grouping of Nazi & Military Pins &23

1898 Volume 1 Outdoor Life24

2 1/2 Boxes of 303 SAV Ammunition25

LOT #

2 Early US Brass Belt Buckles26

Grouping of 17 WWII Nazi Coins27

Nazi Armband & Hat Eagle28

Navy Arms 1858; British Bulldog; Derringer & Hopkins &
Allen. LB75/78/81/83

4 Black Powder or Antique Firearms29

Lot of 5 Antique Parts Pistols (LB82)30

including Colt Steel, Colt, Schrade & others 100.00 - 150.00
Lot of 7 Assorted Knives31

100.00 - 150.00
100 rds of 30-40 Krag32

75.00 - 100.00
100 rds of 30-30 Ammo33

4 Topless Gals Cocktail Glasses34

200.00 - 300.00
Pair of WWI German Spiked Helmets35

Rem Mags 50.00 - 100.00
Winchester/ Western Targets, Catalogs & 436

25.00 - 50.00
2 WWI Dough Boy Helmets37

Lot of Vintage Fishing Tackle38

30-40 Krag, Swiss, WWII German Dress & British No 4
100.00 - 150.00

4 Bayonets Lot39

Boker & others.
Lot of 4 Contemporary Knives40

Holiday, Winchester & Federal
2 Flats of Empty Vintage Shell Boxes41

Remington Nitro Club, 2 pc 20 ga, & Federal High Power
Seconds (full box)

4 Collectible Shot Shell Boxes42

Books lot
Colt DA Revolver & German Hunting Gun43

Choice of 4 Framed Arrowhead Displays44

Framed Indian Warrior Print45

Choice of 3 Hard Pelican style Gun Cases46
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AXIOM Excalibur Cross Bow47

125.00 - 175.00
450 rds of Black Hills 44 Spec Ammunition48

250.00 - 3,500.00
220 rds of 7mm Mag Ammo48a

150.00 - 250.00
800 rds of 45 ACP Ammo48b

Challenger Press
NIB Lee Turret Press & 200149

Sizing Kits 75.00 - 150.00
20 New Lee Bullet Lubricating &49a

150.00 - 200.00
2 NIB Lee Anniversary Reloading Kits49b

assorted calibers: 45-70, 225 WIN, 22 Hornet , 357, 6mm &
others 350.00 - 500.00

Approx 45 Lee Reloading Dies49c

Machine Gun Non gun BB Machine gun for carnival games
& mfg by Feltman Products Coney Island NY. In good
overall condition & measures approx. 36" in length. 250.00 -
500.00

Feltman Pneumatic Coney Island50

Dated 1944 US Navy & appears to be in very good condition
w/wooden case. Case measures 12'x10 1/2" x6"

WWII USN Ball Recording Sextant w/Case51

Comes in wooden case which measures approx. 13"x10".
Brass device appears unmarked but complete w/few loose
pieces in box. Overall a good early navigational instrument.

Antique Brass Martime Navigation Compass52

comes in fitted wooden case measuring 25" long & has good
optics, in good overall condition.

WWII USN 10x Spy Glass53

Comes in fitted wooden case measuring 12"x12"x9". Course
clock appears to have several small accessories & appears to
be in good condition. The leather carry strap on box is
broken.

Mark II Seth Thomas Course Clock54

#421531; 32 ACP. 1923 production. Std config w/good
original blue w/light wear on edges & mixed light scratches
w/dual tone magazine. Hard plastic grips are very good &
comes w/original box, paperwork. Box is in good overall
condition w/Hibbard Spencer Bartlett & Co Chicago tag.
750.00 - 1,250.00

Colt 1903 32 Pocket Pistol w/Original Box55

#62757; 380 cal. 1923 production Fine original blued finish
w/checkered walnut Colt grips & dual tone magazine.
Overall in very fine original condition & a great example of
a scarce 380 cal. pocket pistol. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

Fine Colt 380 cal Model 1908 Pocket Pistol56

LOT #

#428731; 32 cal. 1923 production w/original finish & black
plastic hard grips w/some small spots mixed, but overall
very nice condition. 750.00 - 1,250.00

Nickel Finished Colt 1903 Pocket Pistol57

#33895; 38 cal. 1911 production. Std config w/6" bbl., gun
shows strong blue finish,bright bore, case colored hammer,
fire blue trigger & very fine hard plastic Colt grips. Some
small mixed scratches & marks, but overall a fine example
of the 1902 Military Automatic pistol. 2,000.00 - 3,000.00

Colt Model 1902 Automatic Pistol58

#16443; 44 Russian. Mfg in 1906. 7 1/2" bbl w/flat top
frame & target sights.  Checkered grip straps & trigger
w/fancy checkered walnut grips. Gun retains most original
blue w/mixed scratches & wear & small spots. Trigger
hammer & screw heads still retain original niter blue finish.
Mechanically good & a fine example of a rare Target Model
New Service Colt. RM94 1,500.00 - 2,000.00

Colt New Service 44 Russian Target Revolver59

#768242; 38 spec. 2" bbl. w/good original blue & some
holster wear on edges & light spots on metal. Wood grips
are original & solid. Mfg. in 1960. (3762) 500.00 - 700.00

Colt Detective Special Snub Nose Revolver60

#315987; 38 cal. Mfg  circa 1909.  7 1/2" bbl. w/flat top
frame & target sights. Gun retains good blue w/wear on
edges & mixed small marks. Checkered rear grip strap
w/smooth walnut Colt grips. Gun has some light mixed
spots, overall a nice Officers Model Target revolver. RM114
750.00 - 1,000.00

Colt Officers Model 38 Target Revolver61

#534912; 32 cal. 6" bbl. w/blued finish & checkered hard
wood Colt grips. Last patent date on bbl July 4 1905. Gun
has some edge wear, small marks or spots, but overall good
condition for age. Mfg circa 1926. RM97 450.00 - 600.00

Colt Army Special 38 cal Revolver62

#747549; 38 Spec. Mfg. in 1948.  6" bbl. w/hard plastic
grips & has strong original blue finish. A very nice original
Official Police Colt. 450.00 - 600.00

Colt Official Police 38 Spec Revolver63

#96954; 357 Mag. 4" bbl w/blued finish & nice original
condition & slight drag line on cylinder. Checkered grips are
very good & overall a fine, lightly handled 4" Python.
2,000.00 - 2,500.00

Colt Python 357 Mag w/4" bbl.64

Percussion Pistol Antique. 8" bbls w/O/U 54 cal. bores Top
bbl marked Westley Richards London. Most metal is spotted
grey w/some finish in protected areas remaining. Checkered
stock w/ball compartment in butt. Grips are good
mechanically ok, swiveling ram rod beneath bbls & a fine
Westley Richards dbl bbl pistol. 750.00 - 1,250.00

Antique Westley Richards O/U65
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Antique. Overall length of approx. 10" w/5" bbls. Patent
date on hammer is April 16, 1845. Gun has spur trigger
guard, wood grips, spotted grey metal, & mechanically good
w/nipple shield in tack. Overall a nice example of the large
size Allen Pepperbox. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

Allen & Wheelock Dragoon Size 36 cal. Pepperbox66

Antique. 32 cal. w/3 1/2" bbls & patent date of 1837. This is
the hammerless model w/sharp dog leg grips & ring trigger.
Grey spotted metal & mechanically ok, in overall good
condition for age. 500.00 - 750.00

Antique Ethan Allen Hammerless Pepperbox67

Antique. #10581; 32 cal. rim fire. Silver plated brass frame
w/engraving. Mechanically gun is good w/ clear markings &
a nice example of a scarce larger caliber Knuckle Duster
Revolver. 1,500.00 - 1,750.00

James Reid 32 cal Knuckle Duster Revolver68

Antique. #1008; 41 rim fire w/2 1/4" steel bbl. w/top marked
Moore's Pat FA Co Brooklyn NY. Has silver finished
engraved frame w/case hardened hammer. In nice overall
condition for age & a good example of a scarce early
Derringer Model. 700.00 - 900.00

Moore No.1 41 cal. Derringer69

#232; 22 short. Modeled after Sharps Derringer w/revolving
firing pin. Measures 3 1/2" overall & in fair used condition.

4 Aces 22 Short Derringer70

Revolving Handgun Antique. 5.5mm. 1 3/4" bbl. & approx.
4 1/2" overall w/checkered wood grips. Each bbl is proofed
w/small Austrian proof, has brown to grey metal & overall
good condition for age. 500.00 - 700.00

Antique Folding Trigger 8 Shot71

Fire Revolver Antique. #10037; 30 cal rim fire w/brass
frame & 3 1/2" oct bbl marked Cogswell & Harrison Strand
London. Cylinder, bbl. & hammer have been re-blued
w/some visible pitting beneath the new finish. Checkered
walnut grips are nice & gun comes in nice period case
w/cleaning tools, some period ammunition. Overall a nice
cased English pistol. 600.00 - 800.00

Cogswell & Harrison Cased 30 cal Rim72

#890646; 30 cal. Std config. w/good bore. Gun appears to be
professionally restored as left side shows some spots beneath
the blue finish. Mechanically gun is crisp & markings are
clear. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

Commercial Mauser 1896 Broom Handle Pistol74

#AHH9853; 44 Mag. 4" bbl. w/blued finish & case colored
trigger & hammer.  Gun has checkered S&W grips & is in
fine, lightly handled condition w/box. 650.00 - 850.00

Smith & Wesson Model 29-3 44 Mag Revolver75

#AAN1395; 22 Mag. 6" bbl. w/blued finish & case colored
trigger & hammer. Gun has hardwood grips & is in very
finely used condition w/original box. 750.00 - 1,000.00

Smith & Wesson Model 48-4 22 Magnum Revolver76

LOT #

Nose Rev. #k794474; 357 Mag. Model 19-2. 2 1/2" bbl
w/blue finish, case colored trigger & hammer, checkered
wood grips & in good, lightly handled condition. RM27
700.00 - 900.00

Smith & Wesson Model 19-2 357 Mag Snub77

#3K83419; 357 Magnum. 2 1/2" bbl. w/blued metal, case
colored trigger & hammer & wood grips. In good used
condition w/holster. 700.00 - 900.00

Smith & Wesson Model 19-3 357 Magnum78

#N184287; 357 Mag. 6" bbl. w/blued finish & checkered
wood grips. Overall very clean original condition w/light
drag marks on cylinder.  RM48 700.00 - 900.00

Smith & Wesson 28-2 Highway Patrolman Revolver79

#51774; 44 S&W Spec. 5" bbl w/5 screw frame, blued
w/case colored trigger & hammer. Checkered S&W grips
w/light drag line visible on cylinder. Otherwise very fine
overall condition w/last patent date of  Dec. 29.1914
RM159 1,000.00 - 2,000.00

Pre War S&W 44 Hand Ejector 3rd Model
Revolver

80

#501138; 38 S&W. 6" bbl. w/5 screw frame, checkered
walnut grips, case colored trigger & hammer. In very nice
original condition. (2804) 700.00 - 900.00

Smith & Wesson Model 1905 38 Hand Ejector81

#K41362; 22 LR 6" bbl w/blued finish case colored trigger
& hammer, checkered wood grips. Gun is 5 screw frame &
includes original box w/few small spots visible on cylinder
from long term storage, otherwise a fine original K22
Masterpiece. 700.00 - 900.00

Smith & Wesson K22 Masterpiece Revolver82

#K83232; 38 spec. 6" bbl w/blued finish & case colored
trigger & hammer. Gun has target sights & checkered grips
& is a 5 screw frame. Cylinder has some spots visible from
storage & in fine lightly handled condition. Comes w/early
box but not matching to gun. 500.00 - 600.00

Smith & Wesson K38 Spec Masterpiece83

J376743; 38 spec. In good used condition. 400.00 - 500.00
Smith & Wesson Model 37 Air Weight Revolver84

Target Pistol #A196478; 22 cal 5 1/2" bbl. w/target sights &
grips. Gun has some light edge wear or small marks. Overall
a clean Model 41 S&W.  RM45 750.00 - 1,000.00

Smith & Wesson Model 41 22 cal.85

#BBD-1360; chambered for 38/357/9mm. Gun has squared
4" bbl, SS finish & rubber grips. Mfg in Conroe TX. In fine
lightly used condition w/interesting design which fires
multiple calibers w/out the use of half moon clips. 500.00 -
750.00

Rare Phillips & Rogers Medusa 357 Revolver86
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#25299; 22 cal. Std config. w/some small scratches & marks
& light spots on metal. Mechanically good & grips are good.
A good example of a rare 22  mfg. Circa 1955-62. This
variation does not have the Wolverine markings on gun.
(3392) 650.00 - 800.00

Rare Whitney Wolverine 22 Automatic Pistol87

Target Pistol #ML06273; 22 cal. Gun has fluted 7 1/4" bbl.
w/target sights & target grips. Blued finished w/some mixed
spots & overall in good used condition. 400.00 - 500.00

High Standard Supermatic Citation 2288

Target Pistol #ML63505; 22 cal. 5 1/2" bbl w/target sights &
target grips. In very nice, lightly used condition. 400.00 -
600.00

High Standard Supermatic Trophy 2289

#ML17630; 22 cal. 4 1/2" heavy bbl w/target style grips &
topped w/Aim Point Electric Mark III scope. Gun also comes
w/original top rib w/target sights, bbl weight & additional
scope mount. In good used condition w/some small scratches
or marks. 500.00 - 650.00

High Standard Victor 22 cal Target Pistol90

#99858; 45 Long Colt/410. High polished SS & rosewood
grips, in like new condition in original box. (3099) 450.00 -
600.00

NIB American Derringer 45 cal.91

Original Box #A353583; 9mm.  Std. config. in very nice,
lightly handled condition w/original box & extra magazine.
In fine, lightly handled condition. 400.00 - 600.00

Smith & Wesson Model 59 9mm in92

#TAN1616; 9mm.  SS finish & in very nice lightly handled
condition w/some visible spots on slide from long term
storage. Box includes tools & 2 additional magazines.
400.00 - 500.00

Smith & Wesson Model 659 9mm Handgun93

#RSR9509;  Special order 44 Magnum Model 629-5
revolver w/3" ported bbl & rubber S&W grips. Trail Boss
engraved on right side & in very nice, lightly used condition.
750.00 - 1,000.00

S&W Trail Boss 44 Mag Special Order Revolver94

#DAN5019; 44 Magnum. 4" SS bbl. w/rubber S&W grips.
In very nice lightly handled condition w/original box.
750.00 - 1,000.00

Smith & Wesson Model 629-6 44 Mag Revolver95

#CWV0939; 44 Mag. 6" SS bbl. w/rubber S&W grips & in
fine lightly handled condition w/box. 600.00 - 800.00

Smith & Wesson Model 629-6 44 Mag SS Revolver96

#K596278; 45 ACP. Std. config. w/SS frame, blued slide &
checkered rosewood grips & in NIB condition. 750.00 -
900.00

NIB Kimber Custom II 45 ACP Pistol97

LOT #

40 cal #CF01314; 40 cal.  SS frame w/blued slide & rubber
wrap around grips. In good used condition w/some spots on
frame & slide from storage. 650.00 - 900.00

Colt MKIV Series 80 1911 Combat Elite98

#39667171; 22 cal. Belgium mfg. w/6 3/4" heavy weight
ribbed bbl, target sights & grips. Includes bbl weights &
comes in original display box. Gun is in excellent condition.
1,500.00 - 2,000.00

Browning Medalist 22 cal. Pistol w/accessories99

SS Rev #AAF8063; 357 Mag. 4" SS bbl. Hardwood
checkered grips w/some scratches & marks but overall in
good used condition. 600.00 - 800.00

Smith & Wesson Model 686 357 Magnum100

#CFC6333; 357 Mag 6" SS bbl. w/rubber S&W grips & in
very nice, lightly used condition. 500.00 - 700.00

Smith & Wesson Model 686-6 357 Magnum101

#ACM8910; 2 1/2" SS bbl w/rubber grips & in good used
condition. 500.00 - 700.00

Smith & Wesson 19-5 357 Magnum Revolver102

#10564; 380 cal. Made in Italy. SS finish, double or single
action w/hardwood grips & in very nice lightly handled
condition. 500.00 - 600.00

Browning BDA 380 cal. Pistol103

#J63835Z; 9mm.  Std config. w/checkered laminate grips.
350.00 - 450.00

Beretta Model 92FS 9mm104

#B59761Z; 9mm. Std. config. Commercial blue w/wood
grips & in like new condition. 400.00 - 500.00

Beretta Model 92S 9mm Commercial Pistol105

#SA13527; 9mm. Std config. &made by IMI in Israel for
Action Arms. Like new in the box condition & includes
dummie bbl, one magazine & sling. Very fine early
production Uzi carbine. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

NIB Action Arms Uzi Model A106

#NM614786; 45 ACP. Std. 1911 A1 config & has
parkerized finish w/original box. Gun is in fine condition.
500.00 - 700.00

Springfield Armory Mil-Spec 1911 45107

#BEN4049; 4" SS bbl. Bbl marked 45 cal Model of 1989.
Gun has pachmayr grips & is in very nice, lightly handled
condition. 600.00 - 800.00

Smith & Wesson Model 625-3 45 cal. Revolver108

#52B078047; 9mm.  w/3" bbl & single stack magazine. Gun
is in like new condition in box w/extra magazine & holster.
500.00 - 750.00

SIG SAUER P938 9mm Carry Pistol109

#MG993224; 9mm match bbl. Std. config & in like new in
box condition w/extra clips & accessories. 400.00 - 500.00

Springfield Armory XD 9mm Match Pistol110
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#RHN58002A; 45 ACP. Std. config & in like NIB but absent
magazine. 400.00 - 500.00

NIB Remington 1911 R1 45 Pistol111

#ABS4249; 357 Mag. Combat Magnum. 6" SS bbl
w/checkered wood grips & in nice, lightly used condition.
650.00 - 800.00

Smith & Wesson Model 686 357 Magnum Revolver112

M1 Carbine #1085403; 30 cal carbine. A great early carbine
which as the eye cut oil compartment in stock, clear
WRA/GHD & crossed cannon cartouche, high wood in bolt
channel & push button safety, L style rear sight, 2 rivet
handguard, Winchester marked bbl & early style sling. Gun
has even parkerized finish w/some mixed spots from age.
Overall a fine example of an early production M1 carbine.
1,500.00 - 2,500.00

Excellent Early Production Winchester113

#6505178; 30 cal carbine. Winchester mfg & Winchester
proof bbl. Nice parkerized finish w/walnut stock & cross
cannon cartouche. Includes sling, magazine & bayonet. In
nice overall condition. 700.00 - 900.00

Winchester M1 Carbine w/Bayonet114

#2653105; 30-06. SA11-64 marked bbl. TE of approx. 1 &
ME of approx 1.5. Nice even parkerized finish & walnut
stock. Gun appears to be in arsenal refinished condition.
1,000.00 - 1,250.00

Fine Springfield Armory M1 Garand Rifle115

#48L1330;  303 British std config w/ "T" mark on receiver
& frame. Gun has original No.32MKII 1944 scope
w/tapered post reticle, optics are good & mount may be a
reproduction(?). Overall in good Military surplus condition.
1,500.00 - 2,500.00

WWII British No 4 Mark I "T" Sniper Rifle116

#1183388;  30-06. SA9-43 bbl. TE of approx. 1 & ME of
approx. M1C style Griffin & Howe scope base on left side of
receiver w/4x  KOLLMORGEN Bear Cub Scope. Walnut
stock  & metal has some grey w/spots in areas. An
interesting M1C style Sniper rifle. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

US M1C Style Garand Sniper Rifle117

#3624072; 30-06. RA1-43 bbl. w/nice parkerized finish,
walnut stock & web sling. In good used condition. 600.00 -
800.00

US Smith Corona 03-A3 Military Rifle118

Garand Rifle #439301; 30-06. Std. config. SA12-51 bbl.
w/parkerized metal, locking bar rear sight, walnut stock &
leather sling.  Nice overall condition. 750.00 - 1,000.00

Early Production Springfield M1119

#3627980; 30-06. SC1-43 bbl. w/parkerized metal, walnut
stock has scratches & marks but is solid. In good surplus
condition. 600.00 - 800.00

US Smith Corona 03A3 Military Rifle120

LOT #

#M9130S03844; 7.62x54.  Std. config. Has matching bolt &
scope marked 91/30 w/tapered post optics. Gun is matching
& import marked, receiver is 1942 dated & a nice WWII
Russian sniper. 750.00 - 1,000.00

Russian 91-30 Sniper Rifle121

Match Sights #014883; 308 cal. Std. config. w/National
Match front & rear sights. Gun has leather sling & is in
good used condition. 750.00 - 1,000.00

Springfield M1A  Rifle w/National122

#2846949; 30-06. SA5-51 bbl. TE of approx. 3 & ME
approx of 3.5. Nice even parkerized finish, good walnut
stock & web sling. In good overall condition. 750.00 -
1,000.00

Springfield M1 Garand Rifle123

#4293922; 30-06. SA11-53. TE of approx. 3.5 & ME of
approx. 2. Gun has even parkerized finish, walnut stock &
leather sling. A nice M1 Springfield. 750.00 - 1,000.00

WWII Springfield M1 Garand Rifle124

Custom Rifle #3408371; 03A4 Sniper action customized
w/heavy weight 28" SS bbl. & 220 Swift. Correct Redfield
scope base is attached & gun has ugly composite stock but
an original sniper action w/heavy weight custom bbl. 650.00
- 850.00

US Remington 03A4 Sniper Action125

#E94084B; 682 Trap Frame which has single selective
trigger, checkered pistol grip stock & adj comb & butt plate.
Comes w/O/U 30" set of ported bbls & raised rib plus 32"
FULL choke single trap bbl . In good used condition w/spots
& marks from use. Overall good condition & includes 3
additional choke tubes & wrench. 1,250.00 - 1,500.00

Beretta 682X 2 Bbl Trap Gun Set126

#400009; 12 ga. Mfg in 1922.  This is the 9th Knick model
mfg w/total 5,740 guns. 34" single bbl ribbed trap bbl w/case
colored receiver & checkered forearm w/straight grip stock
& recoil pad added. Mechanically crisp & has some spots on
metal. w/LOP of 14 1/2". In good used condition. 800.00 -
1,200.00

Knick Victory Grade Single Bbl Trap Shotgun127

#48994; 12 ga. 30" vent rib bbl. w/POLY choke system &
fancy engraved receiver. Gun has bright bore & is
mechanically crisp w/fancy oversized checkered forearm &
fancy checkered semi pistol grip stock w/recoil pad added.
LOP approx. 13 1/2".  A fine example of scarce Elite Grade
Baker single bbl trap. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00

Baker Elite Single Bbl Trap Gun128

#CF665798; 20 ga. 26" blued bbls w/checkered walnut
stock, single selective trigger, ejectors & engraved silver
finished receiver. Gun is in very nice used condition. 700.00
- 900.00

Ithaca SKB 20 ga Model 600 O/U Shotgun129
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Rest Rifle #NSN; FN Mauser Action on a JR Douglas 30"
target bbl. w/Wild Cat cartridge 250 Don-Ace caliber. Bbl &
receiver have mounts for long tube scope, receiver is
stamped H.A.Donaldson. Gun has heavy walnut bench rest
stock & is in good used condition. 500.00 - 750.00

Custom JR Douglas 250 Don-Ace Bench130

#781-80837; 22PPC cal. 26" heavy weight bbl w/matte SS &
bench rest style laminate stock Topped w/Tasco scope & in
nice lightly handled condition. 500.00 - 700.00

Ruger M77 Mark II 22PPC cal Target Rifle131

Target Rifle #02756; 22 LR w/target weight 28" bbl. Good
original blue finish & gun has VAVER Corp rear target
sight. Walnut offhand stock & bbl has mounts for a long
tube scope. Overall gun is in good original condition. Mfg
from 1937-1940. RM182 750.00 - 1,250.00

Remington Range Master 37 22 Offhand132

#13800632; 9mm. Std. config. Good original blue w/some
light spots or scratches & overall in good used condition.
500.00 - 600.00

Marlin Model 9 9mm Camp Carbine133

#100-10588; 44 Magnum. Early bbl markings & in std.
config. Walnut stock is solid but well used & topped w/2-7x
Tasco scope. Overall in good used condition. 500.00 -
600.00

Ruger 44 Mag Carbine134

#04030NZ496; 22 cal. 24" bbl. w/blued metal, box magazine
& checkered walnut stock. In very fine, like new condition.
500.00 - 700.00

Browning Model 52 22 cal. Rifle135

#10NP801360; 22 cal. Made under license of Winchester by
US Repeating Arms. Gun has checkered walnut stock, sling
swivels & topped w/Simmons Pro Hunter 6-18x40 scope. In
very nice, lightly used condition. 500.00 - 700.00

US Repeating Arms Model 52 22 cal Rifle136

#03324NY136; 22 Magnum. 22" bbl. High Grade checkered
walnut stock w/rosewood ends. In very fine, lightly handled
condition. 600.00 - 800.00

Browning A-Bolt 22 Mag Rifle137

#17326PP136; 22 LR. 22" bbl. High grade checkered walnut
stock w/rose wood ends. Stock has few scratches & marks,
but overall a clean, lightly used 22 cal A-Bolt. 400.00 -
600.00

Browning A-Bolt 22 LR138

#MR54547D; 30-30. w/engraved receiver, gold trigger &
golden Marlin horsemen on left side. Gun has fancy
checkered walnut stock & has scope mount attached
w/Leupold Vari XIII 2.5-8x scope. In good used condition
w/marks on loading gate. Overall a fine limited edition
Marlin w/quality scope attached. 750.00 - 1,250.00

Marlin 336 Limited Edition Carbine139

LOT #

MR28070G; 45 Colt. Blued metal w/checkered stock, push
button safety & in fine, lightly used condition. 450.00 -
600.00

Marlin Model 1894 45 Colt Lever Action140

#R1522; 219 Zipper. 20" bbl. Muzzle & spots of bbl have
blue lost & rust removal. Receiver has scope mount attached
& original wood has bumps & marks but in solid condition.
Marlin Bulls Eye is absent from stock, but overall a good
example of a very rare caliber. RM241 750.00 - 1,000.00

Rare Marlin 336SC 219 Zipper LA Rifle141

#5120985;  12 ga. 26" bbls. w/2 3/4" chambers, single
selective trigger, checkered walnut stock & in very fine, like
new condition. 650.00 - 800.00

Ithaca SKB Model 100142

#401-08245; 20 ga. Red Label w/28" removable choke bbls
& in nice used condition. Gun has some marks on stock &
approx. 1" crack in forearm & includes 410 cal. SKEET
marked bbl inserts. A fine used Red Label 20 ga w/410
tubes. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

Ruger Red Label 20 ga. w/410 Tubes143

#DU2005103; 12 ga. 26"  vent rib bbl w/3" chamber &
silver finished engraved receiver w/golden fowl. Gun is in
fine lightly handled condition & comes w/case. 750.00 -
1,250.00

Benelli DU Legacy 12 ga. Shotgun144

#4134102; 410 ga.  25" MOD choke bbl w/good original
blue & solid, clean original wood w/few small marks.
Overall in very nice condition. 600.00 - 800.00

Remington Model 11-48 410 ga Automatic145

#R254746J; 28 ga. 27" vent rib bbl w/REM choke system &
4 Briley choke tubes. Gun is in very fine like new condition.
750.00 - 1,000.00

Remington Sporting 28 Model 1100146

#W130105U; 20 ga. 21" vent rib bbl w/MOD choke, straight
grip stock & in very nice, lightly used condition. 400.00 -
500.00

Remington Model 870LW Special 20 ga.147

#D6229128; 270 cal. 22" blued steel bbl. w/checkered
walnut stock & detachable box magazine. Gun topped
w/Nikon Pro Staff 3-9x50mm scope. Overall very nice,
lightly handled condition. 750.00 - 1,000.00

Remington Model 700 DBM 270 Scoped Rifle148

Action Rifle #G368426; 300 WSM. 24" blued steel bbl.
w/checkered featherweight style bbl & scope bases attached.
Gun is in like new, lightly used condition. 600.00 - 800.00

Winchester Model 70 300 WSM Bolt149

#7688172; 17 REM cal. Std config w/blued metal &
checkered walnut stock In very fine, used condition. Topped
w/Leupold rings & bases. 450.00 - 600.00

Remington Model Seven 17 REM Rifle150
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#E6361418; 280 cal. 22" bbl. w/checkered walnut stock &
has few scratches & marks. Gun is in overall good used
condition. 600.00 - 800.00

Remington Model 700 280 cal Rifle151

#B6410571; 6mm.  22" bbl. w/blued finish & few small
mixed spots. Gun has checkered walnut stock & topped
w/Bushnell 3-9x scope. In good used condition but stock has
some scratches & marks. 500.00 - 700.00

Remington Model 700 Rifle in 6mm152

#G6310207; 300 SAV w/checkered walnut stock & in very
fine, lightly used condition. Topped w/Nikon Buck Master
4x scope. 600.00 - 800.00

Remington Model 700 Classic in 300 SAV153

#06C8975; 410 ga 26" blued bbls & case colored receiver.
Single selective trigger & checkered walnut stock. In very
fine, lightly handled condition (3039). 600.00 - 800.00

CZ 410 Dbl Bbl. Ring Neck Shotgun154

#C047814; 410 ga.  26" blued steel bbls w/bright bores &
case colored action. Checkered walnut stock has red & white
spacer on recoil pad. Overall in very fine condition. (3466)
700.00 - 900.00

Stevens Model 311 410 ga Dbl.155

#C176227; 358 cal. 22" bbl. w/plain wood stock & recoil
pad. In excellent, lightly handled condition. RM174 750.00 -
1,000.00

Savage Model 99 358 cal Rifle156

w/Custom Stock #216738; 22 High Power take down model.
Gun has even blued finish w/mixed spots. Stock & forearm
are carved & custom decorated. Topped w/Weaver J4 &
Litschert booster. In good custom condition. 500.00 - 700.00

Savage Model 99 22 High Power157

#680638; 32-40. Mfg in 1913. 26" oct bbl & button
magazine. Metal is blue to grey patina & gun has good bore.
Gun is mechanically good & has nice wood. A nice 1894
w/special bbl. config. (2231) 750.00 - 1,000.00

Winchester 1894 Special Order 32-40 Rifle158

Action Rifle #294817; 32-40. Mfg in 1904. 26" oct bbl.
w/bright bore. Blue to plum patina on most metal w/some
light spots mixed. Wood is good & gun is mechanically
good. A nice Model 1894. (3033) 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

Winchester Model 1894 32-40 Lever159

Antique. #238821; 32-40. Mfg in 1898. 26" bbl. w/good
bore & blue to grey bbl. Receiver is spotted grey patina &
wood is good. Mechanically gun is good & a nice antique
Marlin 1893. (2731) 650.00 - 900.00

Marlin 1893 32-40 Lever Action Rifle160

#736836; 25-35. Std. carbine config. Spotted brown & grey
metal & wood is good but sanded. Serial number & caliber
markings appear to be re struck. 350.00 - 500.00

Winchester 1894 25-35 SRC161

LOT #

#623033; 300 SAV. 24" bbl. case colored lever & good
original blue.  Some light spots mixed on metal & nice
checkered walnut stock w/Lyman receiver sight. A good
early Savage in good used condition. 500.00 - 700.00

Savage Model 99 300 SAV Rifle w/Tang Sight162

Antique. #89989; 12 ga. 30" Damascus steel bbls. w/decent
bores & right bbl may have small dent at mid point. G grade
engraved receiver faded to silver & walnut stock is solid but
has visible crack at wrist. LOP is approx. 14 1/4" & a good
early Parker G grade dbl. 700.00 - 900.00

Antique Parker G Grade Dbl Bbl 12 ga.163

Antique. #124091; 12 ga. G Grade w/30" Damascus steel
bbls & bores are frosted but in fair condition. Case colors in
protected areas of receiver, otherwise silver. Mechanically
good & checkered walnut stock is good. The toe of butt stock
has been cracked & repaired. LOP is approx. 14 1/2".  A
good G Grade Parker. 700.00 - 900.00

Antique Parker G Grade Dbl Bbl 12 ga.164

#60216; 12 ga 30" bbls w/frosted bores & small dent near
muzzle of left bbl. Customized beaver tail forend & fancy
checkered walnut stock w/leather recoil pad added. Gun has
cocking indicators, dbl triggers, metal is grey &
mechanically good. 400.00 - 500.00

Antique Lefever G Grade Dbl Bbl. 12 ga165

Antique. #80316; 12 ga. 30" Damascus steel bbls. Right bbl
has visible dent approx 12" from breech, otherwise fair bores
& good Damascus pattern on exterior. Gun has D grade
engraving on receiver & is case colored in protected areas.
Dbl triggers, mechanically good & solid checkered stock w/
skeletonized butt plate. The metal has strange shellacked
appearance & gun should clean up better w/some TLC. A
nice D Grade Parker. 750.00 - 1,000.00

Antique Parker Model D 12 ga Double Bbl166

#162060; 12 ga. 30" Trojan Steel bbls. both w/fair bores.
Spotted blue exterior & case colored receiver is faded silver
w/old repair forward wrist  & Pachmayr recoil pad. 400.00 -
500.00

Trojan Steel Parker 12 ga Dbl. Bbl Shotgun167

#203252; 410 ga. w/good bores & blue to brown bbls.
Receiver is fading grey & wood is solid w/one visible repair
left side rear of frame. A good Nitro Special 410. 450.00 -
600.00

LeFever Nitro Spec 410 ga Dbl Bbl.168

#B18-0007; 7mm-08. Model 1999 w/22 1/2" bbl., SS  metal
& composite stock w/Leupold rings attached. In very fine
like new condition. 750.00 - 1,000.00

Montana Rifle Co 7mm-08169

#KAA107246; 257 Rbts. Mfg in Yonkers NY. 22" SS bbl.
w/light weight composite stock & topped w/6x Swift scope.
A great light weight Kimber. 700.00 - 900.00

Kimber 84M 257 cal. Rifle170
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#H0292; 308 cal. 26" heavy weight blue steel bbl
w/checkered stock. In nice lightly handled condition &
topped w/Bushnell 6-18x scope. 500.00 - 700.00

CZ 550 308 cal Varmit Rifle171

#G332406; 30-06. 24" bbl w/blued metal & checkered
walnut stock. Controlled round feeding & topped w/3-9x
Vari XII Leupold scope, in very fine, lightly handled
condition. 600.00 - 800.00

Winchester 70 30-06 Classic Sporter w/Leupold172

#71-14704; 220 Swift w/tang safety, heavy weight bbl &
checkered walnut stock. Gun is in nice, lightly used
condition & topped w/Leupold 12x scope also in good used
condition. 750.00 - 1,000.00

Ruger M77 Tang Safety 220 Swift Rifle173

#72-39739; 7mm Mag w/early bbl marking & tang safety.
Gun has blued finish & checkered grips, in very fine used
condition. 450.00 - 600.00

Ruger M77 7mm Mag Tang Safety Rifle174

#00898; 308 cal. 21" bbl. w/checkered walnut stock. Mfg in
Germany w/detachable scope mount. Gun is in nice original
condition w/few mixed scratches on wood or metal. Overall
a nice example of a desirable H&K. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

H&K Model 770 308 cal Semi Auto Rifle175

#6916440; 6mm REM. 22" bbl. Good original blue w/some
small marks & checkered walnut stock. Topped w/Bushnell
custom 6x scope. 500.00 - 700.00

Remington Model 760 6mm Pump Rifle176

#B8521735; 308 cal. 22" bbl. High grade walnut stock & in
very lightly used condition. 400.00 - 500.00

Remington Model 7600 308 cal. Pump Rifle177

w/Engraved Receiver #B8317846; 270 cal. 22" bbl. w/blued
finish & enhanced engraved receiver. Stock has some
scratches & marks, but overall a good used 7600 topped
w/Bushnell scope. 400.00 - 500.00

Remington 7600 270 cal Rifle178

#B8464373; 280 cal. 22" bbl. w/matte black finish &
synthetic stock. In good used condition. 450.00 - 600.00

Remington Model 7600 Pump in 280 cal.179

#0006-28944; 22 cal. SS finish & full length Mannlicher
wood. Gun is in like new condition. 300.00 - 400.00

Ruger 10-22 International Carbine180

w/Tenite stock #NSN: 22/410. Case colored receiver w/blued
bbls & bright bores. Nice original Tenite stock w/some
minor scratches, but overall in very nice lightly used
condition. 400.00 - 500.00

Stevens Model 22-410 Combo Gun181

#NSN; 22 cal. std config w/some light spots on metal &
green toned nylon stock. Stock is in overall good condition
w/some marks. 400.00 - 600.00

Remington Nylon 66 w/Seneca Green Stock182

LOT #

#149737; 410 ga. 28" FULL Choke bbl. 1961 mfg & metal
is in excellent original condition w/few small marks in
stock.  The Bbl. top & receiver are absent of the Winchester
proof. (3677) 1,250.00 - 1,500.00

Winchester Model 42 410 Shotgun183

#87485; 410 ga. 24" SKEET marked solid rib bbl. On the
end of bbl it has period custom choke system. Checkered
walnut stock w/rubber Old English butt pad attached w/LOP
of approx. 14 1/8". Gun has good original blue w/wear on
edges & some small spots. A good example of a rare SKEET
Model 42. 750.00 - 1,000.00

Winchester Model 42 SKEET 410184

#141362; 410 ga. Mfg. in 1960. 26" MOD bbl. Gun retains
good original blue w/some wear on edges & mixed spots.
Mechanically good & wood is solid w/scratches & marks
from use. A nice used Model 42. 800.00 - 1,100.00

Winchester Model 42 410 Pump185

#125225; 410 ga. 28" FULL choke bbl. 1956 production.
Gun has blue wear on edges & some spots on top of bbl.
Wood is solid & mechanically gun is good. A good used
Model 42 Winchester. 750.00 - 1,000.00

Winchester Model 42 410 ga Pump186

30-30 Trapper #6001023; 30-30. 16 1/4" bbl w/blue metal,
saddle ring, large loop lever, cross bolt safety & walnut
stock. In nice lightly used condition. 600.00 - 800.00

Winchester Model 94AE Large Loop187

#NSN; 22 LR/ 410 24" blued steel bbl w/good bores. Case
colored receiver fading grey & gun is mechanically tight.
Tenite stock w/scratches but in good overall condition.
400.00 - 600.00

Stevens Model 22-410 w/Tenite Stock188

#NSN; 410 ga. 26" bbls. w/vent rib, ejectors, single trigger
& checkered walnut stock. Gun has some edge ware on
receiver & some mixed marks on wood & metal, but overall
good used condition. 400.00 - 600.00

Fox BSE 410 ga Double189

#00012MY92A; 45 Colt. 20" oct. bbl. w/walnut stock & in
like new condition. 600.00 - 750.00

Winchester US Repeating Arms 1892190

#04643PM167; 44 Mag. 20" bbl. w/blued metal & walnut
stock. In very fine, lightly handled condition. 700.00 -
900.00

Browning Model 92 44 Magnum Carbine191

#E1401976; 22 cal. w/deluxe checkered walnut stock.
Bottom of receiver has some small storage marks, but
otherwise in excellent, like new condition. 400.00 - 500.00

Remington Deluxe 572 Fieldmaster 22 Pump192
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marked Bbl #641038; 20 ga. Mfg 1931. 22" CYL marked
bbl w/2 3/4" chamber. Good blue overall w/some edge wear
& mixed spots near breach area. mechanically good & wood
is solid. A nice Model 12 CYL bore 20 ga. 400.00 - 500.00

Pre-War Winchester Model 12 20 ga w/CYL193

#1233099; 16 ga. 28" IMP CYL bbl. Good original blue
w/scratches & marks on receiver wood is solid. Mfg. in
1950. 300.00 - 400.00

Winchester Model 12 16 ga w/IMP CYL Bbl194

#1063788; 20 ga. 26" bbl w/MOD choke. Original blue is
grey on edges w/ some mixed marks. Good overall
condition. 300.00 - 400.00

Winchester Model 12 20 ga Shotgun195

#1386256; 16 ga. 26" IMP CYL bbl. w/nice original blue
finish & walnut stock is very good. Overall a very fine 16 ga
IMP CYL Model 12.  Mfg. in 1953. 400.00 - 500.00

Winchester Model 12 16 ga w/IMP CYL Bbl196

#1870375; 12 ga. 24" CYL marked bbl w/vent rib &
Winchester proofs on side. Good blue overall & checkered
walnut stock w/whiteline recoil pad. A nice unusual config.
Model 12. 400.00 - 500.00

Winchester Model 12 w/Vent Rib & CYL Bore197

#794386; 12 ga. 30" FULL Choke bbl w/Simmons vent rib.
Good overall blue finish & custom butt stock w/raised comb.
Overall a nice special trap Model 12. 400.00 - 600.00

Winchester Model 12 Special Trap Gun198

#1158500; 22 cal. 24" bbl. w/blue finish & checkered walnut
stock w/rosewood pistol grip. Topped w/4x Burris scope &
in very fine lightly handled condition. 600.00 - 800.00

Savage Anschutz Model 54 22 Sporting Rifle199

#720-71512; 22 Hornet Std config w/checkered walnut stock
& topped w/Leupold Vari X 3-9 EFR scope. Gun & scope
are in fine, lightly used condition. 500.00 - 750.00

Ruger 77/22 22 Hornet w/Leupold Scope200

#702-89428; 17 HMR. 22" bbl. w/one small visible spot &
surface rust, otherwise very clean &  like new condition.
Topped w/Bausch & Lomb 4-12x scope. 450.00 - 600.00

Ruger 77/17 17HMR Rifle201

#312066W; 16 ga. 28" bbl. w/good original blue, wood is
fair & a nice 16 ga Remington. 300.00 - 400.00

Remington Model 870 Wingmaster 16 ga Pump202

#B725781H; 410 ga. 25" vent rib bbl w/FULL choke. In like
new condition. 400.00 - 500.00

Remington 410 870 Express Shotgun203

#CC46506F; 12 ga.  28" bbl. w/vent rib & is the left handed
model. Gun is in  like new condition. 300.00 - 400.00

New Left Handed 870 12 ga. Shotgun204

LOT #

#133-19642; 243 cal. 26" bbl. w/scope base & rings
attached, checkered walnut stock & in like new condition.
700.00 - 900.00

Ruger Model 1 243 cal. Rifle205

#130-44689; 22-250. 24" medium weight bbl w/scope bases
attached & checkered walnut stock. Gunn has Harris bi pot
& is in good used condition w/few mixed marks. 700.00 -
850.00

Ruger No 1 22-250 Single Shot Rifle206

#132-21070; 22-250 23" custom bbl. which is unmarked &
checkered walnut stock. In good lightly used condition &
topped w/Pentax 4-10x scope. 700.00 - 900.00

Ruger 22-250(?) No 1 Rifle w/Scope207

w/Leupold Scope #5515; 243 cal. 23" bbl. w/dbl set triggers
& walnut stock. Gun has some mixed scratches & marks.
Topped w/Leupold Vari XII rifle scope & in overall good
used condition. 500.00 - 700.00

TC TCR87 Single Shot  243 Rifle208

cal w/Leupold #G1641488; 243 cal. 24" bbl w/checkered
walnut stock & topped w/Leupold Vari XII scope. In very
fine, lightly handled condition. 600.00 - 800.00

Winchester 70 XTR Sporter Varmit 243209

ACCU Trigger #G462381; 243 cal. 22" bbl w/detachable
box magazine, checkered walnut stock & ACCU trigger.  In
nice lightly used condition w/Leupold bases & rings
attached. 400.00 - 500.00

Savage Model 14 243 cal w/box Mag &210

#J637700; 308 cal. heavy weight 21" fluted bbl. w/break,
oversized bolt handle, scope base, ACCU trigger & tactical
style composite stock. In like new condition. 450.00 - 600.00

Savage Model 10 308 cal Tactical Rifle211

#792-07005; 257 Rbts. 20" bbl. w/blued metal & checkered
walnut stock. In very fine lightly handled condition &
topped w/Simmons 3-9x scope. 500.00 - 700.00

Ruger M77 Mark II 257 Rbts Rifle & Scope212

#772-95951; 220 Swift. 24" blued steel bbl w/early Tang
safety & some mixed marks & scratches & wood & metal.
Overall good used condition w/Vortex Diamond Back 4-12x
scope & Harris Bi Pod. 600.00 - 800.00

Ruger M77 Tang Safety 220 Swift Rifle213

Bolt Action #4861; 30-06. 24" bbl. w/blued finish & Lyman
rear receiver sight & checkered stock. In very fine condition
aside from butt plate which has surface rust. Mfg from
1928-1940. RM173 400.00 - 600.00

Savage 30-06  Model 45 Super Sporter214

#C6391892; 270 cal. 22" bbl w/checkered walnut stock.
DNZ scope rings & bases. Gun is in nice used condition.
400.00 - 500.00

Remington Model 700 270 cal Rifle215
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#73-51629; 22-250. Heavy weight bbl & tang safety w/nice
original blue & checkered stock is good w/few spots. Topped
w/Vortex Crossfire II 3-9x scope. A nice early M77. 600.00
- 800.00

Ruger M77 Tang Safety 22-250 Rifle216

Featherweight Rifle #G1504426; 243 cal. 22" blued steel
bbl. w/checkered featherweight walnut stock &  in very nice
lightly used condition. 450.00 - 600.00

Winchester Model 70 XTR 243217

#02481PN136; 22 cal. 22" bbl. w/hardwood stock, rosewood
ends, leather sling & Redfield 3-9x scope. In very fine
condition. 500.00 - 700.00

Browning A Bolt 22 cal Rifle w/Scope218

#X78191; 16 ga. Belgium mfg. 27 1/2" solid ribbed bbl.
Nice original blue w/some wear on edges & perch belly stock
w/butt plate. Wood is solid w/scratches & marks. Overall a
nice Sweet 16. 800.00 - 1,200.00

Belgium Browning Sweet 16 w/solid Bbl219

#54572; 16 ga. 27 1/2" Field Grade bbl w/matted top. Blued
metal w/some light spots mixed. Perch belly checkered
walnut stock w/some scratches & marks but remains solid. A
good Sweet 16 which should clean up w/some TLC. 750.00 -
1,000.00

Belgium Browning Sweet 16 A5 Shotgun220

#72X46108; 20 ga. 27 1/2" vent rib bbl. w/nice original
blue, gold trigger & checkered walnut stock w/early style
butt plate added. Overall in very fine, used condition. 650.00
- 900.00

Belgium Browning A5 Mag 20221

#9V15321; 12 ga Magnum Belgium made w/31" vent rib
bbl. & checkered perch belly stock & Browning recoil pad.
in good used condition. 600.00 - 800.00

Belgium Browning A5 Magnum222

#09028PN211; 12 ga. 26" vent rib bbl w/INV chokes.
Receiver & bbl have some mixed spots. Wood is good & a
nice modern Light Twelve Browning. 400.00 - 500.00

Browning A5 Light Twelve w/INV Chokes223

#7G99426; 12 ga. 29 1/2" vent rib bbl w/good original blue
& gold trigger. Checkered perch belly stock in nice
condition & overall a very clean Belgium Light Twelve.
500.00 - 700.00

Belgium Browning Light Twelve w/Vent Rib224

#61278; 12 ga. 27" vent rib bbl. Belgium mfg. w/nice
original blue & checkered perch belly stock in good
condition. A fine Light Twelve A5. 500.00 - 700.00

Belgium Browning Light Twelve w/Vent Rib225

#8G12627; 12 ga w/plain 27" bbl & good original blue. Gun
has mixed spots on metal & checkered perch belly stock.
Forearm has some scratches & marks, overall a good early

Belgium Browning Light Twelve w/Vent Rib226

LOT #
Light Twelve. 400.00 - 500.00

w/Engraved Receiver #B8330873; 30-06. Carbine config
w/18 1/2" bbl. & enhanced engraved receiver. In good used
condition w/some light spots on metal. Stock has some
scratches & marks from use w/small visible crack on right
side of wrist, but stock is solid. 350.00 - 450.00

Remington 7600 30-06 Carbine227

#124107; 30-06. 18 1/2" carbine bbl. Gun has decorative
Buck & Bear receiver w/checkered walnut stock in good
condition & includes leather sling. Overall a nice 742
carbine. 400.00 - 600.00

Remington Woods Master 742 Carbine228

#20076; 22LR. 24" bbl. w/Lyman receiver sight &
customized off hand style target stock. Receiver & bbl have
blocks for long tube scope & in overall good condition.
500.00 - 750.00

US Springfield M2 22 cal. Training Rifle229

#1080; 22 cal. Semi auto. Std. config. Greyish parkerized
look to metal & correct Redfield rear sight w/nice walnut
stock & leather sling. Gun is absent magazine, otherwise
nice overall condition. 450.00 - 600.00

H&R Reising Model 65 22 cal Rifle230

Target Rifle #NSN; 22 cal. 26" medium wt bbl w/ front &
rear target sights & in good used condition. 300.00 - 400.00

Mossberg Model 144 LSA 22 Offhand231

Measures 47" x 61/2" x 7"& missing the top of box & dated
1929 for shipping 2 22 cal 1922 M1 Training Rifles

US M1 22 Trainer Shipping Crate232

#111903; 22-250 cal. Made by SAKO for Ithaca w/22 1/2"
blued steel bbl. & has couple spots or marks on metal.
Checkered stock is good but finish on wood starting to crack.
Gun has good bore & scopes rings & bases. A nice SAKO
made Ithaca 22-250. 500.00 - 750.00

Ithaca 22-250 SAKO Action Rifle233

Pump Rifle #59254; 22 cal Mfg in 1937 Std config. Bbl &
receiver retain nice original blue w/some toning to brown
w/edge ware mixes. Mechanically good w/bright bore &
wood is good. (3674) 500.00 - 700.00

Fine Pre War Winchester Model 62 22234

#418135A; 22 WRF. Mfg 1910 Bbl & magazine tube have
strong original blue. Receiver is starting to brown in .spots
& mechanically gun is tight w/bright bore. Gun has Lyman
tang sight & very nice walnut stock. Overall a fine 1890 22
WRF. (2649) 700.00 - 900.00

Fine Winchester 1890 22 WRF Rifle235

#46090; 22 cal. 24" oct. bbl. Original blue to grey patina &
is mechanically good w/clean bbl markings w/visible
rampant Colt of left side of receiver. Wood is solid w/
original butt plate. LB30 750.00 - 1,250.00

Nice Antique Colt 22 cal Lightning Rifle236
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#667950; 22 Long. 24" oct bbl. w/good blue to grey edge
patina. Receiver is fading silver & wood is solid, gun is
mechanically good w/Lyman tang sight & beech front sight.
Bore is good & a nice Model 90 in desirable 22 Long
cartridge.  LB33 500.00 - 750.00

Winchester Model 90 22 Long Pump Rifle237

#610714; 22 WRF. Mfg in 1919. Std config w/strong
original blue remaining on bbl & receiver w/edge ware &
mixed spots & scratches. Overall a very clean 1890 w/bright
bore. (2684) 600.00 - 800.00

Fine Winchester Model 1890 in 22 WRF238

w/Grooved Receiver #294391; 22 Mag. Std 24" bbl
w/grooved receiver top. Mechanically gun is good w/some
light wear on edges & small spots & marks. Overall a good
example of a desirable Model 61 in 22 Magnum. 1,250.00 -
1,500.00

Winchester Model 61 22 Magnum239

Warden Comm. #4793387; 30-30. Gun 368 of 500 w/fancy
engraved receiver w/walnut stock & is in like new condition
w/original box & paperwork. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

Winchester Model 94 Wisconsin Game240

cal. Rifle #76178; 284 cal. 22" bbl. w/checkered walnut
stock & blued metal. Gun is in excellent like new condition
w/original box. Mfg. in 1963. (79) 2,000.00 - 3,000.00

NIB Pre-64 Winchester Model 100 284241

#H23732; 308 cal. mfg. in 1969.  Std carbine config. w/fine
original blue & clean walnut stock. In like new condition &
a fine example of a scarce 88 Carbine. (78) 1,000.00 -
1,500.00

Rare Winchester Model 88 Carbine242

243 cal #52967; 243 cal. Std config. w/good original blue  &
nice checkered walnut stock w/few mixed marks from use.
Overall a clean Pre-64 Model 88 mfg. 1957. 600.00 - 800.00

Early Production Winchester 88 Pre-64 in243

#21542X; 308 cal. Std. config. Mfg. in 1956. Checkered
walnut stock & good original blue w/light wear on edges.
Wood is good & has new butt plate added, otherwise a nice
early production Model 88. 600.00 - 800.00

Pre-64 Model 88 Winchester Rifle244

#A225234; 308 cal. 18 1/2" carbine bbl. w/strong blue finish
& some wear on edges of trigger guard. Stock is clean & gun
is missing the carbine bbl band. Otherwise a good Model
100. 450.00 - 600.00

Winchester Model 100 308 Carbine245

#136132A; 308 cal. Mfg 1962. Gun has strong original blue
w/nice checkered walnut stock. Topped w/Weaver K4 scope.
(2508) 700.00 - 900.00

Winchester Pre-64 Model 88 Rifle246

LOT #

Style Sight #17581; 22 cal. Std. take down config.
w/grooved receiver & rear Wheel style sight. Metal has some
spots & wood has some small marks, but overall a nice clean
Belgium 22 Take Down. 500.00 - 700.00

Belgium Browning 22 Auto Rifle w/Wheel247

#2T36239; 22 cal Std config. Belgium mfg w/grooved
receiver & in very fine original condition. 500.00 - 700.00

Belgium Browning 22 Take Down Rifle248

#12955; 22 Auto. 1904 production Good original blue
w/flaking on receiver. Wood is good w/small marks &
overall a nice early Winchester 03. (3170) 500.00 - 700.00

Winchester 1903 22 cal Automatic Rifle249

#88813; 22 cal. 1949 production. Std config strong original
blue w/wear on edges & custom walnut stock w/pistol &
cheek piece. In nice overall condition. (3747) 400.00 -
600.00

Winchester Model 63 22 cal Rifle250

Model 39 #S10371; 22 cal. 24" oct bbl. w/case colored
receiver & butt stock has chipped toe & some scratches &
marks along butt plate. Bbl & tube retain good blue & some
visible case colors on receiver. A fair early Model 39 Marlin.
RM278 350.00 - 500.00

Early Case Colored Oct Bbl Marlin251

Antique. #2526; No 44 1/2 action. 24" round to oct bbl.
Relined to 22 Hornet w/case colored receiver & plain wood
stock w/Schnabel forend & early Stevens butt plate.  Bbl has
been drilled for long tube style scope. Otherwise a good
example of rare Ladies Model Stevens rifle. 600.00 - 800.00

Stevens Model Ladies Model 22 cal. Rifle252

#258427; 22 cal. Mfg in 1911. Gun retains very fine original
blue & has some wear on edges w/scratches & marks.
Overall a very clean original 1906 Rifle. (2684) 600.00 -
800.00

Fine Winchester 1906 22 Rifle253

Receiver Sight #162205; 22 cal.  24" oct bbl w/strong
original blue & mechanically good w/Lyman receiver sight
added. 300.00 - 400.00

Remington Model 12C 22 Pump w/Lyman254

#164; circa 1930. 30" bbl w/thin side case colored frame &
checkered walnut stock. Mechanically good & bbl is greyed
w/receiver showing nice case colors. Wood is solid & overall
a nice early 410 ga shotgun. (3465) 300.00 - 500.00

Diamond Arms 410 or 12mm Single Shot255

Boys Rifle #NSN; 22 cal. Blued bbl w/some mixed spots &
visible case colors on receiver. Wood is good w/small visible
crack at wrist, but overall a nice 22 cal Little Scout rifle.
200.00 - 300.00

Nice J Stevens 14 1/2 Little Scout256
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#NSN; 22 cal. Std config Mfg 1928-31. Metal is blue to grey
w/plain wood stock in good condition but has one small
crack repair on right side. Bore is good & a good example of
a scarce Boys Rifle. (2249) 300.00 - 500.00

Rare Winchester Model 58 22 cal Boys Rifle257

Antique. #NSN; 9mm Rim fire. Circa 1920-1927. Original
blue is toning to brown & gun has clear markings on bbl &
bolt w/bright bore. Original stock is in nice condition
w/some scratches & marks. (3482) 600.00 - 800.00

Winchester Model 36 9mm Garden Gun258

#NSN; 22 cal. Std config. Blue to grey metal & bright bore.
Wood is good & a good example of a scarce 22 rifle. (3411)
300.00 - 400.00

Winchester Model 02A 22 Boys Rifle259

#NSN; 22 cal. std. config & has bright bore w/strong
original blue. Gun has Schnabel forend & is in nice overall
original condition. (3469) 300.00 - 500.00

Winchester Model 1904 22 cal Boys Rifle260

#AS0420; 300 SAV. Std config. w/fully engraved silver
receiver, golden animal & highlights, high grade checkered
wood stock. Comes w/oak presentation case & is in excellent
condition. Limited to 1,000 rifles produced circa 1995
1,250.00 - 1,750.00

Savage Model 99CE Centennial Comm. Rifle261

Black Powder. #67358; 45 cal. w/32" oct to round target
weight bbl. blued metal, case colored lock & checkered
walnut pistol grip stock. Gun has front & rear target sights,
false muzzle & ball starter w/bright bore. Comes in a green
felt lined wooden case & is in very fine lightly handled
condition w/paperwork. 750.00 - 1,000.00

Navy Arms 45 cal. Creedmoor Match Rifle262

#WBR128294; 22 cal. SS finish & 5 1/2" target bbl w/target
sights. Gun is NIB. 300.00 - 400.00

NIB Ruger Mark IV 22 Target Pistol263

#LM385431; 45 Long Colt/410 ga w/6 1/2" SS bbl. & 3"
cylinder. Gun is NIB. 400.00 - 500.00

NIB Taurus Judge 45 Long Colt/410 ga Revolver264

Pistol w/Scope #7500754; 221 REM Fireball w/black after
market synthetic stock & topped w/Leupold M8-4x pistol
scope. Gun is in good used condition. 500.00 - 700.00

Remington XP-100 221 REM Fireball265

Pistol w/Box #150441; 30-30. w/14" bbl, target style walnut
grips & target style grips In very fine condition w/original
box. 400.00 - 500.00

Thompson Center 30-30 Contender266

#S144629; 7mm-08. 15" SS bbl. In very nice, lightly
handled condition. 400.00 - 500.00

Thompson Center Encore 7mm-08 Pistol267

LOT #

#S5957; 460 S&W Magnum. 15" bbl. w/SS finish & rubber
grips. Gun has some light spots & marks on bbl & receiver,
bore is very dirty or slightly pitted & gun is mechanically
good. Gun would benefit from TLC. 300.00 - 400.00

Thompson Center Encore 460 S&W Magnum268

#275-45812; 22 LR. 5 1/2" bbl w/target sight & NIB
condition. 400.00 - 500.00

NIB Ruger Mark III 22 cal SS Target Pistol269

#515MW21212; 22 cal. 5 1/2" target bbl w/target sights,
rosewood grips & in nice lightly handled condition
w/original box. 300.00 - 500.00

Browning Pro Target Buck Mark 22 cal. Pistol270

#57-32429; 44 Mag. 4 3/4" blued bbl. & case colored frame
w/custom horn grips. Like NIB condition. 500.00 - 600.00

NIB Ruger Vaquero 44 Mag Case Colored Revolver271

#37-91546; 357 Mag & 9mm convertible. 6 1/2" bbl. w/no
markings on bbl top. Gun is in very nice, lightly handled
condition. 450.00 - 600.00

Ruger New Model Blackhawk 357 Mag-9mm Conv.272

#58-98890; 44 Mag 5 1/2" bbl w/SS finish & wood grips.
Gun is NIB 500.00 - 600.00

NIB Ruger Vaquero SS 44 Mag273

#5788235; 45 cal. 7 1/2" bbl. w/SS finish & wood grips.
Gun is like new condition in box. 500.00 - 600.00

NIB Ruger Vaquero 45 cal SS Revolver274

#56-38443; 44 Magnum. 5 1/2" bbl. w/case colored frame &
white grips. Gun is in nice lightly handled condition w/box.
500.00 - 600.00

Ruger 44 Mag Case Colored Vaquero275

#272-68426; 22l/45  5 1/2" target bbl w/target sights & 2
extra magazines. NIB condition. 250.00 - 350.00

NIB Ruger 22/45 Mark III Target Pistol276

#47-66951; 45 Long Colt w/5 1/2" bbl. SS finish, wood grips
& in NIB condition. 400.00 - 500.00

NIB Ruger 45 cal Blackhawk SS Revolver277

#32-36526; 357 Mag. 6 1/2" bbl. w/early markings, wood
grips & in nice used condition w/holster. 400.00 - 500.00

Early Ruger Blackhawk 357 Magnum Revolver278

#39594; 45 ACP. 1913 production. Slide is marked Model of
1911 US Navy. Patent date FEB 14 1911 on other side.
Original blue is faded to spotted  brown & grey. Inspector
initial above magazine release on left side. Checkered
diamond grips & gun has some upgraded A1 style parts
which include grip safety & back strap. Otherwise a good
example of scarce & desirable US 1911 Navy pistol.  RM4
2,000.00 - 3,000.00

Colt 1911 US Navy 45279
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#1044604; 45 ACP. Std. config. 1943 production. RCD
inspector mark on left side w/nice parkerized finish. Gun
has some wear on edged & mixed spots. Overall a nice
example of desirable Switch & Signal 45.
RM1 2,500.00 - 3,500.00

Union Switch & Signal 1911A1 45280

#157643; 45 ACP. 1917 production. Gun retains good
original blue w/holster wear on edges. Left side has some
light spot & scratches. Markings & proofs are clear,
diamond checkered grips are good, HP marked bbl. & has
dual tone magazine w/lanyard loop. A fine WWI Colt 1911.
RM6 1,500.00 - 2,500.00

WWI Colt 1911 45 Pistol281

#9990; 22 cal.  1939 production. Good original finish
w/some edge & holster wear w/small spots & scratches, but
overall strong condition. Checkered grips & gun has dual
tone ACE magazine. A good example of a rare Pre- War
model. RM5 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

Pre War Colt Ace 22 Automatic Pistol282

#C86653; 45 ACP. 1917 production. Gun retains strong blue
finish w/some holster edge wear & mixed spots or scratches.
Checkered diamond grips are good & gun has dual tone
magazine w/entwined H&P marked bbl. Overall a fine
commercial Colt 1911. RM3 1,500.00 - 2,500.00

Fine Commercial Colt 1911 45 Pistol283

#315908; 45 ACP Std config & blue to grey finish w/mixed
spots. Gun has eagle head proof left side of frame & correct
H.P marked bbl. w/diamond walnut grips wearing smooth.
Magazine is absent but overall a good example of a WWI US
Colt pistol. 750.00 - 1,000.00

WWI Colt 1911 US Army 45284

#416902; 45 ACP. Gun has re-blued finish & US Property
markings only partially visible w/diamond checkered grips.
Some mixed spots overall & magazine is absent, but still a
good WWI 1911 Colt. 600.00 - 800.00

WWI 1911 Colt 45285

#7631-NM; 45 ACP. Std. National Match config. w/target
sights & National Match bbl. In very fine, lightly used
condition. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00

Colt National Match 1911 45286

#2222825; 45 ACP. Std. config. w/various inspector marks
& visible import mark on left side of frame. Gun has
blackened parkerized finish w/some holster wear & comes
w/holster & belt. (3636) 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

US Remington Rand 1911 A1 Pistol287

Single knife blade & single saw blade, in good overall
condition. 75.00 - 150.00

United Pilots Survival Pocket Knife288

LOT #

#111183; 45 ACP. Std. config. US Army markings & proofs
on gun w/good blue & marks w/holster wear. Grips are good
w/small chip. Overall a good WWI 1917 S&W revolver.
RM144 700.00 - 900.00

Smith & Wesson Model 1917 US Revolver289

#286100; 30 cal. Std. config w/5 1/2" bbl. All visible
numbers are matching & gun retains some good original
finish w/some mixed spots. Grips are later replacements.
Comes w/reproduction shoulder stock assembly. 750.00 -
1,250.00

Mauser 1896 Broom Handle Pistol290

#48406; 8mm Nambu. Dated 19.7(Jlu 44) Gun is in nice
original condition w/good wood grips, however magazine
does not match (3373). 500.00 - 700.00

WWII Japanese Type 14 Nambu Pistol291

#13531; 8mm. w/matching magazine, metal is blue to brown
w/some spots & dated 19-1(Jan 1944). A good matching
WWII Nambu. (2168) 450.00 - 650.00

WWII Japanese Type 14 Nambu292

#2625m; 9mm. cyq coded for Spreewerke mfg. Visible
numbers are matching & in good original condition w/war
time magazine. Gun has some holster wear on edges but in
overall nice condition. Holster is post war. (2720) 650.00 -
800.00

WWII German P38 & Holster293

#2708; 9mm. Std. config. byf43 coded & all visible numbers
matching. Good original blue w/some holster wear on
edges.&  has war time magazine. Overall a nice original
P38. (3011) 600.00 - 800.00

WWII German P38 Pistol294

#2382; 9mm w/mixed numbers,912 chamber date, dwm
toggle & was partially refinished at one time. In fair overall
condition & comes w/2 after market magazines & modern
holster. 500.00 - 700.00

Model 1910 German Luger295

#766Q; Mixed numbers Russian capture in 9mm. byf43
coded & Nazi marked. In good surplus condition w/extra
magazine & post war holster. 400.00 - 600.00

WWII German P38296

Document Case Silver cigarette case measures approx. 4
3/4" x 3 1/4" w/engraved lid, inside is personalized for
Oberpraisdenten Prinz Philipp Von Hessen dated 1934,
appears to be sterling silver w/hallmarks & presentation
case. Philipp Landgrave joined nazi party in 1930 from
apointment by Adolf Hitler, he fell out w/Nazi's & arrested
in 1943 & sent to concentration camps, he was liberated by
US forces in 1945 & interned until 1947. Lots of info online
of his very historical/political career. 
Leather bound document case is 16"x12" w/SA insignia on
front w/empty pages remaining w/ink stains & personalized

WWII Nazi Presentation Cigarette &297
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w/same name dated 1935. WWII bring back items in nice
condition.

Helmet is in good condition but  sweat stained & may have
some smoke damage/smell.

WWII Nazi Pith Helmet298

Coffee grinder is  porcelain & mounted on wooden plaque.
Wooden plaque measures approx 15 1/2" tall plus crank &
6" across.

German WWII Coffee Grinder299

Antique.  36 cal. 7" oct bbl. marked Savage R.F.A Co.
Middletown CT. w/2 lines of patent dates. Metal is worn
grey w/some blue in protected areas. Mechanically gun
seems to function well. Wood grips are well worn but solid
w/visible cartouche left side & approx 20,000 mfg circa
1861. An iconic Civil War sidearm.   RM134 1,500.00 -
2,500.00

Savage Revolving Firearms Co Navy Revolver300

Antique. #131801; 45 cal 7 1/2" bbl. Mfg in 1890. US
markings on left side of frame RAC markings on bbl &
frame above serial number. Cylinder has no. 17132 along
w/P proof mark. Walnut grips appear to be later replacement
& appear to be good. Bbl marking is faint & gun has early
donut style ejector button. An interesting 1st Generation
Colt SA Army revolver. RM77 1,250.00 - 1,750.00

US Colt 1873 SA Revolver301

Antique. #121002; 44 cal. Std config 8" bbl. Gun retains
good original blue overall & bbl shows most wear w/mixed
spots but clear bbl markings. Various inspectors initials on
gun & grips w/left grip having clear OHA cartouche.
Mechanically gun functions crisply & is a nice original Civil
War sidearm. 750.00 - 1,250.00

Civil War Remington New Model 44 cal Revolver302

Antique. 44 cal. 7 1/2" bbl. Blue to grey metal w/mixed
spots & clear markings on left side of bbl flat. Mechanically
gun is good & grips may be replacement. Produced
1861-1862 w/approx. 700 mfg. A good example of a rare
Civil War side arm. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

Civil War Allen & Wheelock Army Revolver303

Overall 10 3/4" in length w/6 3/4" blade & has brass guard
w/bone style grips held by 3 brass rivets. Left grip is cracked
& repaired. Blade is marked A.H. DeWitt 1862 & C.S.
Columbus G.A. Markings appear to be newer but on an early
knife.

Civil War Era Bowie Knife304

Frontier Revolver Antique. #199191; 44 cal. Belgium copy
of Smith & Wesson  New frontier w/5" bbl. Dbl & single
action w/case colored trigger & rest of gun has silver finish.
Hard rubber grips are good. 400.00 - 500.00

Antique Belgium Copy of S&W New305

LOT #

#317116; 32-20 WCF. 1911 mfg w/5 1/2" bbl. & original
nickel fading to mixed brown & grey patina. Mechanically
good & original grips are in good condition for age. A good
original single action Colt.   LB61 750.00 - 1,250.00

Colt Single Action Nickel Finished Revolver306

Agency Markings Antique. #75389; 41 cal. Model 1877 mfg
in 1890 w/4 1/2" bbl. Gun is blue & grey appears
mechanically ok in dbl or single action. Left side of frame
lightly marked PINKERTON AGENCY #389, right side of
frame JOHN P MCPHARLAND DENVER. Original grips
are solid but worn smooth. An interesting Pinkerton
identified Colt. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

Antique Colt DA Rev w/Pinkerton307

#304625; 32-20 cal.  Mfg in 1908. New 7 1/2 " bbl attached.
Original metal is grey patina & gun is mechanically ok. Gun
has nice stag horn grips. 
 LB68 500.00 - 750.00

Colt Single Action Bisley 32 cal Revolver308

#196590; 38 WCF. Mfg in 1900 w/5 1/2" bbl. & grey &
brown patina metal. All markings are visible on frame & bbl
& gun is mechanically ok. Grips are well worn but solid & a
nice Colt Bisley SA. LB56 750.00 - 1,250.00

Colt Single Action Bisley 38 WCF Revolver309

Antique. #5092;  40 cal. 2 1/2" bbl Gun has nickel finish &
some flaking but good overall. Mechanically good & overall
a good condition Bulldog. 250.00 - 400.00

British Bulldog 40 cal Revolver310

Antique. #199435; 41 Rim Fire. Std. config. blued metal
w/some wear & spots on bbls. Bores are bright & gun is
mechanically good. (2675) 400.00 - 600.00

Antique Remington 41 Rim Fire Double Derringer311

Antique. #39249;  44-40 Mfg in 1898. 5 1/2" bbl spotted
grey metal patina & mechanically fair w/replacement grips.
LB67 400.00 - 600.00

Colt 1878 Frontier Six Shooter312

#272243;  38 cal. Mfg in 1905. 4 3/4" bbl & metal worn
silver, grips are good & mechanically ok. 
#295517; 45 cal(?) Mfg in 1907. In rough condition
w/deeply pitted & replacement wood grips.   LB60/73
750.00 - 1,250.00

Pair of Colt Bisley Revolvers313

Antique. #90590;  38 cal. w/mixed numbers, gun is
re-nickeled & mechanically poor. 
#77581;  38 cal. Grey spotted patina & mechanically fair.
LB66/69 500.00 - 750.00

Pair of Colt 1877 Dbl Action Revolvers314

Revolver Pair Antiques.  Nickel finish #31925; 45 cal. in
refinished condition. 
#NSN;  45 cal. 7 1/2" bbl. grey to brown patina metal &
wood grips, in well worn condition. LB54/70 800.00 -

Antique 45 cal 1878 Colt Dbl Action315
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Antique. #165208; 44-40. 1896 production w/Frontier Six
Shooter marked bbl. Gun is in the white condition &
markings are mainly visible & cylinder is engraved & may
be a replacement w/fair grips. LB65 600.00 - 800.00

Antique Colt Single Action Revolver316

#254260; 32 WCF. Mfg in 1904. 4 3/4" bbl. Re-blued finish
& mechanically ok, original grips worn smooth & in fair
overall condition. LB64 600.00 - 800.00

Colt Single Action Army 32 WCF Revolver317

#485399; 22 cal. 5 1/2" bbl w/early markings checkered
wood grips & comes w/1 additional 22 LR cylinder. In good
used condition. 250.00 - 350.00

Early Ruger Single Six 22 Pistol318

#19498; 22 cal. 5 1/2" bbl w/early markings. Metal has good
blue w/holster wear on edges & few small marks. Gun has
early grips & is in nice used condition. 250.00 - 350.00

Early Ruger Single Six 22 cal Revolver319

#68-74994; 6 1/2" SS bbl. 22 & 22 Mag cylinder w/white
grips & in nice lightly used condition. 300.00 - 400.00

Ruger SS Single Six 22 Convertible Pistol320

#768451; 22 cal. Nickel & blue finish w/black plastic grips.
In very nice original condition. Circa 1960. (3769) 250.00 -
350.00

JC Higgins Model 88 22 Revolver321

#3158; 45 Colt. 5 1/2" bbl w/case colored frame & in very
nice overall condition. Looks & feels like a Colt Single
Action (2960) 600.00 - 800.00

American Western Arms 45 Colt Single Action322

#269082; 38 spec. 2" bbl. w/nickel finish & wood grips. Gun
has some mixed spots coming through nickel & grips worn
smooth. In good used condition w/holster. 300.00 - 400.00

Colt Cobra 38 Spec Revolver323

#34000; 22 cal. 6 3/4" bbl. w/blued finish & in nice original
condition w/light electro pencilled DL # on front grip. RM41
300.00 - 400.00

Hi Standard Model B 22 cal Pistol324

#F105730; 357 Mag. SS finish & 4" bbl. w/rubber grips &
double or single action. In good used condition. 250.00 -
350.00

Rossi M971 357 Magnum Revolver325

SA Revolver #0899/5; 45 Long Colt. Hawes Firearms
imported. 6" bbl. w/wood grips & blued finish. In like NIB
condition. 400.00 - 600.00

NIB JP Sauer 45 cal. Western Marshall326

Revolver w/Scope #AWD7835; 44 Mag. 6" bbl w/case
colored trigger & hammer. Comes w/Pro Point scope
attached, rubber grips & is in good used condition. 450.00 -
600.00

Smith & Wesson Model 29-3 44 Mag327

LOT #

#K932945; 38 spec. 5 3/4" bbl.  w/blued finish, case colored
trigger & hammer & pachmayr grips. In good used
condition w/nylon holster. 350.00 - 450.00

Smith & Wesson Model 15-3 38 Spec Revolver328

Pocket Positive #67754; 32 Colt. Metal is blue to grey & in
fair overall condition. 
Army Special #413062; 32-20. Spotted brown patina &
mechanically good. Good pair of early Colt dbl action
revolvers.  LB58/59 400.00 - 600.00

Pair of Colt 32 cal Dbl Action Revolvers329

Antique. 11.7mm w/original nickel finish & engraved,
spotted brown condition & mechanically ok. Grips have
some small chips or cracks & have shrunk w/age. Includes a
bag of brass cartridges & in overall fair condition for age.
300.00 - 500.00

Antique Montenegro Revolver330

Antique. #3256; 44 cal. Belgium mfg. & in fair overall
condition. 100.00 - 200.00

Antique 44 cal Pin Fire Revolver331

#A29396; 22 cal. 6" bbl. w/walnut grips & good blue finish
& mixed spots. Overall a nice Stevens tip up. (3139) 300.00
- 400.00

Stevens No 35 Offhand 22 Pistol332

#337071; 45 Colt. Mfg in 1933. 5 1/2" bbl. w/blued finish &
mixed spots. Grips are good & gun is mechanically good.
LB57 500.00 - 700.00

Colt New Service 45 cal. Revolver333

#171090; 32 cal. Std config w/good original blue & some
small edge ware & spots. Circa 1915 &  in good condition
but appears to be missing extractor. (3628) 250.00 - 350.00

Savage Model 1907 32 cal Pocket Pistol334

#7730; 32 ACP. Gun has early metal grips w/Savage logo.
Blue to grey finish w/some mixed spots. Circa 1910 &
comes w/custom wood case. (3779) 350.00 - 500.00

Early Savage Model 1907 Automatic Pistol335

#17087; 9mm. Luger. Std. config. & in good overall
condition. (3595) 350.00 - 450.00

Astra Model 600 9mm Pistol336

Antique #F48304; dated 1894 production & in fair military
surplus condition. Grips are replacements. 300.00 - 400.00

Antique French Model 1892 Military Revolver337

Antique. #257923; 31 cal. Metal is brown  w/mixed pits &
spots overall. Mechanically ok & a good example of a Civil
War era Colt. 250.00 - 400.00

Civil War Era 1849 Colt Percussion Revolver338

Antique. Approx. 38 cal. 3 1/2" bbl. marked Cast Steel
Pocket Rifle. Mechanically ok & in fair overall condition.
200.00 - 300.00

1840 Era Under Hammer Pocket Pistol339
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#35AMN04973;  325 WSM. 24" bbl. featherweight
checkered walnut stock. Gun is NIB condition. 700.00 -
900.00

NIB Winchester Model 70 325 WSM Featherweight340

III Single #00226MT85P; 45-70. 28" oct bbl. w/fancy
checkered walnut stock & is NIB condition, box is somewhat
tattered. 750.00 - 1,250.00

NIB Winchester 1885 45-70 Hunter Grade341

#00122MV85D; 325 WSM. 28" oct blued steel bbl
w/checkered walnut stock & is in NIB condition. 750.00 -
1,250.00

NIB Winchester 1885 325 WSM High Wall Hunter342

Down Rifle #02353NP343; 45-70. 26" oct. take down bbl.
w/plain pistol grip walnut stock. Gun is NIB condition.
1,250.00 - 1,500.00

NIB Winchester 1886 45-70 cal Take343

#00186MT95J; 405 cal. 24" bbl. Case colored receiver &
checkered walnut stock. Gun is in Take down configuration
& NIB condition. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

NIB Winchester 1895 405 Take Down Rifle344

#134-32565; 450/400 Nitro Exp. Std config w/walnut stock.
Gun is NIB condition w/scope rings. 750.00 - 1,000.00

NIB Ruger No 1 450/400 Nitro Express Rifle345

#B777563; 9.3x62.  21" bbl w/full length Mannlicher stock.
Gun is NIB condition & includes scope rings. 600.00 -
800.00

NIB CZ 550 9.3x62 Mannlicher346

#C6563867; 25-06. Std. config. NIB condition. 600.00 -
800.00

NIB Remington Model 700 Classic 25-06347

Mag Rifle #B6791114; 264 WIN Mag. Std. config. Gun is in
NIB condition. 600.00 - 800.00

NIB Remington Model 700 Classic 264 WIN348

#E6754476; 7mm-08. Gun is NIB. 600.00 - 800.00
NIB Remington Model 700 Classic 7mm-08349

#F6241805; 300 SAV. Std. config & in NIB condition.
600.00 - 800.00

NIB Remington Model 700 Classic 300 SAV350

w/Laminate Stock #RR47423H; 7mm-08. 18 1/2" bbl.
w/iron sights & laminate wood stock.  Gun is NIB condition.
600.00 - 800.00

NIB Model Seven Remington 7mm-08351

6.5-284 NORMA #H258498; 6.5mm-284 NORMA cal. 26"
blued steel bbl & checkered walnut stock w/detachable
magazine & ACCU trigger. This gun is NIB condition
w/scope rings & base. 

750.00 - 1,000.00

NIB Custom Order Savage 110 Deluxe352

LOT #

WBY Mag #G1868797; 270 WBY Mag. 24" bbl.
w/checkered stock. In like new in box condition. 600.00 -
800.00

NIB Winchester Model 70 XTR Sporter 270353

#93017690; 30-30. 20" bbl cross bolt safety & checkered
walnut stock. NIB w/sling & Leupold scope base. 400.00 -
500.00

NIB Marlin Model 336C 30-30 Rifle354

#JW18472; 32-40 carbine. Std. config. & as new in the box
condition w/1 box of commemorative ammo. In excellent
condition. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

NIB Winchester John Wayne Comm. Carbine355

#LL179; 30-30. Std. comm config. In like new in the box
condition. 700.00 - 900.00

Winchester Legendary Lawman Comm. Carbine356

CB7621; 30-30. Std. comm config. Box sleeve is somewhat
tattered on end. & in like new condition. 700.00 - 900.00

Winchester 94 Cowboy Commemorative357

#OFW10112; 35-55. Std comm. config. w/box & in very
nice overall condition. 600.00 - 800.00

Oliver Winchester Commemorative Rifle358

Centennial Rifle #CPC2662; 32 spec. Std comm. config
w/original box & in like new condition. Box sleeve is very
good. 700.00 - 900.00

Winchester Canadian Pacific359

#MP1423; 30-30. Std. comm. config. Box sleeve is
somewhat tattered, gun is in like new condition. 700.00 -
900.00

R.C.M.P. Winchester Centennial Rifle360

#AG15649; 30-30. Std. config. & in like new in the box
condition. 700.00 - 900.00

Winchester Antler Game Comm. Carbine361

Comm. Carbine #ADJ1938; 38-55. Std comm. config. In
like new in the box condition. 700.00 - 900.00

Winchester Alberta Diamond Jubilee362

#GS54669; 30-30. Std. comm. config. Gun is NIB & sleeve
is somewhat tattered condition. 700.00 - 900.00

Winchester Golden Spike Commemorative Rifle363

#KGR2890; 30-30. Std comm. config & in like new in the
box condition, however box sleeve is tattered w/tears. 700.00
- 900.00

Winchester Klondike Gold Rush Comm. Carbine364

Centennial Rifle #NWT1515; 30-30. Std config. & in like
new in the box condition. 700.00 - 900.00

Winchester Northwest Territories365

#10608PP211; 12 ga.  w/26" vent rib bbl, INV chokes & in
like new in the box condition. 500.00 - 700.00

NIB Browning A5 Light Twelve366
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#01407PN832; 20 ga. w/vent rib 26" MOD bbl. & walnut
stock. In like new condition in box. 700.00 - 900.00

Browning Model 12 20 ga Shotgun367

Browning Rifle #02798MT212; 22 cal. No 1 of 200 mfg for
25th Anniv. for Pheasants Forever w/fancy engraved gold
filled receiver & high grade walnut stock. Comes in a fancy
PF commemorative hard case. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

Comm. Pheasants Forever 25th Anniv.368

#50822S6; 12 ga Lightning Model w/26 1/2" bbls.
MOD/IMP cylinder. Gun retains excellent blue & has bright
bores w/very nice walnut checkered stock. A fine Lightning
Superposed w/Browning luggage case. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

Belgium Browning 12 ga Superposed Shotgun369

Unlimited Shotgun #MT3699; 20 ga. 26" IMP CYL vent rib
bbl. Receiver is engraved w/golden motif 1987-1997, 10 yr
conservation partnership Chevy Trucks & Quail Unlimited.
NIB condition. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

NIB Winchester Model 12 Quail370

#TR16667; 30-30. std. comm. config. & in like new in the
box condition. 700.00 - 900.00

Winchester Teddy Roosevelt Comm. Rifle371

#RA2866; 30-30. Std. comm config. & in like new in the
box condition. 700.00 - 900.00

Winchester Texas Ranger Comm. Carbine372

LS36069; 30-30. Std carbine config. & in like new in the
box condition.

Winchester Lone Star Commemorative Carbine373

Comm Rifle #LF 05695; 38-55. Std. comm. config. & in like
new in the box condition. 700.00 - 900.00

Winchester Legendary Frontiersman374

#60361; 30-30. oct rifle bbl. in Std comm. config. w/box in
NIB condition. . 500.00 - 650.00

NIB Winchester Canadian Centennial Rifle375

#F542666; 22 cal. Std. config, checkered walnut stock &
gun is in NIB condition. 750.00 - 1,000.00

NIB Winchester 9422 XTR Rifle376

#4392346; 30-30 carbine in std. config. Gun is NIB
condition w/hang tag. 450.00 - 600.00

NIB Winchester Model 94 30-30 Rifle377

#10066215; 25-20. 22" bbl w/half magazine & plain walnut
stock. Gun is NIB condition. RM346 600.00 - 800.00

Marlin 1894CL Classic 25-20 Rifle NIB378

#OFW8886; 38-55. Std. comm. config. & in like NIB
condition, however box sleeve is torn & tattered. 600.00 -
800.00

NIB Oliver Winchester Commemorative Rifle379

LOT #

Action Rifle #MR16416H; 45-70 w/checkered walnut stock
22" round bbl. & in NIB condition. 700.00 - 900.00

NIB Marlin 1895 45-70 cal. Lever380

#246-86534; 22 cal.  w/heavy weight hammer forged target
bbl. & thumb hole laminate stock. Gun is NIB condition.
400.00 - 500.00

NIB Ruger 10-22 Thumb Hole Target Rifle381

#RT77140A; 12 ga 28" vent rib bbl w/camo finish & 3 1/2"
chamber w/choke tubes & accessories. NIB condition.
500.00 - 700.00

NIB Remington VERSA MAX 12 ga Shotgun382

#177456-07; 12 ga. 28" bbl w/3" chamber & in NIB
condition. 400.00 - 500.00

Stoeger Condor O/U 12ga Shotgun NWTF Edition383

#BB117950L; 300 WIN Mag. 24" bbl. w/blue metal &
composite stock. Gun is like new in the box condition.
700.00 - 900.00

Benelli R1 300 WIN Mag Self Loading Rifle384

#BC002393; 223 cal. 16" bbl. Std. carbine config w/pistol
grip stock. Gun appears to be in like new condition
w/original box. 700.00 - 900.00

Benelli MR1 223 cal Carbine385

Brown Bess Antique. Napoleonic era 1794-1804 India
Pattern Type I private contract full bore carbine w/bayonet.
It is Pritchett private contract w/29 1/2" bbl. & brown patina
w/light mixed pits & spots. Wood is solid & some C proof,
brass furniture. Butt plate & bbl have DC 4884 markings
which are believed to be Dublin Castle rack marks. A fine
example of a rare style of a Pattern I Brown Bess. 1,000.00 -
2,000.00

Napoleonic Era Type I Private Contract386

Antique. #15637; 38 rim fire. w/30" oct bbl. Right side of
frame marked Ballards Patent Nov 5 1861 Left side marked
Ball & Williams Worcester MASS. Merwin & Bray Agt's
NY.  Mechanically good & wood is well worn but solid, gun
has early ejector knob on forend w/mixed light rust or spots
overall but a good example of a rare Civil War rifle. Gun has
2 piece split breech block & rare dual ignition system
w/hammer striking either percussion cap underneath or rim
fire cartridge. This was patented in 1864 & rare variation of
a rare rifle.  RM326 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

Dual Ignition Ball & Williams Ballard Rifle387

Order Rifle Antique. #41323; 22 WCF. Mfg in 1889. 22"
half round half oct bbl w/fair bore. Gun has checkered
walnut stock & is mechanically good w/high wall action. A
nice single shot Winchester. 650.00 - 850.00

Antique Winchester 1885 22 WCF Special388

Antique. 32 cal. 28" round revolving bbl w/6 rifled
chambers. Each bbl has its own nipple bolster & front sight.
Bbl rotates by pulling trigger in front of trigger guard.

6 Bbl Revolving Percussion Rifle389
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Original stock is solid w/some small repair around upper
tang. Brass decoration includes compass on left side & dual
patch boxes on right, plus compartment for ball storage on
comb. Only visible markings on bbl & frame are 3 & R.
Some nipples appear to be later replacement but overall a
great example of a revolving percussion rifle. 3,000.00 -
5,000.00

Antique. 4 40 cal rifled bbls. that are 29" in length w/dbl.
hammers & bbl rotates by push button on upper tang.
Mechanically gun is in good condition & checkered wooden
stock is solid w/one visible crack & repair on left side of
tang. Gun has patch box & metal butt plate w/no markings
on bbls or locks. A great example of an interesting & unique
4 bbl Swivel Breech Percussion Rifle. 2,000.00 - 3,000.00

Swivel Breech 4 Bbl Percussion Rifle390

Percussion Rifle Antique. 30" O/U 44 cal rifled bbls. Carlos
Gove was well known gunsmith fought in Mexican & Indian
wars & recognized as the Best Shot in Denver for years.
This gun is in partially restored condition & bbls have been
cleaned to the white. Left hammer is in poor condition,dbl
sets fire each hemmer, checkered walnut stock & iron butt.
Rifled bores are clean & a very good example of fine O/U
percussion rifle that needs the finishing touches in
restoration. 2,000.00 - 3,000.00

Carlos Gove Denver City O/U391

Antique. 40 cal O/U w/34" bbls marked. T.S.Weeks Fon du
Lac WIS. Gun has stripped stock w/brass patch box &
furniture. Wood is solid w/visible age cracks. Ram rods are
replacements & a good example of an early WI gun which
would benefit from some TLC. 750.00 - 1,000.00

T.S. Weeks Fon du Lac WI O/U Rifle392

H.P Horstmann overall length is approx. 32" & 27 1/4"
etched blade w/brass eagle head & guard, square bone grip
& is in nice condition w/leather & brass scabbard.
Unmarked Sword is 36" in overall length & 31" blade
w/light military etching & decor visible, brass guard & eagle
head pommel & bone sided grips, no scabbard but in good
condition. A nice pair of early American Eagle Head swords.

Pair of Early American Eagle Head Swords393

Antique. 8.15x46 which is German version of 32-40 English
cartridge. 31 1/2" oct bbl. w/bright bore case, Haenel
receiver, dbl set triggers, large disc, target sight & checkered
walnut Schuetzen style stock. Gun is in nice original
condition w/some light spots mixed on bbl & receiver.
Overall a fine example of a Haenel German Schuetzen rifle.
1,000.00 - 1,500.00

Fine Haenel German 8.15x46 Schuetzen Rifle394

Antique. Percussion ignition w/small caliber bbl. Loads on
the underneath side & is approx. 8". Overall the gun has 28"
bbl. w/solid frame receiver, blue & case colored & checkered
walnut Schuetzen style butt stock. Mixed spots on receiver &

H.Triebel Zimmerschuetzen395

LOT #
bbl but overall good condition for age. 650.00 - 850.00

Antique. 8mm(?). 31" oct bbl. w/good bore & single groove
rifling. Bbl is marked SCHURF MUNCHEN. Receiver is
case colored & elaborately engraved. Fancy checkered &
carved walnut stock w/target sights & mechanically good
w/dbl set triggers. Gun has mixed spots on metal but overall
in good condition for age. Receiver has Crown/B &
Crown/U proof marks & overall a fine German Schuetzen.
1,250.00 - 1,500.00

Fine Engraved German Schuetzen Rifle396

Black Powder. 40 cal w/30" bbl., brass bullet starter, front &
rear target sights & lock is marked MOHIN.A.
VALENCIENNES. Gun has dbl set triggers, remade
Schuetzen style stock, metal is evenly pitted over most
surfaces & the bore is good. 650.00 - 800.00

40 cal. Percussion Schuetzen Rifle397

Antique. Locks are marked W.Moore & Co. w/32" 10 ga
bbls. w/fair bores. Spotted brown metal & checkered walnut
stock is solid. Overall a good gun for age & would benefit
from some TLC. 300.00 - 500.00

W.Moore & Co Percussion 10 ga. Dbl398

#9951; 30-06. 20" bbl.  Mfg in 1937 w/checkered walnut
stock, metal butt plate, early style bolt safety. Bbl & receiver
have strong original blue w/ trigger guard & floor plate
having some grey. A fine example of very early & rare
pre-war Model 70 carbine (81). 2,000.00 - 3,000.00

Pre-War Winchester Model 70 30-06 Carbine399

Featherweight Rifle #438501; 243 cal. Std. featherweight
config w/matching bolt. In nice, lightly used condition.
500.00 - 700.00

Pre-64 Winchester Model 70 243400

#21863; 348 cal. 1942 production. 24" bbl w/bolt peep sight
& deluxe checkered walnut stock. Gun retains strong
original blue w/some light spots & marks. Wood is original
& is good w/some scratches. Metal butt plate deluxe sling
swivels & desirable bolt peep sight. A fine oriinal Deluxe
Model 71. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00

Deluxe Winchester Model 71 348 Rifle401

#13765; Mfg 1938. 348 cal carbine config w/20" bbl. &
good original blue w/edge ware on receiver w/mixed spots &
marks & scratches on bbl. Gun has early long tang &
Redfield receiver sight. Wood is solid w/scratches & marks.
butt plate has some light spotted rust. Mechanically good
w/clear markings. A nice example of a rare Model 71
carbine. 2,000.00 - 2,500.00

Rare Pre War Winchester Model 71 Carbine402

#46354; 22 cal. 24" bbl. w/nice original blue finish & bright
bore. Checkered pistol grip stock w/metal butt plate. Gun
has metal receiver sight. Overall in very nice lightly used
condition. 750.00 - 1,000.00

Winchester Model 75 Sporting Rifle403
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#85532; 22LR. 24" bbl. Gun has nice original blue
w/checkered sporting stock w/some custom work & metal
butt plate. Overall a nice 75 Sporter mfg. in 1956. 700.00 -
900.00

Winchester Model 75 22 cal. Sporting Rifle404

300 SAV #322542; 300 SAV. 24" take down bbl w/blued
metal, checkered walnut stock & Lyman receiver sight.
Stock has numerous scratches & marks but is solid. In
overall good condition & pistol grip is absent. 500.00 -
600.00

Savage Model 99 Take Down Rifle in405

#33069; 300 SAV. Gun has nice original blue & Williams
receiver sight w/checkered walnut stock. In very nice overall
condition. 750.00 - 950.00

Remington Model 81-B Rifle in 300 SAV406

#448234; 12 ga. w/30" FULL choke bbl.,fully engraved
receiver w/some engraving extending onto bbl top,
checkered walnut stock & Remington hard plastic butt plate.
Gun retains good original blue on edges w/small mixed  pots
& marks. Wood is good w/small chip right side of  tang,
otherwise solid. Overall a good example of hard to find
Model 11F Premier Grade Shotgun. Gun also includes 28"
solid rib bbl. w/removable choke tube system, numbers on
this bbl do not match the gun. 3,000.00 - 4,000.00

Remington Model 11F Premier Grade Shotgun407

Side Lever Antique. 16 ga/10.25x51mm(?).  26 3/4" bbls.
Shotgun bbl has some pitting rifle bbl is bright. Exterior has
good blue remaining & bbl. flat marked E.Schluter, Leipzig.
Gun has claw style scope mounts, flip up rear sight,
elaborate engraving on frame & hammers, horn trigger
guard & bullet compartment in butt stock. Wood is good
w/some age cracks visible. Overall a nice side lever German
Drillings. (3850) 750.00 - 1,250.00

Antique Schluter German Drillings408

Antique. #4308; 26 3/4" Krupp steel bbls. 16 ga/? & all
bores show some light pitting. Exterior is grey to brown
patina w/under lever action cartridge compartment in butt
stock. Mechanically good & overall fair condition for age.
(3773) 750.00 - 1,000.00

Antique German Hammered Drillings409

#NSN; 27 1/2" bbls. 16 gax45 cal marked Christoph Funk in
Suhl. Brown to grey metal, engraved locks w/walnut stock &
cartridge compartment in butt, w/horned covered under
lever. Mechanically good & in good condition for age.
(2760) 600.00 - 800.00

Christoph Funk German Combination Gun410

Antique #489; 27" bbls w/hammers & 16x?. Locks & bbl rib
are marked M. Orgris Ferlach w/bright bores.  Brown to
grey metal w/flip up peep & tang & in fair overall condition.
(3552) 600.00 - 900.00

M.Ogris German Cape Gun411

LOT #

VL&D N.Y. #963; 9x56. 18" bbl. w/FULL length checkered
walnut Mannlicher stock. Bbl is marked "VON LENGRKE
& DETMOLD New York"  Gun retains nice original blue
finish, has bright bore & mechanically crisp w/rear peep
sight that folds front or back w/bolt operation. Butt plate has
bullet compartment & has dbl set triggers. A fine
Mannlicher Shoenauer sold by famous VL&D of New York.
1,750.00 - 2,250.00

1905 Mannlicher Schoenauer Rifle from412

Antique. #70886; 300 cal. Gun appears to be re-sleeved into
22LR. & has 28 1/2" round bbl w/flat matted rib. Express
sights at 50, 100 & 150 meters. Checkered walnut stock
w/visible crack & repair at wrist & wooden butt, metal is
blue to grey & has mixed spots. Overall in good condition
for age. 300.00 - 500.00

I. Hollis & Sons 300 cal Rook Rifle413

#3352; re chambered to 30-06 w/26" bbl & offset scope
mount & Weaver 29S tapered post scope attached. Gun has
checkered walnut stock & rubber recoil pad. In good sporter
condition. 500.00 - 700.00

German GEW 98 Sporting Rifle414

Antique #56934; Std config. w/brown to black patina metal,
bore is medium,wood is solid & gun has mixed spots & in
fair overall condition. 500.00 - 650.00

US 1873 Trapdoor Springfield Rifle415

Antique. 1864 dated lock w/31" rifled bbl. Metal is in the
white w/mixed spots. Gun has good cartouches on stock,
plus 9 tally marks on comb, stock appears to be lightly
sanded. Comes w/US bayonet. 300.00 - 500.00

Cut Down Springfield Rifled Civil War Musket416

Antique. 42" bbl. w/3 iron bbl bands. Greyed lightly pitted
metal overall w/1860 marked lock. Wood is in fair condition
w/some visible inspector markings. Butt stock has some rust
& water damage Overall appears to be a fair example of an
US Flintlock Military Musket. RM335 500.00 - 1,000.00

US 1816 Marked Flintlock Musket417

Black Powder. US & Harpers Ferry 1849 marked lock. 42"
smooth bore bbl w/1847 date & VP/eagle markings. 3 iron
bbl bands & wood is good for age w/visible cartouche. The
name S. G. Headeey. Co F is carved into right side of stock,
upside down which would easily legible when guns are
racked. Overall a good early US long arm w/interesting
soldier decoration. 
RM336 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

US Harpers Ferry Percussion Musket Conversion418

Antique. #55412; 45-70. Gun has high arched breech block
& early style sight w/brown spotted metal. Bore is dark &
stock has some cracks & repairs near muzzle. Comes
w/period trowel bayonet. 500.00 - 700.00

US Trap Door Rifle w/Trowel Bayonet419
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Bayonet Trapdoor Antique. #558152; 45-70 cal. std. config.
Bore has some visible dark spots & metal is brown patina.
Gun front hood sight w/ramrod bayonet. 1892 cartouche &
stock is solid & good overall. Butt plate has surface rust
from storage. Overall a good example of the last model
Trapdoor rifle produced. RM308 600.00 - 750.00

Antique US Springfield 1881 Rod420

Conversion Musket Antique. #NSN; 42" bbl Percussion
conversion w/Harpers Ferry 1840 lock & wood is good.
Metal is grey & spotted w/period bayonet. A good example
of an early US Military rifle. 600.00 - 900.00

1840 Harpers Ferry Percussion421

Milsco produced blade measures approx. 24 1/2" & is  29"
overall length w/wood grips & in good overall condition &
was the last issued US Naval Cutlass.

Rare 1917 US Navy Cutlass422

Longer is approx 37" overall & other 33" overall, both in
fair conditin.

Pair of US Cadet Swords423

Blade measures 25"& 35" overall in length w/ray skin
handle. Blade has some dragon decoration w/overall spots of
rust. Scabbard is rougher.

Japanese Samurai Sword424

#4645237; 30 cal carbine. Rockola bbl. w/parkerized finish,
walnut stock & USM4 PALL bayonet. 750.00 - 1,000.00

Quality Hardware M1 Carbine w/Bayonet425

#5258923; 30 cal carbine. Inland Division 6-44 bbl.
parkerized metal has some small spots & gun has walnut
stock. & is import marked on bbl w/after market sling swivel
on bbl. band, otherwise in good condition. 600.00 - 800.00

WWII US Inland Division M1 Carbine426

#5500832; 30-06. HRA12-53 bbl. TE of approx. 2 & ME of
approx.1 Metal is parkerized & stock has shellacked finish
but otherwise good condition. 750.00 - 1,000.00

US H&R M1 Garand Rifle427

#3840469; 30-06. SA10-47 bbl. TE of approx. 1 & ME of
approx 1. Gun has nice even parkerized finish, beach wood
stock & web sling. In overall nice condition. 750.00 -
1,000.00

US Springfield M1 Garand Rifle428

#5854085; 30-06. SA3-55 dated bbl w/TE of approx. 1.5 &
ME of approx. 1.5. Gun has dark parkerized finish & stock
is solid w/some scratches & marks. 750.00 - 1,000.00

US Springfield M1 Garand Rifle429

#403096; 30-06. SA12-18 marked bbl. w/even parkerized
finish & good bore. Finger groove stock w/numerous
cartouches left side & in good surplus condition. 600.00 -
700.00

Springfield Armory 1903 Military Rifle430

LOT #

#5741567; 30-06.  LMR8-55 bbl. TE of approx. 2 & ME of
approx. 1.5. Grey parkerized metal & shellacked stock
w/visible SA/GAW crossed cannon cartouche. 750.00 -
1,000.00

US H&R M1 Garand Rifle431

#3386283; 30-06. RA of 1-43 & in std config. Gun has some
surface rust on bolt handle & muzzle, but overall in good
surplus condition & could use some TLC. 350.00 - 450.00

Remington 03A3 Military Rifle432

#3535757; 30-06. SA12-44 bbl. TE of approx. 1 & ME
approx. 1 w/parkerized metal & walnut stock. In fair overall
condition. 700.00 - 900.00

US Springfield M1 Garand Rifle433

#6698168; 30 cal carbine. Std. config. w/magazine pouch &
extra mags on stock plus a M4 bayonet & scabbard. Gun is
import marked on bbl. but in good surplus condition. (3363)
700.00 - 900.00

US Inland M1 Carbine w/Bayonet & Accessories434

#073147; 308 cal. Std. config. in good condition w/stock
having scratches & marks. Includes bayonet & scabbard.
1,000.00 - 1,250.00

Springfield Armory M1A Military Rifle435

#1309213; 30-06.  SA2-29 bbl. Metal is dark parkerized
finish. Walnut stock has grooved finger slots w/scratches &
dents, but remains solid. A good surplus 03 500.00 - 700.00

US Springfield 1903 Military Rifle436

#606227; 30-06. New production bbl. TE of approx 1.5  ME
of approx. 1.5 w/National Match operating rod, walnut stock
& web sling. In good used condition. 750.00 - 1,000.00

Springfield M1 Garand Military Rifle437

#4792493; 30-06. RA7-44 bbl. Parkerized finish & walnut
stock that is solid w/scratches & marks. A good surplus
03A3. 600.00 - 800.00

US Smith Corona 03A3 Military Rifle438

Machine Gun Appears to be 7.62 parts kit w/nice dummy
receiver. Includes original barrel, a 1944 dated M2 tri-pod
along w/pintle & TE mechanism. A good looking display
gun.  Gun has some misc. spots overall from poor storage
but should clean up well with some TLC.

Dummy Browning 30 cal. Model 1919 A4439

Greek Ammo. 2 cans w/240 rounds each of surplus ammo.
225.00 - 275.00

480 rounds of 30 cal M2 Ball Ammo440

Round Clips 2 Spam cans of new Greek ammo. 175.00 -
225.00

384 round of 30 cal M2 Ball on 8441

7.9mm M.49 Surplus ammo from circa 1954. Sealed metal
can inside wooden crate. Communist block. 175.00 - 250.00

Case of 7.9mm Surplus Ammo (900 rounds)442
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Round Clips 2 Spam cans of new Greek ammo. 175.00 -
225.00

384 rounds of 30 cal M2 Ball on 8443

Binoculars are DF10-80x w/original base measures approx
14" tall by 16" long & 19" wide, plus the rolling casters.
Optics are good & overall good condition for age. A heavy &
awkward item, extra shipping charges will apply.

WWII German Naval Ships Binoculars444

Measures approx 41" long w/1941 date & some custom
paint. Marked "Key West 1943 Lt Col. Leo J Blier".  A cool
display piece.

US Navy Practice Bomb445

appears to be in good condition on display stand & measures
approx. 36" in length.

US Model 1917 Bausch & Lomb Range Finder446

Scope w/wooden handle attached measures approx. 27" tall
& marked Tokyo No 6284.

WWII 5x10 Japanese Trench Scope447

Measures approx 19 1/2" tall & optics are good w/original
camouflage paint.

WWI German Trench Scope448

Measure w/stand approx. 18" tall & optics are good. A nice
set of WWII Japanese optics.

Set of WWII Japanese Rabbit Ear Binoculars449

Optics are good & original paint is flaking. Displays nicely
w/custom stand.

WWI 8x24 French Trench Scope450

Antique. #137459; 44-40. Mfg in 1883. 24" oct. bbl. w/grey
spotted metal & dust cover is missing. Wood is solid but has
scratches & marks. Gun has chips out of hand guard &
overall a fair early 1873 44 cal. LB38 700.00 - 900.00

Antique Winchester 1873 44-40 cal Rifle451

#918048; 25/20 Mfg. in 1923. 24" round bbl. w/good bore.
Receiver is worn grey w/bbl & magazine tube worn grey.
Gun has Lyman tang sight & mechanically is good. (1814)
700.00 - 900.00

Winchester 1892 25/20 Rifle452

Down Rifle #154976; 22 High Power. 20" bbl. Good blue
w/edge ware & spots. Gun has Marbles rear tang sight.
Walnut stock is good & gun mfg circa 1910. (3718) 500.00 -
750.00

Savage Model 1899 22 High Power Take453

#1161; 30-30. 20" special smokeless steel carbine bbl. Gun
has spotted grey metal patina & is mechanically good
w/rough bore. Metal carbine butt plate has some rust spots
from storage, otherwise a good early Marlin carbine. RM242
400.00 - 500.00

Rare Marlin Model 93 30-30 Carbine454

LOT #

#15300; 303 SAV. 26" oct. bbl. w/good bore. Receiver is
faded silver & walnut stock is in nice condition. Overall a
nice early oct bbl. 99 Savage. 600.00 - 800.00

Savage 1899C Lever Action Rifle455

#343639; 30-30. 26" round bbl. w/blued to grey patina.
Frame has case color in protected areas otherwise fading to
silver. Gun has fair bore & wood has scratches & marks, but
remains solid. Butt stock has spots from poor storage, still a
good early Marlin 1893. RM208 500.00 - 700.00

Marlin 1893 30-30 Lever Action Rifle456

#54917; 303 SAV w/good bore & 26" round bbl w/blued
metal. Gun has mixed scratches & marks, case colored lever
fading silver. wood is solid w/visible crack behind upper
tang. A good early Savage rifle. 500.00 - 600.00

Savage 1899 303 Lever Action Rifle457

#1405062; 30 WCF. Good original blue w/grey on edges &
mixed spots of wear. WWII era flat band & gun has metal
butt plate w/good walnut stock. 400.00 - 500.00

Winchester Model 94 30 WCF Flat Band Carbine458

#1080744; 32 Spec. Mfg. in 1930.  Saddle ring on frame
w/early ladder style rear sight, carbine stock  & butt plate
w/grey spotted metal. 500.00 - 700.00

Winchester Model 94 SRC 32 Spec459

1894 SRC Antique. #35187; 30 WFC.  Mfg in 1895 w/20"
bbl. & spotted grey metal. Mechanically fair & has early
style ladder rear sight. Wood is worn but solid & a good
antique SRC.  LB45 750.00 - 1,000.00

Antique 2nd yr Production Winchester460

Antique. #75882; gun also stamped RM110 in various spots
& top of frame Estado De Durango. Gun is well used &
rough overall w/an appealing patina. Presumably South
American use & an interesting 1866 SRC. RM221 750.00 -
1,250.00

Winchester 1866 SRC461

Antique. #C3235; 54 cal. std. config. Brown spotted metal &
mechanically ok. Wood stock is in good condition w/iron
patch box. A good example of an iconic Civil War carbine.
750.00 - 1,000.00

Civil War Sharps Model 1863 SRC462

Antique. #6506. Std. config. w/iron butt plate & trigger
guard. Metal is blue to grey & mechanically gun is good.
Wood is good overall w/visible cartouche on left side. A
good example of a scarce Civil War carbine. 750.00 -
1,000.00

Civil War Joslyn Carbine463

Antique. #16563; std config. w/grey to brown spotted metal.
Mechanically good & clear maker & patent markings on
lock. Metal furniture on stock & overall a nice example of a
popular Civil War carbine. 750.00 - 1,250.00

Civil War Gallagher SRC464
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Antique. #41564; std config. w/22" bbl. & brown spotted
metal. Mechanically gun is ok & magazine tube is in tack &
removes freely from butt stock. Wood is solid but has visible
crack on left side below saddle ring. A good example of an
iconic Civil War carbine. 750.00 - 1,000.00

Civil War Spencer Carbine465

Ray skin handle w/folding guard & US decorative etched
blade in good condition w/scabbard. 250.00 - 350.00

US 1860 Staff & Field Officers Sword466

1864 marked w/inspector markings & nice leather & wire
wrapped handle. A nice Civil War sword. 400.00 - 600.00

Mansfield & Lamb Cavalry Saber467

Mansfield & Lamb Maker Marked dated 1864, inspector
initials on blade & Pommel. In good overall condition
w/wire wrapped handle & scabbard. 400.00 - 500.00

US Civil War Cavalry Sword468

#233173; 303 SAV. 20" bbl. in take down config. Straight
grip carbine stock w/good blue finish fading to grey in spots.
Gun has bright bore & case colored lever, a nice Savage
carbine. (3162). 500.00 - 700.00

Savage 1899 Carbine469

#1457830; 32 spec. Std config. w/flat front band. Strong
original blue & nice plain walnut stock. In very fine overall
condition. (2131) 500.00 - 700.00

Winchester Model 94 Flat Band Carbine470

REM Rifle #5208; 30-30 REM Std. config. w/22" bbl. Gun
has been nicely re-blued, has original metal butt  plate &
wood has few small chips around tang. Overall in good
condition as refinished Model 425 w/approx. 26 ,000 mfg
from1910-1917. 500.00 - 700.00

Stevens Model 425 High Power 30-30471

#224575; 25-20. Mfg in 1903. 24" bbl. w/fair bore & blue to
grey metal. Wood is solid w/some scratches marks &
initials. (2058) 600.00 - 800.00

Winchester 1892 25-20 Rifle472

#196669; 25-20. 24" oct. bbl. w/fair bore. Metal is blue to
grey patina & mechanically good. Walnut stock is good &
overall a nice 1894 rifle. (2446) 500.00 - 700.00

Marlin Model 1894 25-20 Rifle473

#1363578; 30 WCF. Std config. Good original blue toning to
grey Mechanically crisp & wood is good. A nice post war
carbine. (2389) 450.00 - 650.00

Winchester Model 94 30 WCF Carbine474

w/Rifle Stock #1352127; 32 spec Mfg. in 1942. Blue to grey
metal & mechanically crisp w/bright bore. Wood is very
good w/unusual semi crescent metal butt plate. (2688)
500.00 - 650.00

Winchester Model 94 32 Spec Carbine475

LOT #

#217181; 22 High Power. 20" bbl & in carbine config. Metal
is grey & has good bore. Wood is good but has small crack
visible near tang. (3692) 450.00 - 600.00

Savage Model 1899H 22 High Power Carbine476

#313486; 270 cal.  Mfg 1954.  24" bbl w/blue to grey metal,
matching bolt & checkered walnut stock. In good used
condition. 700.00 - 900.00

Pre 64 Model 70 270 cal Winchester Rifle477

G1079089; 30-06. 22" bbl w/walnut stock & some mixed
spots on metal. Gun should clean up better w/some TLC &
comes w/sling & Redfield scope. In good used condition.
300.00 - 400.00

Winchester Model 70 30-06 w/Scope478

#G2133162; 243 cal. Std. config. Plain hardwood stock &
topped w/3-9x scope. Gun is in nice used condition. 350.00 -
450.00

Winchester Model 70 SA 243 Scoped Rifle479

243 cal #404567; 243 cal. 1957 production. 22"
featherweight bbl. w/matching bolt & checkered walnut
stock in nice original condition. 750.00 - 1,000.00

Winchester Pre-64 Model 70 Featherweight480

22-250 Rifle #G1947335; 22-250 w/medium weight 26" bbl.
checkered walnut stock Topped w/3.5x-10x scope & in good
lightly used condition. 500.00 - 700.00

Winchester Model 70 Sporter Varmit481

#100725; 30-06. 22" bbl. & in like new condition.  (99)
400.00 - 500.00

Winchester Model 670 30-06 Rifle482

#G170557; 243 cal. 22" bbl w/blued steel & checkered stock.
In like new condition w/3-9x Bushnell scope. (101) 400.00 -
500.00

Winchester Model 670A 243 Bolt Action Rifle483

Antique. #58585; 40-60 cal. Mfg. 1886.  26" round bbl. &
gun has dark bore. Exterior has some good patina blue finish
fading to grey. Gun is missing front sight & mechanically
runs good. Butt plate has surface rust & wood is solid & a
good 1876 rifle that would benefit from some TLC. RM337
1,000.00 - 1,500.00

Antique Winchester 1876 Lever Action Rifle484

Antique. #369290; 44-40. Std. musket config. w/grey spotted
metal. Mechanically gun is ok & full length musket wood is
in good condition w/scratches & dents, but remains solid.
Overall a good example of 1873 Musket. RM327 750.00 -
1,000.00

Antique Winchester 1873 44-40 Musket485

45-60 Rifle Antique. #M58; 45-60 cal. Bore is dark w/visible
rust. Exterior is blue to greyed patina & mechanically ok.
Wood is good & butt plate has some surface rust. Overall a
good large caliber Whitney Kennedy. RM187

Antique Whitney Kennedy Large Frame486
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1,000.00 - 1,500.00

Antique.  56 cal. 31" rifled bbl. Metal is grey & Colt
markings on top of frame. Mechanically fair, cylinder rotates
w/some help. Wood appears to be replacement. A decent
example of a rare Colt Percussion Long Arm
RM294. 1,500.00 - 1,750.00

Rare Colt Revolving Rifle487

Antique. #290162; 32 WCF. 24" oct bbl. w/brown patina &
mechanically ok. Hand guard has some chips & repairs &
magazine tube is in rough, dented & repaired condition.
LB34 450.00 - 700.00

Winchester 1873 32 WCF Rifle488

#402718; 30-30(?) w/26" take down bbl w/threaded muzzle.
#235067;  30-30.  21 1/2" oct take down bbl. Guns are
mainly grey to spotted dark patina & the wood is rougher. A
good pair of project Marlin take down rifles. RM203/206
500.00 - 700.00

Pair of Marlin 1893 Take Down Rifles489

#361652; 270 cal. 22" bbl. w/iron sights, checkered walnut
stock & aluminum butt plate. Gun is in nice used condition.
400.00 - 500.00

Remington Model 700 270 cal. Rifle490

A6526084; 222 cal. 24" bbl w/blued steel & checkered
walnut stock. Gun is in good used condition. 450.00 -
600.00

Remington Model 700 222 cal Rifle491

#G6228743; 7mm-08.  20" bbl. Metal has parkerized finish
& this model has detachable box magazine. Checkered wood
stock is solid but rough condition & topped w/Nikon Pro
Staff 3-9x rifle scope. 450.00 - 600.00

Remington Model 700 DBM 7mm-08 Rifle492

#6545133; 17 REM. 24" bbl. checkered walnut stock.
Receiver has some spots & small scratches on wood,
otherwise in good used condition & topped w/Bushnell
scope. 400.00 - 500.00

Remington Model 700 17 REM cal Rifle493

Mag Bbl #62140000; 375-350 REM Mag w/McGowen
custom 22" bbl. Checkered stock & blued metal w/Leupold
base & Remington recoil pad & customized trigger guard &
floor plate assembly. In good used condition. 400.00 -
600.00

Remington 700 w/McGowen 375-350 REM494

#6249071; 30-06. Std config. Walnut stock, topped
w/Bushnell scope & has leather sling. Gun is in nice used
condition. 400.00 - 500.00

Remington Model 700 30-06 Rifle w/Scope495

#A6409380; 30-06. 22" bbl w/blued steel & checkered stock.
BSA Classic 3-12x scope & in good used condition. 400.00 -
500.00

Remington Model 700 30-06 Rifle & Scope496

LOT #

Antique. #NSN; std config. w/self priming mechanism in
lock. Bbl & lock are evenly pitted. Wood is good  & come
w/bayonet. Overall fair condition & a good representation of
a Self Priming Musket. 500.00 - 700.00

US 1855 Whitney Self Priming Musket497

& Bayonet Black Powder 54 cal  37" bbl & metal is in the
white. Wood is good w/ramrod & bayonet 450.00 - 650.00

Austrian Civil War Era Percussion Musket498

Antique. Std  config. lock marked 1863 US WATERTOWN.
Spotted brown to grey metal w/even patina, wood is good &
mixed light pitting on most surfaces. A good Watertown
contract musket. 450.00 - 600.00

Civil War US Watertown 1861 Contract Musket499

Black Powder. 42" oct. bbl. w/Turtle insignia on bbl flat.
Full length stock & wooden patch box w/brass butt. Brown
metal & has some spots, but overall a nice contemporary
Flint Lock Trade Rifle. 750.00 - 1,000.00

60 cal. Contemporary Flintlock Trade Rifle500

Long Rifle Black Powder. 38 cal. w/40" round to oct bbl
marked W. M. Large, full length stripped maple stock, brass
furniture & bone inlay. Bore is good & exterior has some
spots, overall a nice looking contemporary flinter. 750.00 -
1,000.00

Fine Contemporary Flintlock Kentucky501

Black Powder. 36 cal. 32" unmarked oct. bbl. w/brown
spotted metal & brass patch box & furniture. In good overall
condition. 300.00 - 400.00

Southern 36 cal Percussion Mountain Rifle502

Black Powder. 37" oct bbl. marked Henry on top flat. Lock is
P.S.J. & Co marked. Dbl set triggers, brass furniture & in
fair condition w/visible repair at wrist but wood is solid.
300.00 - 400.00

Henry Marked 40 cal Percussion Rifle503

In nice overall condition
Contemporary Plains Indian Head Dress504

Porcelain Bear circa 1920-1930's w/tuquoise eyes &
measures 10" long by 8" tall

New Mexico Simon Small Hand Made505

Iowa noted on tag & approx. 10" long & stands approx. 5"
tall.

Early Indian Face Pot506

in nice polished condition & tag says Potosi, WI
7 3/4" Slant Groove Stone Ax Head507

measures approx. 5 3/4" w/grooved bottom & in good
condition.

Trophy Style Stone Ax Head508

largest center measures approx. 4 1/2"
Arrowhead Grouping of 14 Arrowheads509
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stones approx. 1" in size
Group of 18 Stone Arrowheads510

28" x12" 2 sided metal sign in good overall condition.
Tin Chief Paints 2 Sided Sign511

Porcelain Sign measures approx. 35 1/2"x12" one sided
w/mixed damage but displays well.

Waitt & Bond Black Stone Cigar512

Folding metal sign w/unfolded size approx. 12"x15".
Original display piece for Service Station tires.

Original Mobile Tires Tire Display513

Measures 12" in diameter & reads: "Safety! RICHLUBE
MOTOR OIL 100% PURE PENNSYLVANIA"  & is in
good overall condition.

Richlube Motor Oil Round Enamel Sign514

Measures approx 39" in length metal bow approx. 28" across
made of wood, metal & bone construction. Includes cocking
device & extra string.

Mid Evil Reproduction Crossbow515

Embossed glass w/handle. Measures approx. 12" long & is
in good shape for age.

Mc Swain Glass Minnow Trap516

Measures approx. 11" long & grooved for wires/handle & is
unmarked.

Joy Glass Minnow Trap517

#181-21122; 223 cal. Std. config. w/walnut stock & has a
Scout style scope mount attached. In good used condition.
400.00 - 500.00

Ruger Mini 14 223 cal. Rifle518

#27575; 223-5.56 mm. 16" fluted bbl w/magpul furniture
including a CTR stock. Gun has Magpul illumination kit,
Bushnell 1x tactical scope w/illuminated T-Dot reticle. Gun
is in nice used condition w/1 magazine. 700.00 - 900.00

Essential Arms J-15 AR15 Style Rifle519

#CA31763; 308 cal. in good remanufactured condition by
Century Arms. 750.00 - 1,000.00

Century Arms R1 A1 308 Sporter Rifle520

#X156356; Model XM15 & fit w/19" oct bbl in 6.5 Grendel.
Gun has threaded muzzle, bronzed finish, adj butt stock &
topped w/1-4x Millett DMS-1 scope w/illuminated recticle.
In very fine, lightly used condition. 750.00 - 1,000.00

Aero Precision 6.5 Grendel AR Millett Scope521

#SP65843; 223 cal. Early config w/out forward assist. Gun
has pencil thin bbl in std. config. A nice example of an early
SP1 AR. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00

Early Colt Model SP1 AR15 Rifle522

#00250; 308 cal mfg in Lexington TN & has flat top
receiver w/ventilated aluminum hand guard & full top rail.
Gun has matte SS bbl. & includes 2.5 Bausch & Lomb scope

Cross Machine Tool Co 308 cal AR Rifle523

LOT #
w/UTC mounts. Gun is in good used condition. 1,000.00 -
1,250.00

#F288884; 18" Medium weight 223-5.56 bbl. Carbine size &
in like new condition w/leather sling. 700.00 - 900.00

DPMS A-15 223 cal. Rifle524

#03-024746; 224 Valkyrie cal. w/20" bbl. & muzzle break.
Gun has mag pull butt & flat top w/full rail. Topped
w/Vortex cross fire II 3-12x56 scope w/illuminated reticle.
In very fine, lightly used condition. 800.00 - 1,200.00

Savage MSR-15 Rifle in 224 Valkyrie Cal525

#071609; Spikes Tactical receiver w/5.6 medium weight bbl.
& flat top w/full rail on aluminum hand guard. Gun has
adjustable butt stock & is in good used condition. 600.00 -
800.00

Spikes Tactical AR15 Style Custom Rifle526

#LBD020581; 223 cal. Carbine style config w/16 1/2" bbl.
w/collapsible butt stock. In nice used condition. 750.00 -
1,000.00

Colt AR-15 A3 Tactical Carbine LBD527

5.56 NATO bbl w/flash hider. 16 1/4" w/short hand guard &
iron sights, includes bolt. In good used condition. 200.00 -
300.00

AR15 223 cal. 16" Upper528

#001712; 223 cal. Cross Machine Tool  w/flat top receiver &
fully ventilated metal hand guard w/ top rail. Gun has flip
up iron sights & 5 position STR butt stock. In nice used
condition. 600.00 - 800.00

Cross Machine & Tool 223 AR15 Style Rifle529

#AK63DS-F05548; 7.62x39. 16 1/2" bbl. w/parkerized
colored metal wood furniture w/underfold stock. 600.00 -
800.00

Century Arms AK63 DS Underfold Carbine530

#Y408046; 5.56 cal. NATO bbl. w/Diamondhead aluminum
quad hand guard rail & flat top w/offset sights. Topped
w/Redfield 3-9x scope & has adjustable butt stock. Gun is in
good used condition. 600.00 - 800.00

Stag Arms 5.56 cal AR Rifle531

#ST091568; 5.56 cal. Std. config. w/3-12x Aim scope
attached. Comes w/hard case, magazine & is like NIB
condition. 700.00 - 900.00

Springfield Armory Saint 5.56 cal Rifle532

#1968BH1501; 7.62x39 & mfg in Romania w/hardwood,
stock flash hider & in NIB surplus condition, 3 magazines,
bayonet, sling & oiler. 500.00 - 700.00

Romanian AK47 NIB533

#1985PU9599; 7.62x39. In good surplus condition 400.00 -
500.00

Romanian WASR AK47534
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#3532d; receiver dot 1942 marked. Drilled for a scope w/21
1/2" bbl., new bolt& new trigger assembly. In good
condition. 250.00 - 350.00

German G.33/40 Bbl Action535

308 cal. #A7293674;  308 cal. Checkered walnut stock
w/iron sights removed & in good used condition w/scratches
& marks from use. 
#A7186835; 308 cal. Std. config w/iron sights & checkered
walnut stock. Gun has scope base attached & is in good used
condition w/some small marks. A good pair of 308 cal.
760's. 600.00 - 800.00

Pair of Remington Models 760 Pumps in536

#57423; 223 cal. 24" bbl. Gun has composite stock & in fine
lightly used condition w/scope rings attached. 350.00 -
450.00

CZ Model 527 223 cal Rifle537

#1287402; 12 ga. comes w/28" CYL marked bbl. & 30"
MOD solid rib bbl.  Gun & bbls have good original blue &
receiver is fading to grey on edges & top. Custom walnut
stock w/raised cheek piece & mechanically good. Overall a
nice Model 12 2 bbl. set. 400.00 - 500.00

Winchester Model 12 12 ga 2 Bbl Set538

#843023 12 ga. 32" bbl w/3" chamber. Metal is blue to grey
& mechanically good w/hard rubber Winchester pad added.
Wood is solid but has scratches & marks. Circa 1940.
400.00 - 600.00

Winchester Model 12 Heavy Duck Shotgun539

#233706; & #625565; 16 ga. 26" FULL choke bbls &
spotted grey metal. Mechanically ok & stocks are in rougher
or replaced condition. 400.00 - 500.00

Pair of Winchester Model 12 16 ga Pumps540

#26793; 20 ga. Mfg. in 1913.  25" FULL Choke bbl. w/good
original blue for age, grey on edges. Mixed scratches &
marks on wood & metal. Overall very clean 2nd year of
production Model 12. 400.00 - 500.00

Winchester Model 1912 20 ga Pump541

#1432656; 12 ga. FULL choke 30" bbl w/strong original
blue & nice walnut stock. 300.00 - 400.00

Winchester Model 12 12 ga Shotgun542

#70968; 35 REM. Std. config. w/some mixed spots on blue
& mixed marks on wood. Overall in good condition. 300.00
- 400.00

Remington Model 760 35 REM Pump Rifle543

#424224; 223 cal. 22" bbl w/blued finish, checkered walnut
stock & aluminum butt plate. Gun has good original blue
w/some small spots & wood has some scratches from use.
Overall a good example of a rare caliber. 400.00 - 650.00

Remington Model 760 in Rare 223 cal.544

LOT #

#G2329777; 300 WIN Mag.  26" bbl. w/composite stock &
in nice used condition. 300.00 - 400.00

Winchester Model 70 300 WIN Mag545

#163252; 300 SAV in std config. Overall good blue
w/original walnut stock & in nice condition. A nice early
760 in rare & desirable caliber. 400.00 - 600.00

Remington Model 760 in 300 Savage546

#244947; 270 cal. Std config w/good original blue finish.
Walnut stock is solid w/some scratches & marks from use.
Overall a good early 760 pump. 300.00 - 400.00

Remington 760 270 cal Pump Rifle547

#VS384889; 270 cal. 24" bbl & in like new condition.
300.00 - 400.00

Weatherby Vanguard 270 cal Rifle548

w/Engraved Receiver B8316487; 30-06. Std. carbine config
w/enhanced engraved receiver. Gun has some mixed spots &
hardwood checkered stock has some marks w/Kickeez recoil
pad added. In good overall condition, gun would benefit
some TLC. 400.00 - 500.00

Remington 7600 30-06 Carbine549

#12757; 243 cal. w/checkered walnut stock & topped
w/Weaver V8 rifle scope. Gun has mixed scratches & marks
but in good overall condition. 300.00 - 400.00

Savage Model 110 243 cal. Rifle550

#789-67615; 270 cal. 22" bbl w/blued finish & checkered
walnut stock. In very fine, lightly used condition. 400.00 -
500.00

Ruger M77 Mark II 270 cal Rifle551

#3880500; 30-30. Saddle ring w/case colored antiqued
frame. Bbls are blue w/walnut stock & in very fine overall
condition. 400.00 - 600.00

Winchester Model 94 Antiqued SRC552

#3189305M; 44 Mag. Saddle ring gun & in nice lightly used
condition w/few small spots on lever. 450.00 - 600.00

Winchester 94 44 Magnum SRC553

#SH30146; 45-70. 22" bbl. w/case colored frame & in very
fine, lightly handled condition. 600.00 - 900.00

Uberti Sharps SRC554

Action Rifle #3598888; 30-30. Std config. w/24" bbl. &
pistol grip stock.  Metal & wood  have some small marks
Overall in good used condition. 400.00 - 500.00

Winchester Model 64A 30-30 Lever555

#20391; 32 cal. SLR. 1907 production. Std config. Metal is
blue to grey w/mixed spots, butt stock  & forearm are well
used but  solid w/holes from previous sling swivels present.
Overall a good example of a scarce model. 400.00 - 500.00

Winchester Model 1905 32 cal. SLR556
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Action Shotgun #72714; 10 ga. 32" FULL choke bbl w/blue
to grey metal & some mixed spots. Gun has good bore
w/some small pits. Walnut stock is solid w/some scratches.
Overall a good Model 1901 10 ga. 750.00 - 1,000.00

Winchester Model 1901 10 ga Lever557

12 ga Antique. #63200; 12 ga. 30" bbl w/blue to grey patina
& mechanically ok. Wood is solid & a good antique 1887 12
ga. 600.00 - 800.00

Antique Winchester 1887 Lever Action558

w/Lyman Sight #90990; 30 Army cal. Mfg in 1915. 28" bbl
w/good bore. Bbl retains good original blue & receiver is
faded silver w/Lyman receiver sight. Mechanically gun is
good & wood is solid w/sling swivels added. 750.00 -
1,000.00

Winchester 1895 Rifle in 30 Army559

#63240; 30 cal 28" blued steel bbl. w/bright bore. Mfg in
1910. Good original blue remains w/most wear & scratches
on receiver. Stock is solid w/small marks & overall a nice
1895 rifle. 750.00 - 1,000.00

Winchester 1895 LA Rifle in 30US cal.560

Antique. Marlin 1892  #74312; 32 cal & in fair condition
Winchester Model 1890 #481548; 22 short w/nickel finish
receiver & numerous spots &marks w/crack in butt stock &
in rougher overall condition. LB43/44 400.00 - 500.00

Pair of Early Rifles561

#92839; 22 cal. Std. config. Gun has strong original blue &
wood is good w/some visible rust on metal butt plate. Mfg.
in 1948. A nice clean Model 61. RM185 400.00 - 500.00

Winchester Model 61 22 Rifle562

#79072; 22 WRF. Mfg. in 1900. 24" Winchester
replacement bbl w/good bore.  Gun retains good blue
w/mixed spots overall & receiver is worn silver. Walnut
stock is good & overall gun is a nice, early production 1890.
400.00 - 600.00

Winchester Model 1890 22WRF Rifle563

#9538; 20 ga. 26" blued steel bbls & a good bore w/beaver
tail forearm. Gun has dbl triggers & is in good used
condition. 350.00 - 500.00

Spanish Iebar "Bost" 20 ga Double564

#B595406; 20 ga 28" bbls & case colored receiver, in nice
lightly used condition. 200.00 - 300.00

Savage Model 511 20 ga Dbl. Bbl565

#122128; 12 ga. 28" bbls w/single selective trigger &
ejectors. Good original blue w/good bores. Wood has some
scratches & marks but in overall good used condition.
400.00 - 500.00

AYA 12 ga Matador Dbl Bbl Shotgun566

LOT #

#NSN; 12 ga. 30" ribbed bbls w/bright bores, single hunter
style trigger & ejectors, silver finished receiver & in good
used condition. 400.00 - 500.00

Fox BDE 12 ga Double567

#43064; 20 ga. 28" blued steel bbls & bright bores w/case
colored receiver & plain walnut stock. In very fine, like new
condition. 350.00 - 500.00

Ithaca Western Long Range 20 ga Double568

Winchester 1892 #762048; 32-20 w/oct bbl & brown to grey
patina, in fair overall condition. 
Antique. Marlin 1889 #36869; 32-20 mechanically good
w/fair bore, spotted brown patina & wood is good
w/stamping added at caliber marking & magazine tube is
dented. A good pair of 32-20 Lever Action rifles. LB42/35
800.00 - 1,200.00

Pair of 32 cal. Lever Action Rifles569

#7850129; 308 cal. 17" SS bbl. w/blued receiver, lightweight
bolt, checkered custom walnut stock w/Leupold rings &
bases. In nice used condition. 400.00 - 600.00

Remington Model 7 308 cal Rifle570

#S7603670; 308 cal. SS 20" bbl. w/synthetic stock. In very
nice, lightly handled condition. 500.00 - 600.00

Remington Model Seven 308 cal Rifle571

#7703725; 6mm. 18 1/2" bbl w/blued metal & composite
stock. Gun is in like new condition. 400.00 - 600.00

Remington Model Seven 6mm Rifle572

#B8319791; 270 cal. Std. config w/enhanced engraved
receiver. Gun has mixed spots on both sides of receiver.
Wood is solid w/scratches & marks. A good 7600 which
would benefit from some TLC. 350.00 - 450.00

Remington 7600 270 cal w/Engraved Receiver573

#D8044613; 30-06. 18 1/2" carbine bbl w/blued finish &
composite stock. Gun has some small marks but in good
used condition. 350.00 - 450.00

Remington Model 750 30-06 Carbine574

#540761; 250-3000 cal. 24" blued steel bbl w/case colored
lever, checkered pistol grip stock & Lyman tang sight. Gun
is in excellent condition aside from butt plate which has
surface rust. RM212 700.00 - 900.00

Fine Savage Model 99 250-3000 Rifle575

#533982; 300 SAV. w/bright bore. Blue to brown metal &
topped w/Weaver K 2.5 scope. Gun has checkered stock & is
in fair overall condition. 400.00 - 500.00

Savage Model 99 300 SAV Scoped Rifle576

#405793; 300 SAV. 24" round bbl w/strong original blue &
case colored lever. Checkered forearm & plain pistol grip
butt stock w/Marbles tang sight. In good overall condition.
(3758) 500.00 - 700.00

Savage Model 99EG 300 SAV Rifle577
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#597756;  300 SAV. 24" bbl. w/blue & case colored finish &
checkered walnut stock. Gun has some light spots but overall
nice condition w/recoil pad added. 350.00 - 450.00

Savage Model 99 300 SAV578

Mag Rifle #C286244; 308 cal. 22" bbl. w/detachable box
magazine & good original blue. Stock is solid w/scratches &
marks from use. Pentax 2-7x scope attached & in overall
good used condition. 450.00 - 600.00

Savage Model 99C 308 cal. Detachable579

#732473; 300 SAV. 24" bbl. w/checkered walnut stock &
overall in good, used condition. 400.00 - 500.00

Savage Model 99 300 SAV Rifle580

#635446; 300 SAV. 24" bbl.  w/good original blue, case
colored lever, checkered walnut stock & Williams tang
sight. Butt plate has some spots, otherwise gun is in fine,
used condition. 400.00 - 500.00

Savage Model 99 300 SAV Lever Action Rifle581

#G6926632; 22-250. 26" heavy weight bbl. w/composite
stock & topped w/Intensity 6.5-20x scope. Gun is in very
good, lightly used condition. 500.00 - 700.00

Remington Model 700 22-250 Varmit Rifle582

#S6607898; 22-250. 26" SS heavy weight bbl, composite
stock & in nice, lightly handled condition. 400.00 - 600.00

Remington Model 700 22-250 Varmit Rifle583

#G312232; 204 Ruger. 24" bbl. w/synthetic stock & 3-9x
scope. 200.00 - 300.00

Savage Model 11 204 Ruger w/Scope584

Mag Rifle #G345714; 300 Ultra Mag. 26" SS bbl.
w/composite stock & some spots on floor plate. Gun has
Leupold bases attached & is in fair, used condition. 400.00 -
500.00

Winchester Model 70 Classic SS 300 Ultra585

#A22427; 22-250 cal. 22" SS bbl. w/composite stock &
topped w/Redfield 3-9x scope. In very nice, lightly used
condition. 450.00 - 600.00

SAKO A7 22-250 Rifle & Scope586

#A6232089; 22-250 cal. 24" bbl. w/blued metal,checkered
walnut stock & recoil pad. Topped w/Bushnell Trophy XLT
3-9x scope. Some mixed marks & scratches on wood &
metal, but overall good used condition. 500.00 - 700.00

Remington Model 700 22-250 Rifle & Scope587

#3910;   308 cal w/English BSA action, 24" bbl. & walnut
stock Gun has 2.5x Realist scope & in nice used condition.
350.00 - 450.00

Herters Model U-9 308 cal Rifle588

#236300; 30-30 cal.  20" bbl. w/spotted metal & replaced
rear sight, mechanically ok. 
#136955; 32 spec. 20 1/2" oct bbl. w/spotted grey metal &
home checkered stock. Both guns could use some TLC but

Pair of Marlin 1893 Short Rifles589

LOT #
are solid 1893 carbines. RM234/253 600.00 - 800.00

#212313; 303 cal. 26" take down bbl w/straight walnut
stock. In overall nice used condition. 450.00 - 600.00

Savage 1899 303 Take Down Rifle590

#1031966; 308 cal. 20" bbl. Blue & case colored metal
w/plain wood stock & topped w/Weaver 400 Classic rifle
scope. In good used condition w/some mixed spots & marks
on wood & metal. 400.00 - 500.00

Savage Model 99E  308 cal. LA Scoped Rifle591

#B7298808; 30-06. Std config. In nice lightly used
condition. 400.00 - 500.00

Remington Model 760 30-06 Pump592

#F201948; 243 cal. w/wood stock in good used condition
w/few marks. 250.00 - 350.00

Savage Model 110 243 cal Rifle593

w/CAMO Stock #690-37684; 30-06. Custom composite
camo stock & topped w/3-9x Simmons scope. Gun has sling
& is in like new condition. 250.00 - 350.00

Ruger American 30-06 Scoped Rifle594

#B8283871; 243 cal. Std config. w/iron sights & checkered
walnut stock. Topped w/Tasco 3-9x scope & in nice used
condition. 400.00 - 500.00

Remington Model 7600 243 cal w/Scope595

#91927833; 243 cal. 22" bbl. w/composite stock & 3-9x
Bushnell scope. In like new condition. 350.00 - 450.00

New Marlin Model XS7 243 cal Scoped Rifle596

#LR002094; 30-06. 24" bbl. w/composite stock. In
nice,lightly used condition & includes scope rings & owners
manual. 350.00 - 450.00

Colt 30-06 Bolt Action Light Rifle597

#RR37682J; 243 cal. 20" bbl. w/youth sized stock & topped
w/3-9x scope. Gun is in like new condition. 400.00 - 500.00

Remington Model 700 243 cal. Youth Rifle598

#R03154; 270 cal. 23" bbl w/muzzle break & composite
stock. Topped with 3-9x Pentax scope. In good used
condition. 400.00 - 500.00

SIG Model SHR970 270 cal. Bolt Action Rifle599

Antique. Spencer #2343; 32" Damascus pattern bbl. & is
mechanically good. Butt stock is loose & gun is in fair
overall condition. 
Winchester 1897 #137856;   12 ga. 30" bbl w/grey to brown
spotted metal. Mechanically ok & wood is fair. A good pair
of Early American shotguns.  LB12/16 400.00 - 600.00

Pair of Early American Pump Shotguns600

#M006782; 223 cal. 24" heavy weight SS bbl w/composite
stock & 6.5-20x50 Simmons scope. In good used condition.
350.00 - 450.00

Savage Model 12 223 cal Scoped Target Rifle601
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308 cal #A4025058; 270 cal. Std config. w/mixed spots on
metal. Topped w/Bushnell Legend 4-12x scope & wood is
good w/small marks. 
#A4045859; 308 cal. Std. config w/mixed spots on metal &
topped w/Tasco 3-9x scope. Stock has some scratches &
marks but good overall. 500.00 - 650.00

Pair Remington Model Six Scoped Pump 270 &602

#124585; 300 SAV. Early production gun w/few marks on
right side of receiver & mechanically good. Wood is good
w/few small marks & gun is absent magazine. 400.00 -
500.00

Remington Model 760 Pump in 300 SAV603

Bolt Action #F948739; 6mm Ackley Imp. 26" bbl
w/composite stock & left handed bolt throw. 300.00 - 500.00

Left Handed Savage 6mm Ackley Improved604

Combo Guns #P068031; 22 LR/20 ga. In nice original blue,
stock is solid w/marks & gun is mechanically crisp.  
#NSN; 22 LR/20 ga.  Std config w/good original blue &
stock has some scratches & marks w/break & repair at
forearm. Gun is mechanically good. A nice pair of Savage
Combo guns. 500.00 - 650.00

Pair of Savage Model 24S-E 22LR/20 ga605

Action Rifles #H243764; 308 cal Std. config w/basket weave
stock & in nice used condition. 
#163471A; 243 cal. Good original blue & wood is nice.
Overall a nice pair of Model 88 rifles. 700.00 - 850.00

Pair of Winchester Model 88 Lever606

#12AZR35623; 18 1/2" SS bbl. w/composite stock & in new
condition. 250.00 - 350.00

Winchester SPX Home Defense Shotgun607

#92400; 30-06. In nice original condition & an early gun
w/plain finger groove stock. 300.00 - 400.00

Remington740 30-06 Woodsmaster608

#LR004102; 270 cal. in used condition & stock is rough.
Topped w/Leupold  Mark AR 3-9x scope. 400.00 - 600.00

Colt 270 cal Light Rifle w/Leupold Scope609

Stevens Model 5100 #NSN; 16 ga. Dbl bbl & in good
condition
Ithaca Model 37 Featherlite #724664; 16 ga w/POLY choke
& top of receiver has surface rust. 200.00 - 300.00

Pair of 16 ga Shotguns610

#  ; 12 ga 28" REM choke bbl. w/express magnum & Pro
Point scope attached. In like new condition
Express Magnum #B353698M; 12 ga. Gun is camo painted
&  in nice used condition. 300.00 - 400.00

Pair of  Remington 870 12 ga Shotguns611

#V8A01507; &   #V8A01497; both are 410 ga w/ 28" vent
rib bbls, removable cokes & composite stocks. Both are in
like new condition. 650.00 - 900.00

Pair of Tri Star 410 Semi Auto Shotguns612

LOT #

#1866735; 12 ga. 28" vent rib Simmons bbl plus POLY
choke & custom trap stock. Gun has nice blued finish & is in
nice used condition. 300.00 - 400.00

Winchester Model 12 Trap Gun613

#89313; 16 ga. 28" bbl w/spotted grey metal & mechanically
ok. Wood is solid w/metal butt plate.  LB51 300.00 - 400.00

Winchester 1897 16 ga Pump614

Black Powder. 12 ga. 28" bbls w/removable chokes, case
colored locks & hammers & in like new condition. 300.00 -
400.00

Pedersoli 12 ga Percussion Dbl Shotgun615

Nice Condition, No Shipping
6x6 Elk Shoulder Mount616

Framed & Matted measures approx. 40"x27" Conservation
Edition. Signed & numbered 4, 325 of 6,000 w/artist
signature. NO SHIPPING

Campfire Tales Framed Terry Redlin Print617

Deer Print Framed & matted measures 36"x 28"  Signed &
numbered 284 of 960. NO SHIPPING

Terry Redlin Leaving The Sanctuary618

Safe measures approx. 55"x 25 1/2" x 29 1/2" w/electronic
lock & fire resistant for 30 min at 1400 degrees. In good
used condition. NO SHIPPING. PICK UP ITEM ONLY

Sentinel 40 Count Fire Proof Gun Safe619

Safe holds 30 guns w/dial lock. Measures 5ft x 30" wide &
22" deep.  30 min fire resistant at 1200 degrees. IN good
used condition. NO SHIPPING. PICKUP ONLY ITEM

American Eagle Fireproof Gun Safe620

#1092222; 5mm REM Mag. Std config w/walnut stock & in
very fine overall condition. Topped w/Weaver scope & mfg
1970-1974 w/limited production. (3857) 300.00 - 500.00

Remington Model 592M 5mm REM Mag621

#NSN; 22/410 w/blued to grey metal, case colored receiver
fading silver. Sling swivels & peep sight attached, in fair
condition. 300.00 - 400.00

Savage Model 24 22/410 Combo Gun622

#25065620; 444 Marlin cal. 22" bbl w/half magazine. Bbl
has some spots around rear sight, otherwise in good used
condition. RM199 500.00 - 600.00

Marlin Model 444S Lever Action Carbine623

#A094865; 22 cal /410 ga.  w/blued metal, engraved fox &
turkey on receiver & checkered walnut stock. Gun has some
edge ware on metal w/few small spots & stock is solid
w/scratches & marks from use. 400.00 - 500.00

Savage Model 24J-DL Combination Gun624

LA Rifle #159297A; 243 cal. w/basket weave stock. In
overall good used condition w/some small spots on metal &
scratches & marks on wood. 400.00 - 500.00

1964 Production Winchester 88 243 cal625
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#371370; 30-06. Std carbine config w/18 1/2" bbl. Gun
retains good original blue w/some small marks. Original
plain stock set is in very good condition. 350.00 - 450.00

Remington Model 760 30-06 Carbine w/Scope626

#72437; 22 cal. Gun is clip fed & in nice used condition
w/Weaver scope. 150.00 - 250.00

Winchester Model 77 22 w/Scope627

30-06 cal #B7224346; 280 cal. Std config & in fair
condition w/scope. 
#B7282802; 30-06 w/scratches & marks, in rougher overall
condition. 500.00 - 700.00

Pair Remington 742 Woodsmaster in 280 &628

Black Powder. #AJ255070; 45 cal. 28" bbl. w/bright bore &
breaks open for No. 11 size cap & is in very nice, used
condition. 300.00 - 400.00

H&R 45 cal Black Powder Huntsman629

Action Rifle #B6157406; 243 cal. 18" bbl. w/plain hardwood
stock & topped w/Tasco 3-9x scope. Gun is in good used
condition. 300.00 - 400.00

Remington Model 788 243 cal. Bolt630

#129-22738; 22 cal. w/custom stock & folding butt plate.
Gun topped w/Tasco scope & in good used condition. 150.00
- 250.00

Ruger 10-22 Customized Rifle631

#41293A; 22 Hornet. 24" bbl. w/scope mount attached & left
side has been drilled for scope & bolt has been scalloped.
Gun has fair bore & original stock is in solid condition but
cut out from former Lyman sight & butt plate is rusty.
RM222 400.00 - 500.00

Winchester Model 54 in 22 Hornet632

#172965E; 20 ga. 22" bbl. w/youth dimension & 3"
chamber, in new condition. 150.00 - 250.00

Stevens 320 20 ga Youth Gun633

& Scope #F175612; 220 swift. Heavy weight 26" bbl
w/composite stock & 6-24x Tasco scope. In good used
condition. 300.00 - 400.00

Savage Model 112 220 Swift Target Rifle634

#F150197; 22 Mag. Std config. & in very nice, lightly used
condition. 650.00 - 800.00

Winchester Model 94 22 Magnum635

#C381553; 22-250. 26" heavy weight SS bbl. & topped
w/Weaver T-16 target scope. Gun is in good used condition.
400.00 - 650.00

Custom Savage w/Erhardt 22-250 bbl.636

#C466707; 22 LR. 20" blued bbl w/checkered walnut stock.
Gun is in very nice like new condition & topped w/Nikon
Pro Staff 3-9x Rimfire scope. 300.00 - 450.00

CZ Model 455 22 cal Rifle w/Scope637

LOT #

#111840051; 7.62x39. & #1704703; 7.62x39. Both are
Norinco mfg in nice surplus condition w/out bayonets.
450.00 - 600.00

Pair of SKS Carbines638

#N798845; 12 ga. 2  3/4" chamber 28" ribbed bbl w/WIN
choke system & in like new condition. 200.00 - 300.00

Winchester Model 1400 MKII 12 ga Shotgun639

Wingmaster #1085055V; 12 ga. w/FULL choke & 30" bbl.
in good used condition. 
Sportsman Magnum #W341886M; 12 ga. 28" MOD bbl.
w/3" chamber & in good used condition. 300.00 - 400.00

Pair of Remington 870 Pumps640

#286109;  410 ga. Made by INVESTARM 26" blued steel
ribbed bbls & coin finished engraved receiver. Gun folds in
half for storage or transportation & is in nice overall used
condition. 400.00 - 600.00

Italian 410 O/U Shotgun641

#V000699H; 17HMR. Checkered stock w/raised comb &
topped w/Simmons 22Mag 4x scope. Gun is in nice, like
new condition. 300.00 - 400.00

Henry 17HMR Lever Action Rifle642

#PC408006; 12 ga. 28" vent rib bbl w/REM choke system.
In good used condition w/some scratches & edges of receiver
fading grey. 300.00 - 400.00

Remington 11-87 Premier 12 ga. Shotgun643

#14737RN127; 308 cal. 20" bbl w/blued metal & checkered
walnut stock w/few small scratches & marks. Overall in
good, used condition. 450.00 - 600.00

Browning BLR 308 cal Rifle644

#5239; 12 ga. 26" bbl. w/good blue on receiver & bbl is
fading to grey. Gun has very nice checkered walnut stock. A
good early Marlin take down shotgun. 250.00 - 350.00

Marlin Model 43 12 ga Pump645

#NSN; 12 ga. 30" bbl. w/few small spots or marks, but
overall a very clean Model 37 200.00 - 300.00

Winchester Model 37 12 ga Single Shot646

#B225904; 7mm-08. 20" bbl. w/blued metal & rubberized
stock. Scope base attached & in very fine, lightly handled
condition. 400.00 - 500.00

HOWA Model 1500 7mm-08 Rifle647

UM442104; 12 ga. 3 1/2" chamber w/ported bbl. &
removable chokes. In good used condition. 200.00 - 300.00

Mossberg Model 835 Ulti Mag 3 1/2" 12 ga.648

#20S17-005664; 20 ga. 28" vent rib bbl. w/3" chamber &
gun folds over for storage or transportation. In fine, lightly
used condition. 100.00 - 150.00

Hatfield 20 ga. Single Shot Shotgun649
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#V0660661; 410 ga. Std. config & in like new condition.
250.00 - 350.00

Mossberg Model 500 410 Pump Shotgun650

#136081-06; 410 ga. 26" bbls w/few light spots, but overall
in good used condition. 300.00 - 400.00

Stoeger Condor 410 ga O/U651

#61-06-038185-15; 243 cal. youth style rifle w/20" bbl &
34" in overall length. In like new condition w/DOA 3-9x
scope. 300.00 - 400.00

CVA 243 cal. Hunter Rifle w/Scope652

Mag Tube #15894V; 12 ga. 28" vent rib bbl w/MOD choke.
Gun has full length magazine extension, synthetic stock &
in nice used condition. 450.00 - 600.00

Remington Model 1100 12 ga w/Extended653

#B7347557; 243 cal. Std. config w/iron sights, checkered
walnut stock & in nice used condition. 
#A7112354; 243 cal. Std config w/iron sights, Gun has spots
& scratches on metal & checkered walnut stock.  In good
used condition overall. A good pair of 243 cal. 760's. 600.00
- 800.00

Pair of 760 243 cal. Pump Rifles654

#2459261; 22 cal. std config. w/a very fine nylon stock &
metal has some small spots. Overall in very good condition.
300.00 - 400.00

Remington Mohawk Nylon 10C 22 Rifle655

#VB207865; 7mm Mag. 24" SS bbl. w/ACCU guard stock &
in new condition. 450.00 - 600.00

Weatherby Vanguard 7mm Magnum Rifle656

#RM99265F; 223 cal & topped w/Cabelas Outfitter Series
6-18x50 scope. Gun is in good, like new condition. 300.00 -
400.00

Remington Model 783 223 cal Rifle w/Scope657

#699-33301; 25-06. w/threaded muzzle & in new condition.
300.00 - 400.00

New Ruger American 25-06 Predator Rifle658

PW87 LA #PW87-013946; 12 ga. 20" bbl. Lever action & in
new condition. 400.00 - 500.00

Chinese Copy of Winchester 1901 Model659

#556937; 20 ga. 28" FULL choke bbl w/good original blue
& some small spots or marks. Wood is solid w/recoil pad
added. A clean 20 ga Model 31. 250.00 - 350.00

Remington Model 31 20 ga Pump660

#A639149M; 12 ga. 28" REM choke bbl. Camouflage DU
guide stock & butt pad. In like new condition. 200.00 -
300.00

Remington 870 Express Magnum w/Camo Stock661

Left Handled Mark II #3176415; 22 cal. & Model 93
#3082194; 22 Magnum. Both guns are new w/ACCU
trigger. 400.00 - 500.00

Pair of New Savage Bolt Action 22's662

LOT #

Winchester Ranger #G1732703; 7mm Mag in good
condition w/scope. 
Savage model 110D #E612620; 7mm Mag w/3-9x scope.
Both guns are in nice used condition. 500.00 - 650.00

Pair of 7mm Magnum Bolt Action Rifles663

#070144; 12 ga. 29 1/2" vent rib bbl w/3" chamber &
removable tubes. Laminate stock w/NWTF logo & in like
new condition. 250.00 - 350.00

H&R Topper Deluxe Classic Trap Gun664

#829-53036; 22 cal. w/grey laminate stock & has Talley
scope rings attached & 3.5-x10 Bushnell scope. In like new
condition. 300.00 - 400.00

Ruger 10-22 50 Year Anniversary Rifle665

Model 325A #NSN; 30-30. & Model 325C #NSN; 30-30.
Both guns are in fair overall condition. 300.00 - 400.00

Pair of Stevens Bolt Action 30-30 Rifles666

#K006561; 22-250 cal & comes w/Bushnell 3-9x scope.
#K879488; 223 cal. & comes w/Weaver 3-9x scope. Both
guns are in like new condition. 600.00 - 700.00

Pair of New Savage Axis Bolt Action Rifles667

Sportsman 76 Pump 8241613; 30-06. Std config. & in nice
used condition. 
Model 760 #9305; 30-06. Std. config. w/rear sight removed
& a scope base attached. In good used condition w/Whiteline
recoil pad added. 500.00 - 600.00

Pair of Remington 30-06 Pump Rifles668

Model 1200 #171822; 12 ga. 28" bbl w/WIN choke system.
Metal is blue w/mixed spots & Carlson rifled choke tube for
slugs. In good used condition. Model 25 #56106; 12 ga.
w/FULL choke & 28" bbl. In good used condition. 
300.00 - 400.00

Pair of Winchester Pump Shotguns669

Model 63 #86829; 22 cal. IN fair overall condition w/some
mixed spots on metal. 
Model 03 #86828; 22 auto. Blue to grey patina & in fair
condition, bbl appears refinished.  LB 36/46 400.00 - 600.00

Pair of Winchester 22 Automatic Rifles670

#AC70436; 30-30 Std. config. w/scope mount attached. Gun
is in good used condition & butt plate is replacement.
#K7685; 32 Spec. Mechanically good & top of receiver has
been drilled for scope mount. Mixed spots & marks on metal
otherwise in good used condition. 500.00 - 650.00

Pair of Early Marlin Model 336RC Carbines671

Model IJ700 #17-127; 20 ga. & Model IJ700 #17F364; 410
ga. Both guns are new & guns fold neatly in half for storage
or transport. 200.00 - 300.00

Pair of New Iver Johnson Single Shot Shotguns672
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Remington Model 141 #69590; 35 REM. Gun has good
original blue, custom pump forend & recoil pad. Topped
w/Redfield 2 3/4x scope & in good used condition. 
Savage Model 170 #B923475;  30-30. Blue to grey metal
w/mixed spots & topped w/Weaver K4 rifle scope. In good
used condition. 
400.00 - 600.00

Pair of Early Pump Action Rifles673

Model 500 #V0523305; 12 ga w/ported & rifled bbl, in new
condition. 
Model 500A #J779740; 12 ga. 24" ported & rifled bbl, in
good used condition w/small visible crack at wrist. 300.00 -
400.00

Pair of Mossberg Rifled 12 ga Slug Guns674

#L1504786; 12 ga. 18 1/2" bbl. w/full magazine tube & in
nice, lightly used condition. 250.00 - 350.00

Winchester 12 ga Defender Shotgun675

#2514209; 30-30. Gun has some spots & scratches,
otherwise in good used condition. 300.00 - 400.00

Marlin Model 336 30-30 Lever Action Rifle676

#G49026; 30-30. Std config. w/mixed rust spots on receiver
& bbl. Wood is worn but solid. 200.00 - 300.00

Marlin Model 336RC677

#L335656V; 12 ga. 30" FULL choke ribbed bbl. w/golden
accents & mixed scratches & marks on wood & metal. In
fair used condition, could benefit from some TLC. 300.00 -
400.00

Remington 1100 12 ga. Trapgun678

#NSN; 22/410 spotted grey metal & mechanically good.
Tenite stock is solid w/scratches & marks w/one small chip
at tang. Gun has Lyman 53D rear peep sight. 200.00 -
300.00

Stevens Model 22/410 w/Tenite Stock679

#002706796; 20 ga.  w/3" chambers & 28" bbls, single
triggers, ejector checkered stock & removable choke tubes.
In like new condition. 400.00 - 500.00

Baikal 20 ga O/U shotgun680

#J07024; 22 cal. SS metal & resembles Ruger 10-22
w/Weaver scope. Gun is in fair condition. 200.00 - 300.00

AMT 22 Lightning Rifle681

#LR003418;  Colt Light Rifle bolt action fitted w/25" 264
WIN Mag bbl. & has matte black finish, composite stock &
topped w/ Leupold Vari XIII 2.5-8x scope. Scope & gun are
in good used condition. 600.00 - 800.00

Custom 264 WIN Mag w/Leupold Scope682

#AM06234; 45 Long Colt. Blued finish & walnut stock, gun
is in good used condition. 400.00 - 500.00

Rossi Model 92 45 Colt Lever Action Rifle683

LOT #

Remington 870 #AB468086M; 12 ga. 18" bbl. w/folding
stock & pistol grip, in nice used condition. 
Weatherby PA-459  # AK16642; 12 ga 20" bbl. Gun has
halo style sight & custom skull motif stock, in new
condition. 300.00 - 400.00

Pair of 12 ga Tactical Style Shotguns684

#4083833; 30-06 Sporter. In good condition w/scope. 250.00
- 350.00

Remington 03A3 Sporter685

#NSN; 22 cal. 27" bbl. Gun retains good original blue
w/some spots on bbl. In overall nice condition w/nickel bolt
& trigger. 100.00 - 200.00

Winchester Model 67 22 cal Rifle686

Antique. #22373; 25 Stevens. 23" bbl. w/grey to brown
spotted metal. Gun has a good bore & mechanically good.
Wood has scratches, marks & some cracks but is solid
overall. A good example of a 25 cal Gallery gun. 300.00 -
500.00

Stevens Gallery No 80 25 cal. Rifle687

#415790; 30-40 Krag. Metal is spotted grey & gun is in fair
sporter condition. 150.00 - 250.00

Springfield 1898 Krag Sporter688

Mosin Nagant #ZHR9424; 7.62x54R. Gun has scout style 7x
scope attached & composite stock. 
Argentine 1891 #S7956; 7x6.5 cal. Left side has been
roughly drilled for side mount scopes. 250.00 - 400.00

Pair of Sporterized Military Rifles689

Remington Sportsman 48 #3040602; 12 ga. 30" FULL choke
bbl w/mixed spots. 
Winchester Model 50 #198396; 12 ga. & in good used
condition. 250.00 - 400.00

Pair of Vintage 12 ga Automatics690

#M60488; 12 ga. 28" bbl w/POLY choke system & in good
used condition. 150.00 - 250.00

Winchester Super X Model 1 12 ga. Shotgun691

Model 67A Boys Rifle #NSN; 22 cal 20" bbl. in fair overall
condition. 
Model 69 #NSN: 22 cal bolt action w/sling added & in fair
condition. LB18/19 250.00 - 400.00

Pair of Winchester Bolt Action 22 Rifles692

Super X Model 1 #M39014; 12 ga. Std config w/some on
metal. 
Model 1911 #12658; 12 ga. Std config & forearm is cracked
& in rough condition, otherwise gun is fair. 250.00 - 400.00

Pair of Winchester Semi Auto Shotguns693

Glenfield Model 60 #27181310; 22 cal. &  JC Higgins
Model 36 #NSN; 22 cal. Both are in fair used condition.
200.00 - 300.00

Pair of Semi Automatic 22 Rifles694
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Model 572 #A1641649; 22 cal pump w/scope & in good
condition. 
Model 512 #NSN; 22 cal bolt action & in fair condition
w/spotted metal. 200.00 - 350.00

Pair of Remington 22 cal Rifles695

#G397227; 7mm-08. Topped w/3-9x Simmons scope & in
good used condition. 300.00 - 400.00

Savage Model 11 7mm-08 Scoped Rifle696

#201625; 30-06. 24" blued steel bbl w/laminate stock & in
nice used condition. 400.00 - 500.00

Husqvarna Model AB 30-06 Bolt Action Rifle697

#690203490; 6.5 Creedmor. 24" bbl w/muzzle break. Gun
has green composite stock & is topped w/Romanian 4x rifle
scope. In nice, used condition. 300.00 - 400.00

Ruger American 6.5 Creedmor Rifle w/Scope698

#538791V; 12 ga. 28" FULL choke bbl w/mixed spots & in
fair overall condition. 100.00 - 200.00

Remington Model 870 12 ga Shotgun699

#92570; 12 ga w/single trigger & in fair used condition.
200.00 - 300.00

Richland Arms Model 844 12 ga O/U700

#NSN; 280 REM. DOU 44 coded w/medium weight 24" bbl
w/custom Bishop walnut stock & drilled for scope base. Gun
is in nice sporter condition. 400.00 - 500.00

Custom Mauser Action in 280 REM701

Douglas Bbl. #A270772; Whitworth Inter Arms action
w/G.R. Douglas 338 WIN 26" bbl & muzzle break. Gun has
lightweight composite stock & plastic decorative floor plate,
in fair used condition. 300.00 - 400.00

Whitworth 338 WIN Mag w/Custom702

#69905; 380 ca;/ Mfg by Walther of Germany & imported by
Inter Arms. In good used condition w/some marks & gun
has crimson trace laser grips attached. 400.00 - 500.00

Walther PP380 Pistol703

#541293; 22 cal. French mfg. & in good overall condition.
100.00 - 200.00

Wards Westernfield Model 5 22 Pistol704

#16-58335; 22 cal. 4 3/4" bbl. w/blued finish & some mixed
spots. In fair overall condition. 150.00 - 200.00

Ruger 22 cal. Standard Model Pistol705

#SV7294; 45 ACP. 3" bbl. w/blued finish & in nice lightly
handled condition w/leather holster. 
#EL1302; CW9 9mm. 3 1/2" bbl. w/SS slide & in fine,
lightly handled condition, absent magazine. 500.00 - 600.00

Pair of KAHR Conceal Carry Size Handguns706

#2183996; 22 cal. 6 1/2" bbl & in fair condition w/some
spots. 250.00 - 350.00

High Standard Plinker 22 cal Pistol707

LOT #

#81-93320; 44 Mag 7 1/2" bbl w/early markings. In good
used condition w/MOP style grips, right grip is cracked.
300.00 - 400.00

Ruger Super Blackhawk 44 Mag Revolver708

#217-47159; 22 cal. 5 1/2" heavy weight bbl & target sights.
In fine used condition w/2 extra mags & Ruger pistol soft
case. 500.00 - 700.00

Ruger Mark II SS 22 cal Target Pistol709

#404995; 9mm.  Made in Korea. Dbl or single action w/4"
bbl. & magazine is absent. Gun has laser sight & is in fair
used condition. 200.00 - 300.00

Daewoo DP51 9mm Handgun w/Laser Sight710

Hy Hunter Frontier Six Shooter  #20869; 22LR. German
mfg. in rougher condition. 
Hi Standard Dbl. Nine #822023; 22 cal. in rougher
condition w/some spots & rust. 250.00 - 400.00

Pair of 22 cal Revolvers711

#FYM16; 9mm which operates w/Glock style magazines &
collapses down to 16 1/2". 250.00 - 350.00

Kel Tec Sub 2000 Packable 9mm Carbine712

#TEB2320; 9mm. 3 1/2" SS slide & alloy frame. Gun is dbl
action & in good used condition. 250.00 - 350.00

Smith & Wesson Model 39-13 9mm Pistol713

#AAX62; 9mm. In good used condition. 150.00 - 200.00
Kel Tec P11 9mm Handgun714

#088983CZ; 9x18mm. Import marked & in fair condition.
150.00 - 200.00

CZ Model 82 9x18 Pistol715

#476902; 32 ACP. Spotted blue metal w/mixed marks &
mechanically good. 300.00 - 400.00

Colt 1903 32 cal Pocket Pistol716

Remington Model 51 #PA2575; 380 cal. in rougher overall
condition w/magazine.
CZ 24 #173932; 380 cal. w/replacement walnut grips &
spotted metal, in  rougher overall condition. 300.00 - 500.00

Pair of 380 cal Handguns717

#1540-12409; 38 spec. NIB condition. 
#545-85299; 38 spec. Like new condition, no box & gun has
laser sight. 500.00 - 650.00

Pair of Ruger LCR 38 Spec Revolvers718

#UDX9221; 22 cal. 5" heavy weight bbl w/target sights, SS
metal & is in NIB condition. 250.00 - 350.00

Smith & Wesson Model SW22 Victory Pistol719

#UAD4061; 22 cal. 3" bbl. SS finish & in like new
condition. 250.00 - 350.00

NIB Smith & Wesson Model 2213 22 cal Pistol720
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#63236; 32 Long Colt. 6" bbl. Brown to grey finish & in fair
condition. 100.00 - 200.00

Iver Johnson 32 cal Top Break Revolver721

Jennings Model 25 #541689; 25ACP & in good condition
w/original box.
Jennings J22 #1101547; 22 cal. comes w/box & extra
magazine, 
Davis Industries Model D-22 Dbl Derringer #508960; 22
cal. in like new condition &  in box. 300.00 - 400.00

Lot of 3 Small Pocket Pistols722

#10711; 7.62 Nagant. Import marked, 1924 dated & in good
surplus condition w/holster. 150.00 - 250.00

Russian 1895 Nagant Pistol723

#PC018090; 380 cal. Conceal carry size & in like new
condition w/holster & extra magazine. 200.00 - 300.00

Beretta Pico 380 Pistol724

#NU016608; 9mm. Std. config. w/one extra magazine &
original box. 250.00 - 350.00

Beretta BU9 Nano Pistol725

#BT61122V; 25 ACP. Std. config.  & in like new condition.
200.00 - 300.00

Beretta 950BS 25 cal Pistol726

#TC59986; 22 cal. Made in Italy. Single Action & in fair
used condition.  LB62 100.00 - 150.00

FIE Model E15 22 Revolver727

Antiques. Iver Johnson #NSN;  & Hopkins & Allen #NSN;
both 32 short & are in fair refinished condition. LB71/72
100.00 - 150.00

Pair of Antique Top Break Revolvers728

Break Rev Antique. #204909; 32 cal short w/nickel finish &
wood grips. In fair condition. 100.00 - 200.00

Antique Smith & Wesson 32 cal Short Top729

Antiques. Marlin 1875 #4193; in fair condition w/spots
Hopkins & Allen Blue Jacket # NSN; 32 rim fire in fair
condition but mechanically poor.  LB74/76 200.00 - 300.00

Pair of Antique Revolvers730

#312-29843; 9mm. Std. config. Comes in box w/magazine &
in lightly used condition. 250.00 - 350.00

Ruger P95 DC 9mm Pistol731

#F068766; 22 LR. 4" bbl. In nice used condition w/original
box & 2 additional magazines. 250.00 - 350.00

SIG Mosquito 22 cal Pistol732

#09635; 22 cal. Std. config. Metal is worn mainly grey & in
fair condition. 200.00 - 300.00

Erma LA 22 cal Luger733

#NVH45007; 45 ACP. comes w/2 magazines & in lightly
used condition. 150.00 - 250.00

Taurus Millenium Model PT145 45 Pistol734

LOT #

German Rohm Model 38S #NSN; 38 spec. In fair condition
w/light rust spots overall. 
Glock Model 22 #FLY345; 40 cal. Guns safety lever is bent
& damaged, otherwise appears in fair condition & absent
magazine. A good project pair. 200.00 - 300.00

Pair of  Project Hand Guns735

#170318W998; 9mm Std. config. dated 3-66. Gun is import
marked & in nice surplus condition & includes 4 additional
surplus magazines. 400.00 - 500.00

Walther P1 9mm Pistol736

Antique. Hopkins & Allen Ranger No 2 #NSN; in fair
condition. 
Engraved Top Break #NSN; 32 short & in fair condition.
LB77/79 150.00 - 250.00

Pair of Antique Revolvers737

Antique. #NSN; approx 54 cal O/U swivel bbls. Wood
handle but rougher overall condition. 100.00 - 200.00

Antique Rotating Bbl Percussion Pistol738

Antiques. Ethan Allen swivel bbl 22 cal. in rougher overall
condition.
380 cal dbl bbl pistol, gun is primitive & in rough condition,
buy as wall hangers only.

Pair of Antique Pistols739

w/Illuminated Reticle has range finding illuminated reticle
& in good used condition, made in Romania.

Romanian IOR 4x24 M2 Scope740

Matte black finish w/fine cross hairs & in good used
condition. 200.00 - 300.00

Leupold 4-12x Vari XII Rifle Scope741

12x w/good optics & target style turrets. In good used
condition w/some scratches & marks on exterior.

Leupold 12x Target Scope742

Black gloss finish, 50mm & in nice used condition. 200.00 -
300.00

Leupold Vari XIII 3.5-10x Scope743

gloss black finish w/some exterior marks from use, optics
are good w/fine cross hairs.

Leupold VXIII 3.5-10x Scope744

Cannon is 70 cal w/15" bbl & made in Spain. Measures
approx. 29" in length including carriage. Nicely painted &
decorated.

1/4 Scale Civil War Cannon & Carriage745

Exposition Set Black Powder. Set is 1 of 300 & includes
display board, T/C Renegade 50 cal rifle marked 155 of 300,
plus a CVA 50 cal percussion pistol marked 155 of 300 & a
BOWIE knife. The set is in nice condition w/Renegade
having some surface rust on trigger guard. Overall a good
example of a scarce commemorative Black Powder set.
500.00 - 750.00

Thompson Center Louisiana World746
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Measures approx. 15 1/2" tall w/stand & Powell marked
Large Powell Steam Whistle747

Measures approx. 15 1/2" tall w/stand  & appears to be in
good condition.

Buckeye Brass Works Steam Whistle748

Patent dated is 1877 w/stand measures approx. 13 1/2" tall.
Crosby Steam Gauge & Valve Co Steam Whistle749

Approx. 20" tall  when handles upright position & made of
brass.  Has functioning bells when handles rotated & comes
w/plexi glass insert & 2 additional brass rings.

Miniature Ship Throttle Telegraph750

Model 1906 #1643; 22 short. Early gun &  in rougher
condition. 
Model 1890 #235099; w/newer 22 WRF bbl. & in fair
refinished condition.  LB48/53 200.00 - 300.00

Pair of Winchester 22 Pumps751

25 REM #48816; std config. Brown to grey w/mixed spots
overall & wood is solid w/visible cracks & chips at wrist. 
35 REM #29102; blue to grey metal w/mixed spots. Wood is
fair w/recoil pad added & Williams receiver sight. 400.00 -
600.00

Pair of Remington Model 14 Pump Rifles752

In nice condition w/original graphics on gas tank. WWII era
small portable outboard engine. Overall length approx. 40".
Special shipping charges will apply

British Seagull Outboard Engine753

Black Powder 50 cal. 34" heavy weight oct bbl measuring
2" across at flat. Top flat marked. J. Goodoien Blaine MN.
Bbl is brown & is under lever percussion w/walnut stock.
Gun has brass tube telescope & includes false muzzle along
w/other loading accessories. Gun weighs approx. 37lbs.
1,000.00 - 1,500.00

Heavy Weight  50 cal J.Goodoien Bench Rifle754

Black Powder. 28" heavy weight oct bbl which is measures 1
1/4" across flats. Gun has false muzzle for loading & under
lever percussion system. Metal is browned w/light pitting
overall w/early style tube sight that runs the length of the
bbl. Overall an interesting bench rest style gun. 650.00 -
800.00

54 cal. L. Abby Bench Rest Target Gun755

Black Powder. 44"  44 cal oct bbl. & 1 1/4" across at flats.
W.M. Large bbl w/former owners & guns name stamped in
bbl. Full length wood, dbl set triggers, spotted brown metal
& bore is good & bright. A big custom target muzzle loader.
400.00 - 600.00

Heavy Weight 44 cal. Perc. Target Rifle756

Black Powder. Green Mountain bbl. approx. 8" in length
w/walnut stock & brown metal, forward set trigger & in very
nice condition. 150.00 - 250.00

44 cal. Percussion Belt Pistol757

LOT #

Black Powder #2050; blue & case colored w/shoulder stock
assembly. In nice condition. 250.00 - 350.00

Repro 3rd Model Dragoon w/Shoulder Stock758

Black Powder #D44190; 36 cal. Police style w/fluted
cylinder, brass frame & overall engraving. In good used
condition & comes w/holster. 200.00 - 300.00

Fancy Engraved 36 cal. Italian BP Revolver759

Black Powder #22459; 45 cal. Made by Miroku of Japan &
in fair condition. 50.00 - 100.00

45 cal Black Powder Pistol760

#86952T47; 22 cal. Std. config. Japan mfg. In like new
condition & comes in early style Belgium box. 500.00 -
650.00

Browning 22 cal. Take Down Rifle761

Lightweight Rifle #J775202; 223 cal. 20" SS bbl w/synthetic
stock & ACCU trigger. Gun is in lightweight config. & is
NIB condition. 400.00 - 500.00

NIB Savage Model 16 223 cal.762

#9149738; 22 cal. Gun is NIB condition. 100.00 - 150.00
NIB Marlin Model 60 22 cal Rifle763

#848252H; 22 cal. Std. config. & NIB condition. 250.00 -
350.00

NIB Henry 22 Rifle764

Remington Model 522 Viper #3075400; 22 cal. w/scope
Mossberg Model 702 Plinkster #E0J4147151; 22 cal. Both
are in fine, used condition. 200.00 - 300.00

Pair of 22 Automatic Rifles765

Hunting Rifles #MPR0098119; 7mm-08. In new condition
w/3-9x scope. 
#MPR0105094; 243 cal. In new condition w/3-9x scope.
600.00 - 800.00

Pair New Mossberg Patriot Scoped766

Compact Shotguns Model IJ700  #18E-1734; 410 ga. 18"
bbl & in new condition. 
Model IJ700 #17F-177; 20 ga. 18" bbl  & in new condition.
250.00 - 400.00

Pair New Iver Johnson Single Shot767

#183438; & #73333628; both are 30-06 & in fair used
condition w/scopes. 400.00 - 600.00

Pair Remington 742 30-06 Hunting Rifles768

Model 90 #4643; 22 WRF w/24" oct. bbl. Custom engraved
& case colored receiver w/tang sight, beech front & in nice
re-finished condition. 
Model 62A #543629; 22 cal. w/round bbl & engraved, case
colored receiver. in good condition as re-finished. A nice
pair of Winchester pumps
LB41/32
600.00 - 800.00

Pair of Custom Engraved Case Colored Winchesters769
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#24002020;  & #2200640P; both are 7.62x39 & made in
China, in good surplus condition w/out bayonets. 400.00 -
600.00

Pair of SKS Rifles770

#296127;  &  # 309925; 30-40 Krag.  Both are nickel or
chrome finished for parades & are in rougher overall
condition w/one is missing rear sight & they may or may not
be fully functioning rifles. 300.00 - 500.00

Pair of 1898 Springfield Krag Parade Rifles771

Henry Survival Rifle #US163252B; 22 cal. 
Cricket #870191; 22 cal.  Both are in new condition. 200.00
- 300.00

Pair of New Compact 22 cal Rifles772

#9455; German GEW 98 w/custom 31" heavy weight bbl &
chambered fro 219 Zipper IMP. Metal is spotted & has
heavy bench rest stock. Gun is in fair condition. 300.00 -
500.00

Custom 219 Zipper Improved Bench Rest Rifle773

in 25-20SS Antique. No visible Ser #; 25-20SS cal. 28" oct
bbl. & bore is dirty but fair. Spotted grey metal &
mechanically ok w/Lyman tang sight. A fair single shot
Winchester. 300.00 - 400.00

Antique Winchester 1885 Lo Wall Rifle774

Black Powder. #3785; 50 cal. w/round bbl & in fair used
condition w/rust at muzzle & near breech. 150.00 - 200.00

Thompson Center Black Mountain 50 cal Mag775

Springfield Actions #3738615; 30-06. Custom walnut stock
& Weaver scope, in nice sporter condition. 
#3082556; 30-06. 20" bbl. & sporterized bolt, sporter wood,
in fair condition. 400.00 - 600.00

Pair of Sporterized US 03-A3776

Both guns #NSN; 410 ga w/3" chambers & 26" bbl. Both
guns have decorative receivers & some spots or scratches on
wood or metal, but over both in good overall condition.
300.00 - 500.00

Pair of Noble Model 70 410 Pump Shotguns777

Model 24 #8445; 22 cal. w/blue to brown patina & mixed
spots. Forearm has large chip on right side. 
Model 241 #110515; 22 cal. Std. config. Metal is blue to
brown w/mixed spots overall & solid wood. A good pair of
Remington 22's. 300.00 - 400.00

Pair of Early Remington 22 Automatics778

Combo Guns #NSN: 22 cal./410 ga. w/blue fading to grey
w/some visible case colors & mixed spots. Wood is good &
gun is in fair overall condition. 
#NSN: 22 cal. 410 ga. w/good blue & receiver is fading
grey. Mechanically good & stock is solid w/visible crack on
right side above trigger guard. 500.00 - 650.00

Pair of Savage Model 24 22 cal /410 ga779

LOT #

#M71570499; 270 cal. w/composite stock & 3-9x scope. In
like new condition. 250.00 - 350.00

Remington Model 770 270 cal Rifle & Scope780

#E1800955; 12 ga. in the shape of a M16. Gun is in new
condition. 350.00 - 450.00

EAA MKA 1919 12 ga Shotgun781

Pump Rifles Model 760 #7490550; 308 cal. Std config.
Scope base & rings attached. Gun is in fair overall
condition. 
Model Six #A4088235 30-06. Std config. Some spots on
metal, but overall good used condition. 500.00 - 600.00

Pair of Remington Model Six & 760782

Remington Model 25 #8633; 32 WCF. Gun has fair bore &
is mechanically good. In nice refinished condition & pump
handle has small chips on both sides. 
Winchester 1890 #252948; 22 Short w/fair bore & in nice
refinished condition wood & metal. 500.00 - 650.00

Pair of Refinished Small Caliber Pump Rifles783

Pump Rifles #417079; 30-06. Std. config. scope base
attached stock has numerous scratches & marks.
Mechanically good & wood is solid. 
 #164950; 270 cal. Std config. Good blue w/scratches &
marks. Stock has nicks & marks from use, but overall in
good usable condition. 500.00 - 600.00

Pair of Early Remington Model 760784

#06037459; 30-30. 20" carbine bbl w/JM markings,
checkered walnut stock & cross bolt safety. In nice lightly
used condition w/Bushnell scope. 400.00 - 500.00

Marlin Model 30AW 30-30 Rifle w/Scope785

#92036299; 30-30. 20" carbine bbl w/JM marks & has cross
bolt safety w/checkered walnut stock & Marlin 3-9x scope.
In nice overall condition. 400.00 - 500.00

Marlin 336W 30-30 Lever Action Carbine786

#80839; 270 cal. Std. config. in good condition. Wood has
some scratches & marks. Topped w/Bushnell 3-9x scope. 
#332834; 270 cal. Std config & in good original scope
topped w/Tasco 3-9x scope. Wood has some scratches &
marks. Overall a good pair of Model 721 rifles. 600.00 -
800.00

Pair of Remington Model 721 270 cal. Rifles787

#S917; 8mm. Std config & in good surplus condition.
200.00 - 300.00

Mauser M24/47 8mm Military Rifle788

#67527; 6.5x55. Has matching bolt & dated 1900. Gustaf
mfg. w/threaded muzzle & nice walnut stock. Gun has
bright bore & is import marked at muzzle & in very fine
overall surplus condition. 350.00 - 450.00

Swedish M38 Gustafs Military Rifle789
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#93L2760; 303 British. Long Branch mfg & 1950 dated.
Lightly import marked & in overall good surplus condition.
300.00 - 400.00

British Long Branch No 4 Military Rifle790

#27917; 8mm w/matching bolt. In very nice, surplus
condition. 300.00 - 400.00

Yugo M48A 8mm Military Rifle791

#89C8750; 303 cal. Std. config. & in good surplus
condition. 300.00 - 400.00

British Savage Mfg. No 4 MKI*792

#2507; 6.5x55. Mauser mfg 1899. Left side had been drilled
for a scope mount(sniper ?). Gun is in good surplus
condition. 250.00 - 350.00

Swedish 1896 Mauser Rifle793

#37232; 6.5x55. Mauser mfg 1900 dated receiver
w/matching bolt & other parts mismatched. In good overall
surplus condition w/good bore & import marked near
muzzle. 300.00 - 400.00

Swedish 1896 Mauser Rifle794

#5899; 7.62x54 w/chamber dated of 1944 & import marked
w/matching bolt & floor plate. In good surplus condition.
200.00 - 300.00

Russian 91-30 Mosin Nagant795

#8799H; 8x56 & in good surplus condition. 150.00 - 250.00
M95 Steyr Short Rifle796

Mosin Nagants #9130292875;  &  #9130025422; 7.62x54
&1942 production, in good surplus condition. 400.00 -
600.00

Pair of 1942 Surplus Russian 91-30797

& Bayonet Antique. 33" bbl. 70 cal. Metal is spotted grey &
wood is solid w/bayonet . 300.00 - 400.00

70 cal Austrian Civil War Era Musket798

Antique. 1848 dated Harpers Ferry lock & converted to
percussion. VP & eagle head marked 42" bbl. Metal is
brown to silver w/mixed spots. Wood is rough & shows
numerous repairs at wrist. 300.00 - 400.00

US Harpers Ferry Percussion Musket799

Antique. 1862 lock in std config. Metal is brown, stock is
solid but rough & includes bayonet. Great Civil War wall
hanger. 200.00 - 300.00

1861 Springfield Civil War Musket & Bayonet800

Large Bbl Black Powder. 40 cal. 44" marked W.M. Large
w/spotted brown metal & brass furniture.  In fair overall
condition. 350.00 - 500.00

Full Stock Perc. 40 cal. BP w/W.M.801

Muzzle Loader Black Powder.  34" oct bbl w/rifled bore is
good. Bbl marked A.B. Carpenter w/spotted brown patina
metal. & dbl set triggers. In fair condition. 300.00 - 400.00

A.B.Carpenter 1/2 Stock Perc 32 cal802

LOT #

Antique. Lock marked 1864 W. Mason Civil War musket
cut down as an Indian weapon w/tack decoration on right
side. Condition consistent w/Indian use. 250.00 - 400.00

Mason Contract Indian Gun Musket803

Black Powder. 50 cal. w/33 1/2" oct bbl. & rifle bore is good.
Metal is spotted brown & has Goulcher lock w/single
trigger. In fair condition. 250.00 - 350.00

50 cal Full Stock Percussion Rifle804

Black Powder. Brown metal w/dbl set triggers & walnut
stock. In fair condition. 250.00 - 350.00

Kitiredge 5mm Parlor Gun805

Antique. #29804; 38 cal(?) in rougher overall condition.
100.00 - 150.00

Antique Stevens Tip Up Rifle806

Antique. #5872; 22 cal. in rough overall condition. 100.00 -
200.00

Antique Stevens Tip Up Rifle807

Take Downs #166190; & #148457; both are 22 High Power
w/20" take down bbls spotted overall metal & both in fair
condition needing some TLC. RM198/249 500.00 - 650.00

Pair of Savage 1899 22 High Power808

Wingmaster Pumps #698489V; 12 ga. 28" FULL choke bbl
& in fair condition w/mixed spots. 
#205081V; 12 ga. 27 1/2" bbl w/POLY choke & some spots,
in fair overall condition. 200.00 - 300.00

Pair of Remington 870 12 ga809

Featherlite Shotgun #ULT-371655016; 20 ga. 2 3/4"
chamber & 25" vent rib bbl. w/MOD choke. Bbl & receiver
have some light spots & gun is mechanically good. Wood is
solid w/lots of marks & scratches. A good lightweight Ithaca
which would benefit from some TLC. 250.00 - 350.00

Ithaca Model 37 20 ga Ultra810

#OV27621; 12 ga. 32" ribbed bbl w/blue to grey metal
w/some spots. Butt stock is cracked w/crude repair. 300.00 -
400.00

Browning A5 magnum 12 ga.811

#X33690; 16 ga. Belgium mfg. w/27" bbl, good blue &
typical edge ware & spots. Forearm has large chip on left
side along w/crack on bottom, otherwise in good condition.
400.00 - 500.00

Belgium Browning 16 ga. A5812

#7Z20439; 20 ga. 27" vent rib bbl. Metal has mixed spots
overall & wood is fair. A good TLC project/cleanup. 350.00
- 450.00

Belgium Browning A5 Twenty813

#102960; 22 Auto. Std config. w/blue to grey metal & mixed
spots. Receiver & bbl are drilled for scope mounts & wood is
good. 250.00 - 350.00

Winchester Model 63 22 Automatic Rifle814
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#K634767; 410 ga. w/ribbed bbl & bbl has light surface rust
overall. Gun needs some TLC. 100.00 - 200.00

Mossberg Model 500 410 Pump815

#211072; 16 ga. 26" bbls. & bores are fair w/brown to grey
metal. Mechanically ok & wood is well worn w/repaired
crack at wrist & some damage near butt on left side. 250.00
- 350.00

Ithaca 16 ga Dbl Bbl. Shotgun816

#177940A; 22 Long. Std config. Metal is blue to grey & gun
is in fair used condition. 75.00 - 125.00

Winchester Model 74 22 Automatic817

#31254134; 12 ga. 28" FULL choke bbl. &  321482; 12 ga.
30" FULL choke bbl. Both are mixed of blue & grey metal
w/scratches & marks. Wood is fair on both & a good pair of
used Model 12's 300.00 - 500.00

Pair of Winchester Model 12 12 ga818

#37751; 22 cal. Std. config. w/good original blue & front &
rear target sights. Wood has some scratches & marks but
good overall. Correct sling & butt plate has some rust,
magazine is absent, otherwise good overall condition.
RM257 300.00 - 400.00

Savage NRA 22 cal Match Rifle819

#246299; 303 cal. 26" round bbl. Fair bore & brown to grey
metal. Stock is fair but visible repair at wrist. Butt plate is
loose. 300.00 - 400.00

Savage 1899 303 Rifle820

#40887; 32-40. 22" bbl. w/good bore. Brown Patina metal
w/mixed spots & wood is rough w/repair visible at wrist &
forend. 200.00 - 300.00

Savage Model 1899 in 32-40 cal.821

#40337; 303 SAV 26" oct bbl w/fair bore &metal is grey
w/spots. New checkered stock. 500.00 - 600.00

Savage Model 99B 303 SAV w/Oct bbl. Rifle822

#26978; 30-30 cal. w/good bore 26" half round & half oct
bbl. Wood appears to be a replacement & is mechanically
good. 400.00 - 500.00

Savage 1899C w/Half Round Half Oct Rifle823

#261352; 303 cal. 20" bbl. w/carbine style butt stock &
metal plate. Blond colored wood w/good bore. 300.00 -
400.00

Savage Model 1899 303 Carbine824

Remington Model 550-1 #NSN; 22 cal. & in fair used
condition w/mixed spots on metal. 
Springfield 87A #NSN;  22 cal. w/mixed spots on metal &
in fair overall condition, both need TLC. 150.00 - 250.00

Pair of 22 cal Semi Automatic Rifles825

Mossberg Model 152K #NSN; 22 cal rifle  w/Weaver scope
& leather sling, in good condition. 
Stevens Model 59A #NSN; 410 ga bolt, stock is rough but

Pair of Vintage Firearms826

LOT #
overall in fair condition. 200.00 - 250.00

Model 50 #88675; 20 ga. in fair condition w/recoil pad
added. 
Model 59 #5593; 12 ga. in fair condition w/recoil pad.
500.00 - 600.00

Pair of Winchester Automatic Shotguns827

#NSN; 410 ga Spotted grey metal & in rougher overall
condition. 100.00 - 125.00

Mossberg 183D-A 410 Bolt Action828

#NSN; 22 cal semi auto w/full length wood & Weaver B4
rifle scope. In good used condition. 100.00 - 150.00

Mossberg 151M-B 22 Rifle w/Scope829

#47949; & #76003; both are 12 ga & in fair condition
w/mixed spots on metal & wood is solid w/scratches. 300.00
- 500.00

Pair of Winchester Model 50 Semi Auto Shotguns830

Model 62A #400336; 22 cal Metal is spotted & in lightly
rusted condition. 
Model 190 #B2097717; 22 cal. in fair used condition. 
300.00 - 400.00

Pair of Winchester 22 cal Rifles831

#48437; 22 cal. Brown to grey metal & mechanically ok,
wood is solid. 250.00 - 350.00

Winchester Model 62 22 Pump832

#196; 22 cal. Blue to grey metal w/mixed spots, wood is
good & in overall in fair condition. 150.00 - 200.00

Stevens Favorite 22 LR833

Lakefield Model 64B #L087887; 22 cal. Made in Canada &
in nice condition. 
Winchester Model 190 #B1264202; 22 cal in fair condition
w/some scratches & marks. 200.00 - 300.00

Pair of 22 Semi Auto Rifles834

#7109226; 30-06. In fair condition w/scope. 200.00 - 300.00
Remington Model 760 30-06 Pump835

Model 352K #NSN & Model 342K  #NSN; Both are 22 cal
bolt action & semi auto, each has folding forearm & topped
w/Weaver 22 scopes. Both in fair condition. 200.00 - 300.00

Pair of Mossberg 22 cal Scoped Rifles836

Antique. #155313; 12 ga.  Bores are pitted, gun has exposed
hammers & is mechanically tight, in fair refinished
condition. LB23
100.00 - 200.00

Antique LC Smith 12 ga Dbl Bbl837

#606525; 12 ga. 30" FULL choke bbl & in nice refinished
condition w/checkered stock. 200.00 - 300.00

Winchester Model 1897 Shotgun838
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#66236; 12 ga. w/Browning style action & press engraved
receiver. Metal is blue to grey & stock has small visible
crack at wrist w/recoil pad added. LB24 100.00 - 200.00

Savage Model 720 12 ga Automatic Shotgun839

Antiques. #235541; 45-70. Spotted grey metal & in fair
condition. 
#465716; 45-70. Brown rusted metal & rougher overall
condition. Pair of Trapdoors needing TLC. RM310/333
450.00 - 600.00

Pair of US Springfield Trapdoor Rifles840

#562119; 22 short. Brown to grey patina & mechanically
good w/rear tang sight. 
#434757; 22 WRF. Spotted brown patina & mechanically
ok. Wood is solid. LB 49/50 500.00 - 600.00

Pair of Winchester 1890 22 cal Rifles841

Winchester Model 1912 #125364; 12 ga.  30" FULL choke
bbl w/vent rib & recoil pad. 
Antique. National Firearm Co #119030; 12 ga. in rough
condition. LB40/9 200.00 - 300.00

Pair of Vintage 12 ga Pump Shotguns842

Short Rifles #1740; 22 short. w/brown spotted metal  &
rougher overall condition.
#2875; 22 short. w/brown spotted metal & in rougher overall
condition. LB47/52 300.00 - 400.00

Pair of Winchester Model 1890 22843

#27551; 308 cal. Metal is in fair condition w/replacement
synthetic stock. 150.00 - 250.00

Winchester Model 88 308 cal844

#B336507; 12 ga. 28" vent rib & in good used condition.
150.00 - 200.00

Remington 870 Express Magnum845

Westernfield Model SD59A #NSN; 22 cal. & topped
w/Mossberg 4x scope, gun is in fair condition. 
Ranger Model 103-13 #NSN; 22 bolt action w/tube
magazine & in fair overall condition. 200.00 - 250.00

Pair of 22 caliber Rifles846

Action Rifles #391382; 22 cal. in rough condition, wood,
metal & mechanically. 
#309521; 22 cal. rougher overall w/brown metal & chipped
butt stock. LB31/37 400.00 - 600.00

Pair Antique Marlin Model 97 Lever847

#680254; 22 WRF. in rougher overall condition. 
#48550; 22 short. Pitted metal & in rougher overall
condition . 300.00 - 400.00

Pair of Rough Winchester Model 90 22 Pumps848

#58898; 7.7 cal. Std config. w/spotted metal finish & mum
is ground. Gun is in fair overall condition. 100.00 - 200.00

WWII Japanese Type 99 Military Rifle849

LOT #

#Z6756; 22 cal. carbine model w/20" bbl. Metal is grey
w/various pits & butt stock is replacement. Gun is rough
overall. 100.00 - 200.00

Marlin Model 39 Carbine850

#40878; 16 ga. Gun is in fair condition w/cracked &
repaired hand guard. 50.00 - 75.00

Excel Single Shot 16 ga. Shotgun851

Stevens Junior #NSN; &  Winchester 1902 #NSN; 22 cal &
both are in rough, rusted condition. RM292/307 100.00 -
200.00

Pair of Early 22 cal Boys Rifles852

#0322295; 17HMR. Std config w/composite stock. 2.5-10x
scope attached & in like new condition. 200.00 - 250.00

Savage Model 93R17 17HRM Rifle853

#558830; 22 WRF. Std config w/brown to grey metal & in
fair overall condition. 200.00 - 300.00

Winchester Model 1890 22 WRF Pump854

#7345933; 30-06. Std. carbine config. Metal has some blue
loss on edges & mixed spots & marks. Wood is solid & in
good condition. Topped w/Simmons 3-9x scope. 300.00 -
400.00

Remington Model 760 30-06 Scoped Carbine855

Antiques. #NSN; Hopkins & Allen NSN; 32 Rim fire. Metal
is spotted grey & gun has fair bore. In fair overall condition
Stevens Favorite #L392;  32 long w/bright bore & oct bbl.
Gun has mixed spots on bbl & receiver, mechanically good
& wood is solid, but rough overall condition. A good pair of
antique 32 cal rifles. 300.00 - 500.00

Pair of Antique Falling Block Rifles856

Winchester Model 62 #58053A; 22 cal. in good refinished
condition. 
Browning BLR #69B15036; 22 cal. in rougher condition
w/rust overall, scratches & marks. 400.00 - 500.00

Pair of 22 cal Rifles857

#NSN; 22 cal. Std. config. Gun has nice re-blued finish &
wood is solid w/visible repairs. Original Winchester butt pad
& a good example of a scarce 22. 300.00 - 500.00

Winchester Model 99 Thumb Trigger 22858

#18E04764; 22/410 ga & in like new condition. 
#18B01259; 22/20 ga. & in like new condition. A cool pair
of combination guns. 400.00 - 600.00

Pair of Chiappa Dbl Badger Combo Guns859

#C3266; 22 & #L2802; both are Romanian & 22 cal training
rifles, in good surplus condition. 250.00 - 450.00

Pair of 22 cal Romanian Training Rifles860

Model 99 Thumb Trigger #NSN;  22 cal. in rougher
condition w/pits & spots, gun has name carved in stock. 
Model 1906 #81421;  22 cal parts gun includes receiver, bbl
& butt stock. LB15/20 200.00 - 400.00

Pair of Winchester 22 cal Rifles861
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#NSN; 22 cal w/full length military style wood & in fair
overall condition. LB39 100.00 - 200.00

Winchester Model 69 22 cal Rifle862

Block Rifles Antiques. #68058; 32 RIM Fire & #67210; 22
cal. both are in spotted, rusty condition & mechanically ok,
both in need of TLC. RM251/283 200.00 - 400.00

Pair of Antique Remington Falling863

#986;  & #635; 22 cal. in fair to poor condition. RM213/252
150.00 - 250.00

Pair of Stevens 22 cal Favorite Rifles864

w/POLY Choke #89217;  &  #713676; Both are 16 ga &
have POLY choke one has solid rib & both have spotted grey
metal, in need of TLC. 300.00 - 400.00

Pair of Winchester Model 12 16 ga865

#8S19116; 16 ga. Belgium mfg. w/28" vent rib bbl., metal is
greying & gun has mixed spots. Wood is well used but solid
& a fair used Sweet 16 Belgium Browning. 450.00 - 600.00

Browning Sweet 16 A5 Shotgun866

Scoped Rifles #05155206; 22 cal. Topped w/Cabelas 3-9x
scope
#05155509; 22 cal. Topped w/Simmons scope. Both in very
fine, like new condition. 250.00 - 400.00

Pair of Marlin Model 60 22 cal.867

Marlin Model 60G #NSN; 410 ga single shot in very nice
condition. 
Stevens Model 58B #NSN; 410 ga. w/magazine & in very
nice used condition. 200.00 - 300.00

Pair of Nice Bolt Action 410 ga Shotguns868

#02280946; 22 Mag. Std. config. w/scope. In fine used
condition. 250.00 - 350.00

Marlin Model 25MN 22 Magnum w/Scope869

#0184228; 17 HMR. Std. config w/3-9x scope. 200.00 -
300.00

Savage Model 93R17 17 HMR Rifle870

#72B65585; 22 cal. std config & in fair used condition
w/some scratches on bbl & rust spot on left side of receiver.
300.00 - 400.00

Browning BLR 22 Rifle871

#K779916; 22LR/410 ga w/composite stock & in nice used
condition. 300.00 - 400.00

Savage Model 42 Combination Gun872

#NSN; 22" smooth bore bbl w/rifled sights. Blue & case
colored. Gun is in nice overall condition. 150.00 - 250.00

Stevens Model 94C 12 ga Slug Gun873

#3600387; 30-30. Std. config. Receiver has mixed spots
overall otherwise gun is in good overall condition. 300.00 -
400.00

Winchester Model 64A 30-30 Rifle874

LOT #

#558225; 32 WCF. Saddle ring receiver & early ladder style
rear sight. Gun has been refinished & is mechanically good.
In fair overall condition as a refinished SRC. 400.00 -
500.00

Winchester 1892 SRC875

#B1010914; 22 Semi Auto. In fair condition. Bolt handle is
bent. 100.00 - 200.00

Winchester Model 290 22 Automatic876

#23167227; 35 REM. Std. carbine config. w/rubber recoil
pad & scope attached. Metal has mixed spots & wear around
ejection port. 250.00 - 350.00

Marlin 336 35 cal. Carbine w/Scope877

#108293; 35 REM. Std. config. Original blue fading to grey
in areas. Gun has 5 tally marks on pistol grip & stock is
solid but well worn. 150.00 - 250.00

Remington Model 14 Pump in 35 cal.878

Black Powder. Thompson Center Hawken K103814; 50 cal
in rougher overall condition. 
Inline #5146;  50 cal & in fair overall condition. 100.00 -
150.00

Pair of Black Powder Firearms879

Wards Model 60 #NSN; 20 ga Pump & in rough condition. 
Remington Model 11 Sportsman #731450; 12 ga & in rough
condition
H.S.B. & Co #423054; 12 ga. in rough condition. 100.00 -
150.00

Lot of 3 Vintage Shotguns880

KAR 98 #4079;  8x57 & in fair sporter condition. 
Mauser Action #62;  8mm(?) & in rougher sporter
condition.
VZ24 #7796;  8mm(?) in fair condition w/scope. 
British Mauser #38475; 7mm Mag. Firearms Co made in
England w/Bushnell scope. 200.00 - 300.00

Lot of 4 Military Sporting Rifles881

Both have #NSN; & are in 12 ga. w/vent rib & POLY
chokes, in fair overall condition. 150.00 - 250.00

Pair of JC Higgins 12 ga Pumps882

Antique Colt Lightning #58814; 22 cal & in rough condition
w/out forearm. 
Savage #84955; 22 cal. pump in rough overall condition. A
good pair of parts or project 22's.  LB25/29 200.00 - 300.00

Pair of 22 cal Pump Parts Guns883

#880930;   #508114;  &  #648920; all are 16 ga & in rough
condition, w/rusted or grey metal & some w/bad wood. A
good lot of "fix it" 16 ga Model 12's. 200.00 - 400.00

Lot of 3 Winchester 16 ga Model 12 Shotguns884

Daisy Model 2201 #AA0034924; 22 cal. Bolt action in fair
condition. 
Marlin Model 780 #21593238; 22 cal. & in fair condition.

Pair of Bolt Action 22 Rifles885
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200.00 - 300.00

Antique. Eclipse Gun Co #118738; 12 ga. w/break & repair
at wrist & in rougher overall condition. 
Richards Side Lever #NSN; rib is loose & in rougher overall
condition. A good pair of Wall Hangers. 
LB 4/5 150.00 - 250.00

Pair of Antique Hammered Dbl Bbl Shotguns886

1917 #941619; 30-06. In fair sporter condition. 
Mauser 1891 Argentine #W2518; 7.65 cal w/scope & in fair
sporter condition. 250.00 - 400.00

Pair of Sporterized Military Rifles887

Model 1400 MKII #419277; 12 ga. w/rib bbl & FULL
choke, in nice used condition. 
Winchester Model 1912 #48030; 12 ga. 30" FULL choke bbl
& in fair condition. 350.00 - 500.00

Pair of Winchester 12 ga Shotguns888

#3813523;  & #3783020; Both are 30-06 w/Remington
receivers & one has original RA43 bbl. Both are in fair
condition. 450.00 - 600.00

Pair of US 03A3 Sporting Rifles889

J Stevens #E57439; 12 ga dbl &  in rough overall condition. 
Remington Model 10 #203290; 12 ga &  in fair, refinished
condition. 150.00 - 250.00

Pair of Vintage Shotguns890

#AR228688; custom 32-20 bbl & in fair overall condition.
150.00 - 250.00

H&R 32-20 Single Shot Rifle891

#1676972; 22 cal w/scope & in fair overall condition. 100.00
- 200.00

Remington Model 572 22 cal. Rifle892

Remington Model 11 #54210; 12 ga. gun has newer
replacement bbl & in rough overall condition. 
Browning Style FN #539505664; 12 ga.  FN produced early
style A5 & in rougher condition, butt stock is shortened.
200.00 - 400.00

Pair of Early Semi Automatic Shotguns893

Model 742 #A7416468; 30-06. Gun is in fair condition
w/Burris 3-9x scope
Model 7600 #8427193; 30-06. In fair condition w/Redfield
scope. 500.00 - 650.00

Pair of Remington 30-06 Deer Scoped Rifles894

#NSN; 16 ga bolt action & in fair, used condition. 75.00 -
150.00

JC Higgins Model 583 16 ga Bolt Action895

Iver Johnson Champion #UHBC; 12 ga w/rust spots on bbl. 
Iver Johnson Champion #BUUH; 20 ga w/rust spots on bbl. 
Iver Johnson Champion #CTTX; 16 ga. w/rust spots on bbl. 
150.00 - 350.00

Lot of 3 Iver Johnson Champion Single Shots896

LOT #

#22640; 8mm.  Std config & in fair surplus condition.
150.00 - 250.00

Turkish Military Mauser897

Model 151K #NSN; 22 cal semi auto w/Mossberg scope &
in good used condition. 
Model 42M #NSN; 22 cal bolt action w/some surface rust.
150.00 - 200.00

Pair of Mossberg 22 Rifles898

Remington Model 12A #493185; 22 cal. & in rough, rust
condition. 
Sears Model 41 #NSN;  22 cal. In fair condition w/some
larger spots of rust. 
Ithaca M68 #2585; 22 cal single shot & in fair condition
w/rust spots. 200.00 - 300.00

Lot of 3 22 cal Rifles899

#3018423; 22 cal. & in good used condition w/scope. 100.00
- 150.00

Remington 522 Viper900

#730210; Take down 22 automatic w/scope. Gun has some
spots on metal & is in fair used condition. 150.00 - 250.00

ADT Semi Auto Take Down901

#130936;  20 ga. Made in Spain & in fair overall condition.
200.00 - 300.00

Davidson Model 63B 20 ga Dbl Bbl902

Model 22-410 #NSN; 22/410 w/Tenite stock. & in rough
condition. 
Model 107B #NSN; 20 ga & in rougher condition w/spotted
metal. 100.00 - 200.00

Pair of Stevens Firearms903

Winchester Red Letter Model 37 #NSN; 12 ga. & in fair
overall condition. 
New England Model SB1 #NC289045; 20 ga. & in new
condition. 200.00 - 300.00

Pair of Single Shot Shotguns904

Winchester 1897 #200592; 12 ga. in rough condition.
Remington 870 Wingmaster #259641V; 12 ga w/rust spots
overall & in rough condition.
Coast to Coast Master-Mag #K251675; 12 ga & in rusted
rough condition. 
Remington 11-48 #5044078; 12 ga. In fair condition
w/drilled receiver. 
200.00 - 300.00

Lot of 4 12 ga Shotguns905

New England SB1 #NG305262; 12 ga & in rough rusty
condition. 
H.S.B & Co. #NSN; 12 ga & in rougher rusted condition. 
Stevens Model 94C #NSN; 16 ga & in rough,  rusted
condition. 75.00 - 150.00

Lot of 3 Single Shot Shotguns906
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Mossberg 183D-A #NSN;  410 ga. Metal is rusted 
Buffalo Bill Cody Model 128 #NSN;  20 ga. & in rougher
condition w/spotted metal. 75.00 - 100.00

Pair of Bolt Action Shotguns907

Topper #BA507547; 20 ga. w/surface rust on metal 
Topper 158 #AJ273145; 20 ga. w/mixed rust on metal. A
good pair of TLC shotguns. 150.00 - 150.00

Pair of H&R Single Shot 20 ga Shotguns908

Model 67 #NSN; 22 cal. w/surface rust on metal. 
Model 60 #NSN: 22 cal single shot w/surface rust on metal. 
Model 1903 #27398; 22 auto & metal is rusted w/broken
butt stock. A good group of project Winchester rifles. 100.00
- 200.00

Group of 3 Winchester 22 Rifles909

Model 500ABR #G418002; 12 ga 24" smooth slug bbl in
fair condition. 
Model 835 #UM26667; 24" bbl w/rib & 3 1/2" chamber.
Gun is in good used condition. 250.00 - 350.00

Pair of Mossberg Pump Shotguns910

#R147; 22 cal. in rough condition w/pitting overall, a project
gun. 50.00 - 100.00

Stevens 22 cal Favorite Rifle911

Antique. #NSN; 16 ga. Spotted grey metal & in fair overall
condition. 75.00 - 100.00

Antique Davenport Single Shot 16 ga. Shotgun912

Marlin Foremost Model 2066 #72199743; 22 cal. Semi auto
& in fair condition. 
Remington Model 550-1 #NSN: 22 cal in fair condition
w/some spots. 200.00 - 300.00

Pair of Semi Automatic 22 Rifles913

Marlin Model 60 #06302300; 22 cal. w/surface rust on
metal. 
Remington 582 #1129744; 22 cal. w/surface rust on metal. 
Mossberg 152 #NSN; 22 cal semi auto w/nickel finish & in
fair condition.
Remington Nylon 66 #NSN; 22 cal. Receiver is painted &
bbl has rust, nylon stock is solid. 200.00 - 300.00

Grouping of 4 Modern 22 cal Rifles914

Stevens 59A #NSN 410 ga. in fair condition & has visible
crack at wrist.  
Mossberg 185K #NSN;  20 ga. in fair condition. LB13/22
150.00 - 200.00

Pair of Bolt Action Shotguns915

Antique. Stevens Dread Naught 12 ga. & St Louis Arms Co
12 ga. Both guns are in rougher overall condition, but fair
early antique single shots, LB7/10 100.00 - 200.00

Pair of Antique Single Shot Shotguns916

LOT #

Mix of Winchester & Twin Cities Arsenals
560 rds of Surplus 30 cal M2 Ball Ammo917

Ball Ammo
1,000 rds of Surplus 45 cal M1911918

Lake CIty  surplus ammo & comes in bandoleers
1,080 rds of 30 cal Carbine Ammo919

comes in original wood case, circa 1975.
Case of 1,680 rds of 5.56 Lake City Ammunition920

192 rds of 30 cal M2 Ball on Garand Clips921

full 50 cal can NOS Lake City Match Ammunition.
460 rds of 7.62 NATO Match Ammunition922

full 50 cal can NOS Lake City Match Ammunition.
460 rds of 7.62 NATO Match Ammunition923

full 50 cal can NOS Lake City Match Ammunition.
460 rds of 7.62 NATO Match Ammunition924

full 50 cal can NOS Lake City Match Ammunition.
460 rds of 7.62 NATO Match Ammunition925

full 50 cal can NOS Lake City Match Ammunition.
460 rds of 7.62 NATO Match Ammunition926

Pump Shotguns Antique. #2725; 30" bbl in fair refinished
condition & wood is solid. 
#19012; 12 ga. 30" bbl. greyed metal & butt stock is rough,
forearm is replacement & is missing the slide rails &
potentially other small parts. Hard to fine 1893 black powder
pump shotguns. LB 8/28 300.00 - 500.00

Pair of Rare Antique Winchester 1893927

#97697; 12 ga. Factory engraved Marlin Model 19 w/30"
bbl. marked Chicago Arms Co & has greyed metal. Wood is
fair w/elaborate engraved receiver on both sides. 
Engraved Union Arms Co Pump Shotgun #103570; 12 ga.
32"  Damascus pattern solid rib bbl. Gun has engraved
receiver & unusual pump action. Original wood is fair, butt
plate is absent. A good original pair of Antique Early
American Shotguns.  
LB17/11 650.00 - 900.00

Pair of Early Antique Engraved Pump Shotguns928

Antiques. Colt 1877 Dbl Action Lightning #110224; 38 cal.
6" bbl spotted brown metal patina & grips are smooth.
Mechanically gun is fair, no visible markings remain on bbl
or frame.
Remington Cartridge Conversion 1858  #800; 38 cal.
w/cartridge conversion cylinder & bbl has been shortened.
Right grip has been repaired. In fair condition. LB55/80
300.00 - 400.00

Pair of Antique Revolvers929

Happy Christmas & Merry New Year
Next Sale SAT JANUARY 11th 2020!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!930

Terms & Conditions: By bidding in a Kramer Auction, you
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agree to these terms: All sales made only in accordance with
these terms. Please read them carefully. By registering to bid, or
placing a bid, you are accepting & agreeing to abide by these
terms:

1. BUYERS PREMIUM - . In House or "Live" bidders are
charged a ten percent (10%) buyer's fee & Five & one half
percent (5.5%) Wisconsin State & Local sales tax will be
collected on items sold to In House or "Live" bidders or shipped
to Wisconsin residence. If you pickup absentee or online
purchases at our office you are responsible for paying the WI
State Sales Tax.  Absentee buyers whose items are shipped to
their out of state location are responsible for complying with
their home state tax requirements.

2. PAYMENT - Live bidders must pay before leaving the
auction; absentee bidders must pay promptly upon notice of
successful bid(s). Payment may be by Visa, MasterCard(3%
service charge applies), Cash, or Pre-Approved Personal
Checks. If not pre-approved, pick-up of items may be delayed
until check clears. Absentee bidders paying by check may have
purchases held until check clears.

3. AS IS / WHERE IS - Generally, items in this auction are sold
as is, where is, with no guarantee whatsoever. Guns and
ammunition are specifically NOT warranted for shooting. Any
used firearm should be inspected by a competent gunsmith for
safety, function, and proper ammunition type before attempting
to fire. Any description of mechanical function or condition
does NOT mean the gun has been inspected or Okayed for
shooting. Ammunition of unknown origin should not be fired,
and the ammunition in this sale is sold for salvage of
components or as collectibles only. 

4. Accuracy of catalog & other descriptions is not guaranteed.
Although we do our best to provide good descriptions, no
portion of any description is guaranteed. Such qualities as
condition, age, origin, historical attribution, quality, originality,
measurement, significance, percentage of finish, alteration,
restoration, and estimated value are opinion only, and are not
guaranteed. You are strongly urged to inspect each item on
which you bid, and to base your bids on your own opinions and
observations.

5. SHIPPING & REMOVAL - Kramer Auction Service LLC
will pack & ship your items to you at your expense & risk. Basic
shipping charges inside the continental U.S. are expected to be
$45-$65 for a long gun & $25-$45 for a handgun.  This will
include a new Plano Hardcase which your Long gun will be
shipped in. These are average estimates, oversize, special
packing, insurance, etc., will cost extra. 

6. SALE OF FIREARMS - All sales of firearms will be in strict
compliance with all firearms laws & regulations. 

ANTIQUE, MUZZLE-LOADING & AIR GUNS - Marked
"antique" or "non-ffl" in catalog. These items may be shipped
directly to absentee bidders unless your local or state law has
restricts this. It is our policy not to sell these items to
individuals who would not be eligible to purchase modern
firearms. By bidding on these, you represent that you are not a
minor, convicted felon, drug addict, illegal alien, mentally
defective individual, or other person who would be restricted
from buying modern firearms, and that such purchase is legal
your home area. Absentee bidders purchasing these items may
be asked to send a copy of their driver's license w/ payment. 

MODERN FIREARMS - Kramer Auction Service LLC is a
Federal Firearms Licensed dealer (FFL), and you can purchase
these guns the same way you would from a gun shop. Live
bidders may fill out the required form 4473, and get an instant
FBI NICS background check by phone at the auction after you
pay. If your NICS background check clears, as is usually the
case, you can take the guns the same day. If there is a NICS
delay, you will need to come back after NICS clears you. 
* Modern long guns can be sold live at the auction to residents
of most states. 
* Modern handguns can be sold live at the auction ONLY to
residents of Wisconsin or valid FFL & C&R holders in other
states. Non-licensed residents of other states may bid on & buy
modern handguns, but must arrange shipment of modern
handguns to an FFL dealer in their home state. 
* Out of state & absentee bidders can have guns shipped to FFL
dealers in their area. Most gun shops will receive these for you
and legally transfer them to you for a modest fee. You will need
to have them send Kramer Auction Service LLC a signed copy
of their FFL with your name, noting it is for your purchases. 

FFL LICENSEES - FFL Dealers are welcome to bid & buy, and
we expect there will be bargains in this sale that can be good
investments for you. You will need a signed copy of your FFL
for Kramer Auction Service LLC the transferee for this sale. We
are glad to sell C&R eligible guns to C&R FFL's (federally
licensed firearms collectors). 

7. ABSENTEE BIDS - If you can't attend the auction, you can
place an absentee bid online,  or may bid live on the phone on
certain items. 

By placing an absentee bid, you request and authorize us to bid
on the lots listed on this form up to the stated bid price. An
auction staff member will bid on your behalf, as if you were
present and bidding and will try to buy for you at the lowest
possible bid. To protect the integrity of the bidding process, it is
our policy not to disclose the amount of an absentee bid to other
potential bidders. 

8. Disputes under this contract - Buyers & Kramer Auction
Service agree to mediate any dispute or claim arising between
them resulting from the buyer participating in the auction or
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any resulting transaction. Any Mediation fees will be borne
equally by each party. All mediation , arbitration & court shall
be filed and conducted soley within Crawford County, State of
Wisconsin and not in any other jurisdiction. 

9. Please Keep in mind that just because an item sells for your
High Bid amount it does not automatically mean that you won
the item. Depending on the when the Proxibid operator is able
to place your first bid, that will determine whether your High
bid will be used by yourself or another bidder.  Example: Your
High Bid is $100 dollars, the proxibid operator is able to start
your bid at $70. The next bidder bids $80, you bid $90, next
bidder bids $100.  You would loss that bid because of the bid
increment schedule on that item.  Because all of our bids are
placed competitively this does happen on items in each auction. 

We assume no responsibility for failure to execute absentee bids
for any reason whatsoever. 

If you are the successful bidder, your total price will be the gavel
price Plus a Buyers Premium, plus any applicable taxes.


